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CONTRIBUTORS

Having read Alice Miller's Thou

Shall Not Be Aware, a book

about child abuse, one Omni
staff member recenlly recalled incidents

from his own childhood. His stepfather, he

says, had been a prison guard who
never seemed to be off-duty. At home he

treated the oldest son as if he were a

convict, verbally humiliating him in front of

Ihe family, until the boy thought of himself

as a criminal. With no sense of self-

esteem, he grew up expecting to be

ridiculed for every endeavor.

"Such personal responses lo Miller's

work don't surprise me," says psycho-

therapist Diane Connors, who conducted

Ihis month's Interview with Ihe Swiss

psychoanalyst (page 72). "Everyone has

a history, and her readers seem lo

identify with her work." As Miller points

out. we're all made to feel responsible for

anything shameful that happens to us.

But she believes the root of violence lies

in Ihe trauma of childhood and that the

trauma is reenacted repeatedly. "Since

discovering her work, I've used her

theories in my own practice," Connors

says. "In order for the patient to make

progress in therapy, the analyst must be

supportive and let the child reemerge."'

Miller notes that her theories took shape

alter.she began releasing spontaneous

creativity in her paintings; it was then that

she became" reacquainted with the child

in herself. Yet, interestingly, she will no! talk

about her own childhood.

Bruce Schechter, who wrote "May the

e OMNI

Force Be With You" (page 36). defmhely

believes there's a child inside him

—

"and sometimes not so much inside," he

adds. Schechier, who has a doctorate

in theoretical particle physics, now
reports on Purdue University physicist

Ephraim Fischbach's theory of a force

of nature that may counteracl gravity. If

Fischbach is correci, it could lead lo

a unified theory of the universe, something

physicists have eagerly been seeking

ever since Albert Einstein developed his

theory of relativity.

"I always try to bring rnysell back to the

uncritical state of childlike wonder,"

Fischbach says. "We're all burdened with

learned prejudices, but I try to undo

what I've learned in order to recapture

that special spirit of fascination."

In the art of magic, of course, conjurers

remind us that there are still things in

the world beyond our understanding. In

the past, magical 1'icks using scientific

developments inspired nventors like

Alexander Graham Bell. In the twenty-first

century, however, magicians may not

be able to compete with technology,

according to magician Ricky Jay, author

of Learned Pigs and Fireproof Women
(Villard Books). For '-'Grand Illusions"

(page 44) Jay spoke to such beguiling

performers as Doug Henning, David

Copperfield, and Penn and Teller. Their

opinions vary, qI course, but whatever

direction future magic takes, it will still

appeal to our childlike sense of wonder.

'A child looks at the world with a sense

of wonder and curiosity, without any

preconceptions," Richard Wdkomir says.

'And that childlike quality aids Ihe writer

in the initial approach to a story." For

"Beyond the Challenger Era" (page 62),

Wolkomir focused his curiosity on current

and former astronauts and their opinions

ot the space program and its management.

Following the investigations into ihe

Challenger accident last year, the space-

larers have demanded to be heard.

And after years of neglecting its astronauts.

NASA is listening and making changes

based on their recommendations. Despite

the 1986 tragedy and later disclosures

of flight mismanagement, Wolkomir notes,

the allure of flying in space still has a

powerlul hold over everyone.

English author Clive Barker, likewise,

has a powerful hold over his readers.

"What he does makes the rest of us look

like we've been asleep for the last ten

years," Stephen King has said. "He's an

original." What makes him—and his

stories—intriguing is the way he takes

ordinary people and horrifyingly exposes

their animal urges. "The urge for polymor-

phous perversity, for pleasure, for the

satisfaction of appetite, for fascination and

curiosity, are what motivate me and my
fiction," Barker says. 'And I don't care to

cover my feelings. I want to articulate

them and speak directly." Babel's Children

(page 48)—an atypical Barker story,

with no blood and guts but possessing

great charm— is from his collection In Ihe

Flesh (Poseidon Press).OQ



LETTERS

connrmuruicMTorus

Rock and Roll Fanlasy

I'm pleased with Lorraine Prinsky's survey

on rock and roll ["Sex, Violence, and

Rock and Roll," Continuum, December
1986], The truth is told, finally, by qualified

sociologists and not fanatical ministers:

Listening to the lyrics of a song does

not make me want to act them out.

If I read a newspaper article about

rape, I
don't want to go out and rape

someone. And if I hear a song about how
great heroin is, I don't want to buy the

stuff. Providing labels on albums that

- contain "explicit" material will limit the

creativity of talented artists. After all, drugs,

sex, and violence happen every day.

Richard White

Pomona, CA

The Miracle Worker

The "miraculous" recovery of sight in the

cortically blind patient "Eliza" cited by

Jim McConnell is not without precedent;

nor are the generic methods used to

retrain Eliza in visual perception; nor, for

that matter, is the basic thesis of neuronal

reorganization ["Darkness Visible," Mind,

December 1986], All of those precepts

were enumerated 20 years ago by two

gentlemen often scoffed at by the medical

profession, Doman and Delicato. They

have treated some 40- to 50-odd cortically

blind children, with sight being restored

in roughly one quarter.

I hope that Drs. Kewman and Merrill

continue their efforts on the fringe of

medical science and more important, that

they publicize their findings in the appro-

priate medical forum. We parents of

similarly brain-injured children have gained

precious little from the traditional medical

approach, and it is heartening to find

someone challenging the traditional

viewpoint of hopelessness.

T J. Bunt, M.D.

University of South Carolina

School of Medicine
' - . Columbia

Animal Talk

I must applaud you on your interspecies

communication experiment ["Calls of

the Wild," December 1986]. For some time

now, a number of individuals have been

working with animals, but their work

has been either ignored by the public or

treated with condescension: "Who
cares?" or "Isn't that cute?"

A good two-minute howl with a wolf is

refreshing enough to relieve eight hours of

siress from the job. Maybe the lypes of

"participation experiments" you reported

on will open our minds to the possibility

of communicating with other species.

Mark Lyon

Middlebury, CT

I was very disappointed with your article

"Calls of the Wild" as a representation

of what is going on in interspecies

communication today. I have worked

under the supervision of Francine Patter-

son, president of The Gorilla Foundation,

and with Koko the gorilla for six years. I'm

amazed that you didn't mention Patter-

son's work with Koko—the longest contin-

uous study of language acquisition in a

nonhuman primate. I am astounded

by Sue Savage-Rumbaugh's statement

that understanding English was somelhing

"apes just could not do." Koko has shown

exceptional comprehension of spoken

English since her babyhood, and this has

been carefully documented. Koko even

eavesdrops. When Michael, Koko's male

gorilla companion, told a worker in the

next trailer about a hurt finger. Koko

instantly kissed her own finger. Koko even

signs to herself.

Joanne Tanner

The Gorilla Foundation

Woodside, CA

Corrections

In the description of the January cover,

photographer Sieve Sint's name was

misspelled. Our apologies.

In the December interview with Linus

Pauling, Pauling was quoted as saying that

Bronson Pharmaceuticals sells ascorbic

acid, in fine crystals, at £15 a half kilogram.

It is sold lor $15.50 per kilogram.

Also, the two creators of Superman

["Never Ending Battle," Continuum,

December 1986] are Jerry Siegel and

Joe Shuster.Dd



"HIS BRAIN'S FOR HIRE

FDRunn

Omni welcomes speculation, theories,

commentary, dissent, and questions from

readers in this open lorum. We invite

you to use this column to voice your hopes

about the future and to contribute to the

kind of informal dialogue that provokes

thought and generates breakthroughs.

Please note that we cannot return

submissions and that the opinions

expressed here are not necessarily those

of the magazine.

Today we chuckle at the nineteenth-

century system ot phrenology, with its

attempts to diagnose personal traits and

qualities by individual patterns of cranial

bumps and depressions. What's less

well-known, however, is that phrenology

was begun by Franz Gall as a serious

study of cerebral localization—and his

legacy endures in modern research:

Brain structure does affect brain function.

Yet it's those caricatured novelty-store

"brain charts" that most people tend

to conjure up when they think about the

brain's functions.

And it may be these very same cartoon

versions of modern neuropsychology

for which the present era will be remem-

bered, due -largely to the efforts of

commercial popularizers who now hawk

"brain training" books, tapes, courses,

and seminars the way Dianetics and est

were promoted in their time.

Actually; this phenomenon stems from

two seemingly unrelated developments

in the last decade or so. One is the growth

of interest .in brain research itself, particu-

larly in the roles ol the two cerebral

hemispheres in thought and behavior.

The other is the exponential yuppification

of just about everything. Virtually every

new idea is pressed into service for

quick-fix linancial applications.

Consider a recent popular book called

Whole Brain Thinking. Sounds innocent

enough, even a bit yin-yangy, until you'get

to the subtitle, which lays down the

bottom line^.'-Working from Both Sides of

the Brain to Achieve Peak Job Perfor- .

manca" No mush-minded, alpha-helmet

types need apply. This volume—which
the blurb tells us is based on a seminar
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given by the aulhors— is full of sugges-

tions: for delerm'Tiing whether your

company : s let- or right brined; for

neuropsyching-out your coemployees

with a Brain Preference Indicator; and for

employing various brain "exercises" to

achieve optimum hemispheric integration,

thus maximizing exec u live etficiency

and worker productivity.

Or how about a managerial training

course that, rot satisfied wilt' a simple left-

right metaphor of brain functioning, lets

(he participant determine his or her own
-"dominance profile," which is then

plotted—sort of like an astrological

projection chart—on a multicoordinate

graph? Instead of sun. moon, and rising

signs, however, we get a personality

profile in terms of left mode versus right

mode and cerebral versus limbic. A
cerebral-left type would be skilled at

logical ih'.nkrig. analysing tads, and

numerical processing. A limbic-right type

capitalizes on gui icactior-.'j and interper-

sonal intluences.

Yet another system goes so far as to

combine the triune brain concept oi

pioneering brain scientist Paul MacClean

with (he cerebral-lateralization model of

brain researcher Roger Sperry and neuro-

surgeon Joseph Bogen and (for good

measure) a fronlal-posterior dimension.

This yields the Penta-Brain, a "whole-

brain model of the human biocomputer."

Now you can identify not only your limbic

system and your left and right

hemispheres but your mammalian and

reptilian psyehoselves as well. But il takes

some ingenuity to turn all this into a

practical system of business management.

The problem, of course, is not whether

any of these schemes and manipulations

actually work. Deciding whether a

business" merger or a problem in employee

relations calls tor an analytic or a global

strategy may, in fact, be a very good

first move. It's just that the use. ot brain

metaphors to back up these ideas has

essentially nothing to do with their effec-

tiveness. At best, neuropsychology is

irrelevant, because we're only beginning

to understand the cerebral bases of

the brain's complex processes. Certainly

we're nowhere near being able tc

methods to change cerebral dominance.

Besides, if it works, it works whether

or not you invoke the brain as an explana-

tory metaphor. At worst, neuropsychology

becomes trivial nonsense. For instance.

do you really believe that the reason

for the postwar economic success of the

Japanese is that they use a more "right-

brained" business approach than Ameri-

can executives do? Has anyone studied

Lee lacocca's limbic system lately?

So why not just '.'am people lo be better

at what they want to do and leave the

brain out of it for now? Because the brain

is very hot coin, that's why. When you've

got somethjng to sell, peg it to what

people are buying And as ong as brain-

tagged products and services appeal

to the upscale managerial market, we're

going to see more ot the same.

Not that this is all a bad thing. Just as

fad diets can sometimes lead to knowl-

edgeable health practices, as consumer

i l [i ition in the brain biz grows.

people will be challenged to learn more

about how—and why—their brains actually

work the way they do,

The downside, however, has to do with

another aspect of the phrenology story.

Gall, remember, was a serious brain

researcher who believed !hat subtle

differences could be traced to different

brain regions. Today we know better—

a

little better, anyway. Gall, however, at

least made the study of brain structure

and function respectable. But all that was

almost undone by an errant disciple,

Johann Spurzheim, who believed in

making the most of a good thing while it

asted Spurzheim Raveled the world

touting phrenology as a self-improvement

system for strengthening the "moral and

intellectual organs" of the brain by proper

training. Sound familiar?

The morals: 1) Everything old is new
again; 2] as in the world of diet pills and no

money down, caveat emptor applies to

the brain consumer as well.

Laurence Miller

Professor of Neuropsychology

Selon Hall University

South Orange. New JerscyDQ



WORLDLY HEALER!

EARTI-P
By Carole Douglis

^^^ uzz saws will topple the last of

I^^k the great tropical iorests by

|^^9 2087. Along with the trees will

vanish a million or more other species-

Plants and creatures that might have

helped cure cancer, halt AIDS, and

produce petroleum substitutes, insecti-

cides, new fibers, and loods will be gone.

Such rampant destruction of life forms

will snap, subtle links in the earth's great

web ol life, the web that helps produce the

very air we breathe and the climate in

which we live.

No longer will the maiestic lores:s lake

in carbon dioxide in their foliage. Massive

quantities of carbon dioxide—emitted

by coal, oil, and trees as they burn—will

produce a greenhouse effect gone wild.

This atmospheric aberration will warm

the earth and lead to climatic changes that

may contribute to worldwide flooding

and (amine early in the twenty-first century.

We seem headed toward an environ-

mental nightmare. Yet, undaunted by

the gloomy headlines, researchers around

the country are adapting the best of

recent technological know-how to heal

the earth's wounds. A new corps ot

environmental visionaries is at work,

gaining support Irom sources ranging

from nonprofit organizations to venture-

capital firms. They span the sciences—

from zoology to microbiology, ecology to

bioengineering— applying technology

to such diverse aims as saving endan-

gered animal species, revitalizing desolate

lands, and detoxifying polluted water.

Betsy Dresser, a Ph.D. in reproductive

animal physiology and director of

research at Iho Cincmnat Wi'dlife Research

-Federation, is equally at home shooting

hormpnes into a wild rhino with a blowpipe

oMecturing on animal reproduction.

Dresser's mission is, simply put, to

preserve life on Earth. In her quest she is

perfecting brave-new-wo rid techniques

of reproduction to help endangered

animals multiply. These techniques include

freezing sperm and embryos, producing

test-tube babies, cloning, and embryo

transfer. High-tech births are now
commonplace in the livestock industry,

but applying such techniques to wild

animals is an idea new to science.

mm p?

Someday, liozen z
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Dubbed "Dr. Noah," Dresser hopes to

save many thousands ot animal embryos,

frozen in suspended animation, in an

"ark" that will weather centuries. "It's still a

mapr event to produce one or two

offspring of exolie animals by ihese

methods," says Dresser. "We have to learn

a lot about the reproductive physiology

of each species. Just iiguring out what the

estrous cycle is and what hormones will

influence it can be a big job."

Displaying her toothy grin and quick

laugh, Dresser talks about "Mom." This

mom, though, is a gray Cincinnati house

cat and surrogate mother: Her four fuzzy

kittens are the first in the world to be

created from frozen embryos.

"Working on Mom helped us develop

nonsurgical embryo-transfer and embryo-

freez ng techniques in cats," Dresser

says. "Soon we hope to use domestic cats

as surrogate mothers lor endangered

wildcats." Dresser plans to flush embryos

from the endangered Indian desert cat

and the rare African jungle cat and trans-

plant them into domestic cats. Embryo

transfer can increase the population of a

dying species far faster than ordinary

mating would.

Dresser hopes to also enlist lions to

incubate rare tigers, white rhinos to bear

endangered black rhinos, and hard-

to-mate gorillas to deliver their own test-

tube babies. Already she has successfully

used an eland— a common antelope

—

as a surrogate mother for an endangered

bongo antelope, and recently Dresser

traveled to Kenya and exchanged

embryos between American zoo bongos

and wild African populations, again

using eland as surrogates to help boost

the bongos' numbers.

There is an urgency to Dresser's tone

as she says, 'The public doesn't realize

how fast we're losing wildlife to destruction

ot habitat." With "frozen zoos"—tanks

of frozen embryos and sperm—though,
we'ean hold in one room the genetic

material of all the zoos in the world.

John Todd is as dedicated to restoring

habitats as Dresser is to preserving

animal life. A self-proclaimed "biological

explorer," Todd was trained in agriculture



THE EXODUS INSTITUTE

By Edward F

^^t first glance the structure looks

/^^K like just another office building in

# m Rocky Hill, New Jersey, a

small residential community a few miles

north ol Princeton. Once a rocket-engine

factory, the single story structure has

wraparound windows that look out on a

parking lot. No one would guess its

occupants spend their days plotting the-

migration of humankind into space.

But inside the Space Studies Institute

(SSI) the decor is decidedly futuristic.

from ultramodern furniture to wall art of

orbiting space cities and lunar colonies.

The people here are not idle dreamers.

Their goal is fo show that money can be

made in space, a feat that they hope

will encourage people to leave the earth

in the same way prospectors emigrated to

California during the gold rush days.

And the people at SSI are in a hurry.

They want to see space migration take

place during their lifetimes. Today SSI is

quietly establishing itself as a clearing-

house for information on commercializing

space, as a catalyst for biannual sympo-

sia on space manufacturing, and as a

research institution in its own right. "Our

mission is to do practical, nuts-and-

bolts research," explains SSI vice president

Gregg Maryniak. He hopes this research

will bring space commercialization into

full bloom on the moon.

"The moon is full o( the resources that

you need lor building space stations,

solar-powered satellites, and space

habitats," Maryniak says. "What you need

up there first are tools that will allow you

to utilize those resources."

Unlike some space-advocacy organi-

sations, which focus their energies and

linances on lobbying and politicking, the

institute concentrates on science. It

keeps administrative and public relations

costs to a minimum, spending the bulk

of its $300,000 annual income from

membership tees and donations for

underwriting studies and research

projects. To date, the most promising

project has been an ingenious electronic

cannon called a mass driver.

One of the biggest obstacles to devel-

oping space has always been the

expense of getting materials up there. It

bcg<n. space celeries will follow.

costs thousands of dollars per pound to

send material into space on the tip of

a rocket or in the cargo bay of a shuttle.

Wouldn't it be nice, thought SSI founder

and Princeton University physicist Gerard

K. O'Neill, if you could do away with the

launch vehicle and just shoot things

into space?
The SSI- mass driver is a prototype of

the cannon that may do just that, once we
settle the moon. A simple device, it has

two parts: one stationary, one moving. The

stationary part features a series oi

electric coils put together in the shape ol

a gun barrel: the moving part is a reus-

able payload-carrying "bucket," a disc that

is accelerated through the coils by a

wave of electromagnetic force. The electric

pulse from each coil accelerates the

bucket until both the pulse and the bucket

are blasting along at a blinding speed.

The model Mass Driver III at SSI can

send the bucket zooming through the

coils at 300 miles an hour. A mass driver

set up on the moon's surface would be

much larger—about half a lootball field

long—and many times faster. It would hurl

materials mined from the moon at the

rate of 5,300 miles per hour. A mass
catcher in stationary orbit around the moon

would collect the ore. A funnel measuring

some 200 feet across, the catcher would

snag the flying packets of ore and feed

them into a processing plant. In would go

the ore, and out would come whatever

you wanted: beams, spars, girders for

space stations, maybe the parts for another

mass driver.

The mass driver is only one example of

the manufacturing technologies SSI

researchers are working on. Standing in

the parking lot is an ordinary-looking

llagpole. Visitors to the institute are

sometimes shown the flagpole because it

is made of a fiberglasslike composite

fashioned from the kind ol glass that is

readily available in the moon's rocks and

soil. "People used to think of making

space structures out ol metals," Maryniak

says. "But now we're thinking in terms

ol glass composites. Aluminum beams
would warp because of the temperature

differentials on the .moon. Beams of

CONTINUED ON PAGE 112



IN SEARCH OF CAMEO
BOOK5
By A.J S. Rayl

Ir
iC'22 five-yi.-a: old Norma Lorre

Goocinch received a gift—a copy o!

Alfred, Lord Tennyson's The Idylls of the

King. It was the child's first book- and

her introduction to King Arthur, the once

and future king who ruled over a near-

utopian empire called Camelot.

Despite most scholars' having shuttled

Arthur into the world ot mythology,

Goodrich never doubted his existence.

And her convict on eventual led to King

Arthur (Franklin Watts), her fourteenth

academic work and another best seller.

"It's the first historical prool thai Arthur

lived," says Goodrich, professor emeritus

ot French and comparative literature at

the Claremont Colleges in Claremont,

California. "And the key that unlocked the

doors was etymology."

Behind those doors, she discovered

the real Arthur lived during the Dark

Ages, not the Age of Chivalry; as a Chris-

tian, not a pagan: r, a Carneiot located

in Scotland, not the south of England; and

there he won his 12 bailies as a seaman,

not as.a .cavalryman.

Goodrich launches he' Dark Ages

o'raone: in
H 9fi8 She read, reviewed,

translated, and sometimes retranslated

ancient manuscripts. Sorting out Ihe

stories lhal seemed to be based—at leas!

in part -on fact, she stripped away the

mythology lo get to the real world. With a

manuscript i<ethe twelfth -century

History of the Kings of Britain, she had to

correct the author's misreadings and

misspellings She extracted lurther clues

from linguistics, literature, geography,

archaeology, and anthropology.

Then, on Christmas eve, 1978. Goodrich

settled down to review a thirteenth-

century Old French manuscript, Titled

Sone de Nansai, it told the tale of a man
who conquered Ireland and was crowned

at the Grail Castle. Reading it was not

difficult for Goodrich, who has a double

doctorate in French and Romance philol-

ogy from Columbia University.

Midway through Sone, Goodrich came
across sometn.ng lhat made her shiver:

a description of the Grail Castle with

at.least 12 specific directions. "It was the

religious and educalional center of

Arthur's kingdom, but its identity had

Fact or fiction? New research cfers i::e hst historical proo! o;
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been one o' toe world's most closely

guarded secrels." she says Nobody ever

had c rec:iors lo Ine castle. Even in

Arthur's day, you could lind it only by

accident. But neverlheless, there it was,

right in front of me."

Goodrich was convinced that proof of

Arthur's existence lay in such

manuscripts "The earliest versions of the

Arthurian story are not fiction at all,"

she says. "There is just too much precision

r. geography n-story oohlics, and

customs." Every summer she traveled to

Great Britain with her husband, whose

knowledge of armies, battles, ships, and

ha'oors proved invaluable. Together

they spent hours in museums, drove down

old roads, and followed overgrown

paths. With the aid of ancient maps, they

surveyed historic sites and sought out

ancient monuments.
Such fieldwork allowed Goodrich not

only to decipher locations according

to existing andmar-s bu" also ;o determine

when a particular location was the same
despite its having many different names in

at least a half dozen different languages.

This was how she determined that

Arthur probably had (wo principal

Camelots, one of which was Scotland's

Stirling Castle, the primary mustering spot

for British forces through the years. The

other was near the modern oily of Carlisle

in northwestern England. Camelot. it

seems, was wherever Arthur was residing

at the moment, his identifying pennant,

with its clawed hammer, raised above the

highest tower. Indeed, in the Celtic

language, Goodrich says, Camelot means

"Fort of the Hammer," and Arthur was

often referred to as "the Hammer."

Goodrich also discovered the real

Round Table. "And it wasn't a table at all,"

she says. The first mention of the Round

Table, in Robert Wace's adaptation of

History of the Kings of Britain, reads, "Fist

Artus la roonde table," and translates

as Arthur made (or built) a tabled rotunda.

"In Old French the adjective follows the

noun, so the noun in this case is roonde,

not!ab/e," Goodrich says. Inaccurate

translations had reversed the words and

corrupted the meaning.
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THE TRUTH ABOUT BLACK BEAUT
1

Halvor N. Chfistensen has met ihe enemy, and it is

Bambi. Also Black Beauty, Babar, Peter Rabbit, and
other fairy/fantasy tales of beasts that give children

an overly sentimental view of the animal kingdom.
Indeed, this emeritus professor of biological chemistry at the

University of Michigan Medical School in Ann Arbor would have
us believe that cute little kittens, talking ducks, and intelligent,

introspective horses are waging an insidious antiscience cam-
paign in our very living rooms,

Some children's literature, Christensen warns in an article he
wrote for Perspectives in Biology and Medicine, "presents a bi-

ology so sentimental and unreal . . . that the reading or listening

child is in danger of developing an antirational bias that could
handicap him or her throughout school and life, even to the point
of allowing recruitment for antiscience crusades." In other words,
animal-rights activists who besiege scientific laboratories prob-
ably got their ideas about monkeys from Curious George.

"Perceptions of animals acquired in childhood—to a consid-
erable degree, I believe, from stories," Christensen writes, "may
derail the forward progress of medical research. For how is a
scientist to uphold his Nuremberg Code obligation to test new
therapeutic procedures in animals before applying them to per-
sons when characters like Bambi have clouded the differences

between animals and persons?"
"Bambi may do a lot of harm," Christensen said in a telephone

interview. And the Walt Disney film version of it magnifies the faults

of its thoroughly unreal biology. "In the story itself," Christensen
notes, "the very leaves on the trees speak their philosophic doubts
about the meaning of their fall. If such anthropomorphisms were
fair play, one might be justified in constructing a story about a
dog that grieves because his life must be uselessly sacrificed at

the pound rather than usefully in the laboratory."

Christensen is a dedicated researcher who took his recent,

published stand against children's stories after writing some 235
scientific papers over the course of his nearly 50-year career. As
a member of the Midwest section of the American Academy of

Arts and Sciences, Christensen was horrified by the attitudes he
encountered against animal research. He believes children's sto-

ries are at least partially responsible, and he calls for constant
vigilance on the part of parents, grandparents, teachers, and

authors to counteract the rise of offending stories. He's a grand-
father himself, one who writes long letters to his grandsons, com-
plete with pictures illustrating his love of nature. He now takes
exquisite care in selecting books for their Christmas and birthday

presents and rues the day he introduced his own children to Dr.

Dolittle and Freddy the Pig. "My children enjoyed them so," he
recalls. "But in retrospect they're not pertinent to my cause, They
neglect the questions I don't like to see neglected: What are
animals like? How much are they like or unlike us?"

Authors are lured, Christensen thinks, by the "easy money" in

children's animal stories. If they insist on writing animal stories,

he leels they should follow three rules:

First, strive for "biological honesty," Everybody should take a
page from E. B. White's book—the one called Charlotte's Web,
which chronicles the exploits of a pig named Wilbur and the
efforts of a spider, Charlotte, to save him from his fate of bacon
and pork chops. What Christensen loves about this book is that

it is "true to some of the harder facts of nature, " especially Char-
lotte's bloodthirsty propensity for flies. Once Charlotte has nar-

rated her natural history, including Ihe scientific names for the
seven segments of her hairy legs, Christensen can overlook her
other, less biologically honest traits. To wit, Charlotte easily out-

wits the foolish humans around her by writing a few choice words
(some pig, terrific radiant, humble) in her web.
Second, avoid gabby animals. Or as Christensen puts it, "If an

animal must talk, the author might seek to adjust what is said to

a level plausible for its understanding of its current experience."
Probably the worst example in all children's literature was set by
Black Beauty, who prattled on lor several hundred pages in his

well-known autobiography, expressing complex moral doubts.
Third, "signal the presence of fantasy" by mixing a few toy

characters in with the animals. "We may recall that Hans Chris-

tian Andersen, along with other writers of children's stories, im-

bued not only animals, however sentimentally represented, but
also toys, such as a tin soldier, with personalities in ways that

perhaps guided the child against taking too seriously the attri-

butes temporarily bestowed on an animal in the same story.

"

Wouldn't we hold A. A. Milne in lower regard today, given this

argument, if Winnie the Pooh had been a koala instead of a
teddy?—DAW SOBEL
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,
te smote? According to one psychologist, nicotine supplies a particularly effective coping

response, providing smokers with improved alertness, memory, and overall performance.

One explanation for the

stubborn refusal of so many
habitual smokers to give

up the habit may lie in nico-

tine's peculiar ability to

provide an effective "coping

response," as the behavioral

psychologists call it, to the

demands of daily living.

One such psychologist is

Orvide F. Pomerleau, who
teaches at the University of

Michigan School of Medicine

and directs its behavioral

medicine program. He has

spent 1 S.years in lab work

and treatment of nicotine

addicts, studying the effects

of the drug on the human
mind. Pomerleau has come
28 OMNI

to the conclusion that the

]
motives for smoking may be

I
improvement in response,

:
alertness, memory, and

! overall performance. He says

I
smokers follow a pattern of

i

arousal when they smoke,

j
followed by a calming, ten-

j
sion-reducing state.

Some smokers can actually

adjust their nicotine intake

to enhance those effects

,

selectively, which also adds

I to the allure of the cigarette.

j
"They tailor their levels of

[

smoking to the situation, al-

; though I
don't Ihink that

|

they do it consciously," he

j
says> Conversely, the ab-

|
sence of nicotine for the ha-

i
bitual smoker who decides to

! give up cigarettes leads

inevitably to "a difficulty in

concentrating, anxiety, mem-
ory troubles, and a craving

for nicotine that varies in

intensity from smoker to

smoker. That's one reason

why so many people go

back to smoking."

—George Nobbe

FISH TALK

Arthur Myrberg spent 15

years listening to four-inch-

long damselfish talk. Now he

has learned how to talk

back by chirping at them in

what passes for their own
language: a series of popping

noises, grunts, and chirps

of varying length.

Myrberg, a marine biology

professor at the University

of Miami's Rosentiel School of

Marine and Atmospheric

Science in Virginia Key, Flor-

ida, says he can even control

some of the damselfish's

behavior under laboratory

conditions, a feat made
all the more difficult because

many fish simply clam up

in lab tanks.

Of his work, Myrberg says,

"What this suggests is that

one day we may be able

to understand, predict, and
pemaps even control the

behavior of more useful or

commercially valuable spe-

cies, not just for human
use but also for the species'

own good."

So far, Myrberg has

learned the language only of

the damselfish, though he

plans additional work with

other talkative species. The
practical possibilities are

endless, ranging from sum-
moning them to waiting fish-

ermen to warning them of

environmental danger, even

to masking the sounds of

submarine military operations.

.a
it



The damselfish's vocabu-
lary includes a popping
sound, which establishes

territorial claims; a short

chirp, which is the male's

mating call; a grunt, meaning
it's time to spawn, at least

as far as the male is con-

cerned; and a longer, almost

plaintive chirp, which is the

cry of the rejected male,

spurned by a female that

won't enter his nest.

—George Nobbe

THE BRIGHT SIDE OF
NUCLEAR
DESTRUCTION

The ongoing threat of

nuclear war, it has long been
assumed, has darkened
the outlook of Western youth.

But it the results of a survey

by a Canadian psychiatrist

are indicative, things are

looking up, In fact, concludes
Dr. Frank G. Sommers of

Toronto, "our research sug-

gests that kids who worry

about nuclear war are psy-

chologically stronger than

those who don't."

Sommers surveyed 1,011

Canadian students aged
twelve to eighteen, asking

them a broad range of ques-
tions on future concerns.

Of those, 10 percent reported

that they thought about
nuclear war on a daily basis

and that those thoughts

caused them a significant

amount of anxiety. Yet that

same group also fell the

most empowered to do
something to prevent nuclear

war, and many of them re-

ported that either they or their

parents had taken some
kind of direct and personal

antiwar action. On the other

hand, the much larger group

(50 percent) that never

thought about nuclear war
also felt virtually unable to do
anything to prevent it. "That,"

says Sommers, "is a red-

flag finding.

"Personally," he concludes,

"I'm much more concerned
about the larger group that

doesn't worry. The world

could go straight to hell, and
they wouldn't do anything

to stop it."— Bill Lawren

PEAT CRISIS
IN IRELAND

According to Gaelic legend

it was in the sixteenth cen-
tury that the English cut

down most of Ireland's for-

ests, presumably so that the

heathen rebels would no
longer be able to hide from

the encroaching Englishmen.

That forced the Irish to

start digging for peal—the

first transitional stage that

turns compressed plant

growth into coal. And so it

was that peat, a pungent

material whose aroma per-

vades many a country lane

and village, came to be used
to heat little homes, to cook
meals, and to fertilize small

gardens. By the twentieth

century the Midland peat

bogs produced as much as

17 percent of Ireland's elec-

trical power needs.

Now Ireland is running out

of peat. In the last two years

disastrously wet summers
have cut the harvest. Thou-
sands of bogmen are out

of work, and the government

has promised a £25 million

loan to Bord na Mona, the

agency that presides over an
industry that some experts

claim wears the emperor's

new clothes.

One such expert is Richard

Bradshaw of Trinity College,

Dublin, who predicts that

Ireland's greatest natural re-

source—4.000 to 5,000

years in the making—may
well be gone in 20 years. To
ward off that possibility, he

is looking to Ireland's moun-
tains for a substitute for bog-
land peat, which is stripped

off in thin layers by enormous
harvesters, milled into a
fine powder, and then com-
pressed into briquettes.

Mountain peat, however,

rarely reaches depths of

seven feet. Midland bogs go
down as far as 29. In the

Midlands, peat is easily har-

vested and easily trans-

ported. Not so in the moun-
tains, with their ambiguous
property claims, individual

harvesters, grazing sheep,

cross-country bikers, and
terrain that makes access
difficult for heavy machinery.

"The rate of erosion is

accelerating," says Bradshaw.

"What we need is a man-
aged area in which to meas-
ure the etfecis of climatic

changes and soil erosion. The
Wicklow Mountains would
be perfect."—George Nobbe

"/( is precisely in its smallest

and simplest structures

that nature shows itself most
perfect and accomplished,

"

—Pliny the Elder

"Aggressiveness is the

principal guarantor of

survival.
"

—Robert Ardrey
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The giant clam: 100 pounds
of hermaphroditic bivalve.

GIANT CLAMS
OFTONGA

Giant clams—some of

them more than a yard long

and weighing more than

100 pounds each—were a
protein-rich dietary staple of

the 170 islands that com-
prised the South Pacific king-

dom of Tonga long before

Captain James Cook re-

named them the Friendly

Islands in the 1770's.

Sadly, since then these

huge clams have fallen

on hard times. They are now
considered an endangered
species, threatened by
avaricious islanders and hun-

gry gastropods alike. The

clams are bivalves adrift in a

sea of marine biological

ignorance that Richard H.

Chesher hopes to clear

up. He has come up with a

three-year plan that might

save these huge, hermaphro-

ditic bivalves from extinction

by using an ancient taboo as

an ecological tool.

His plan, which has the
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blessing of Tonga's King

Taufa'ahua, is to build three

sets of two concentric circles

of Tridacna derasa, to use
the species' proper Latin

name. Two sets of circles will

be placed off the Vava'u

islands; and the other, in the

Ha'apai island group. Sixty-

six of the creatures will

comprise the outer circle, 33
the inner one, and a single

clam—the largest—will sit in

the center. The configuration,

for reasons long lost in Ton-

gan antiquity, warns fisher-

men away. For equally ob-

scure reasons, it stimulates

the reproductive processes

of the clam, whose increase in

egg production is logarith-

mic: A single three-foot-long

clam can lay more eggs
than a million smaller individ-

uals. Says Chesher, who
has spent more than 20 years

in Oceania. "There is some-

thing especially wrong with

the idea of the extinction

of such a magnificent and
useful species. What works
for Tonga could work for

hundreds of other Pacific

islands."—George Nobbe

PRIMES AND LOVE

Software engineer Dave
Slowinsky got a unique

birthday present. Using a

high-speed test program he

wrote, programmers at

Chevron Oil routinely trying

out a supercomputer stum-

bled on the largest prime

number (divisible only by itself

and 1 ) ever discovered.

Programmers in Houston

had been putting a new Cray

X-MP supercomputer through

its paces when the machine

suddenly came up with

the 65.050-digit number, long

enough to fill nine Omni
pages The number, which

starts off 1121212
.

. and
ends... 1212121. took three

hours to verify on the two-

processor, 400-million-

calculations-per-second Cray.

Even more impressive to

number theorists, however, is

the fact that the figure is a

rare Mersenne prime. Named
after a fifteenth-century

monk, Mersenne primes have

the form 2" — 1 , where x is

also a prime number (for

example. 7. which is 23 - 1).

II you had a Cray supercomputer, wouldn't you use its 400-million-

calculations-per-second capacity to win back your girltriend?

There are only 30 specimens

known, compared with

billions of ordinary primes.

It is the fifth time Slowin-

sky's program has discov-

ered a Mersenne prime since

he launched it in 1959, when
only 25 of Ihe rare numbers
were known. No one else has

succeeded during that time.

Slowinskys specialty is

making computers run at lop

speed "They told me only

the fastest computers and
cleverest programmers
could have a hope of finding

new Mersenne numbers,"

he says, "and I couldn't resist

the challenge.'
1

He also

hoped to impress a girlfriend,

he confesses "She didn't

marry me, but now I guess 1

can ask again!"

—Anthony Liversidge

DEFEATING DEATH
HORMONES

A mixture of synthetic

hormones and minerals

misted on the leaves of soy-

beans can help increase

the plants' life span and boost

yields by counteracting

naturally occurring sub-

stances, dubbed death hor-

mones, that apparently

trigger the plants' deaths.

University of Michigan bot-

anist Larry Nooden has

spent the past nine years

studying the regulatory

mechanisms of soybeans,

focusing on the self-induced

death of the plants when
their bean pods are develop-

ing. Nooden says his new
treatment, which includes

hormones like cytokinins and
auxins, helps soybeans to

prolong their lives and also

helps the plants retain nitro-

gen late in their life cycle.



He says the hormone-
mineral mixture might also be
used as a misting agent on
such supermarket vegetables

as lettuce and spinach to

retard spoilage This use,

however, would first require

approval by the Food and
Drug Administration.

Earlier in his research

Nooden demonstrated that

the size and age ot soybean
plants did not cause death

He once grew a 21-foot-

tall soybean plant, compared
with the normal size of two
lo three feet,

This and other experiments

indicated to Nooden that a
substance produced in

the bean pods acts as a

death hormone, killing the

plant as the seeds develop.

While studying this death

agent, Nooden found that a
natural cytokinin appeared to

be working against the

death hormone. Further ex-

periments showed that a
synthetic cytokinin in combi-
nation with a synthetic auxin

produced even better results

in prolonging the life span
of soybeans.—Joel Schwarz

Olmec head: Proot that the Peruvian Indians were African? No? Well, then, would you believe the
Mexicans were really Japanese? That's the new theory of a specialist in pre-Columbian art.

ANCIENT JAPANESE
MEXICANS

"What was a Japanese
wrestler doing in Mexico
centuries before Christ was
born?" That's a question

Alejandro von Wuthenau, a
professor and specialist

in pre-Columbian art at the

University of the Americas in

Puebla, has been asking
himself ever since he found a
terra-cotta statue of an
Oriental athlete—dated be-

tween 1000 and 800 b.c—in

the mountains of Guerrero.

In fact, over the past

50 years, the eighty-six-year-

old Von Wuthenau has found
dozens of ceramic statues

with Oriental features, some

dated trom 2000 b.c These
artifacts, he insists, show that

the Japanese visited the

Americas long before Euro-

peans did.

'After finding so many
Asian-looking faces, I began
to wonder how these people
arrived here. They could

have come only by boat," he
insists.

And recently Von Wuth-
enau announced the discov-

ery of what he believes

may be a replica of a sea-
faring vessel used by early

Asian explorers. The foot-

long terra-cotta boat contains

ten oarsmen figurines, says
Von Wuthenau, with distinctly

Japanese faces.

Von Wuthenau also claims

to have discovered pottery

showing ancient Africans

and Jews. He believes this

may point to a Jewish migra-

tion from Egypt to what is

now Mexico around 500 b.c.

"The Peruvian Indians look

very Asian, and the Olmec
Indians have large African lips

and heads," he points out.

"This, plus the figurines,

leads me to believe that the

Americas were visited by
people from all over the

world who settled from what
is now Peru to Arizona. I

think those ancient explorers

probably came with a spe-
cific purpose in mind: to form

a cosmic race.
I call the

process the great genetic

lottery"—Sherry Baker
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HEHPETOLOGICAL
HORROR IN THE
GREEK ISLES

Long before the dinosaurs

had vanished, the amiable

leatherback turtle was plod-

ding by night up the beaches

of Lagana Bay. on the

shores of Zakinlhos in the

Ionian Sea, depositing

clutches of eggs the size of

Ping-Pong balls in warm,

wet sand.

As many as 800 leather-

backs, some weighing 240

pounds, still come ashore to

lay their eggs and camou-

flage their nests between

June and August.

But in recent years the

leatherbacks, a threatened

species, have gazed in

herpetological horror as a

booming tourist industry on

the west side of the island-

population 36,000—has
begun to disrupt their fragile

environment with cafes

and hotels, bright lights along

the causeway, and the noisy

thud of disco music. Some
enterprising Zakinthians even

started taking customers to

people a root canal turns the dentist's office in

technique cuts the titling time down from the current 45 a

Leatherback: Banting cates,

bright lights, and discos.
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the bay to watch the turtles.

Their flashlights frightened the

shy creatures and disorien-

ted their hatchiings, who
sometimes headed away from

the water instead of toward it,

"These turtles are very

easily disturbed," says John

Behler, curator of herpetol-

ogy at the Bronx Zoo in New
York. A new piece of legisla-

tion is working its way
through the Greek parliament

in an effort to enable man
and turtle to coexist, Says

Behler: "On paper it will

provide protection. But in

actuality it probably won't

really accomplish much
when you consider the power

of the development inter-

ests,"—George Nobbe

ROOT CANALS AND
GOLF BALLS

Gutta-percha, a rubbery,

adhesive gum from the leaves

of several Southeast Asian

trees, has been used in

dentistry since 1840 for root-

canal surgery.

But Andrew Michanowicz,

an endodontist and Univer-

sity of Pittsburgh professor of

dentistry, has developed a

procedure that involves

injecting the substance di-

rectly into the tooth with

a disposable needle rather

than using the current method

of manually placing 10 to

20 gutta-percha cones re-

sembling toothpicks into the

canal. It's a technique that

spares both patient and

dentist a lot of wear and tear,

cutting the root-canal filling

time down from 45 or 50

minutes to 10 or 12 seconds.

"In the old days," says

Michanowicz. "the dentist

would kill the nerve, pull

the tooth, and build you a

partial bridge. Today we
remove the nerve, seal it off,

and remove the damaged
tissue. Then we apply heat to

the gutta-percha to soften

it, and inject it to fill the canal.

"Gutta-percha is marvelous

stuff. It was used to insulate

the first transatlantic cable. At

one time golf bails were

called 'gutties' because they

were filled with it," he says.

—George Nobbe



THE GRASER

Scientists at the Los Ala-

mos National Laboratory are

conducting experiments
they hope will lead to the

world's first gamma-ray la-

ser—a device they fondly call

a "graser"—which one day
may revolutionize biological

research, surgery, and even
telecommunications.

Preliminary tests show the

scientific principles on which
this arcane contrivance is

based are sound. But the re-

searchers admit that right

now they are working in

uncharted areas, trying to

build a technical foundation

for the futuristic instrument,

Reduced to its simplest

terms, the graser would be
energized by isomers, a
class of materials produced
in nuclear reactors. The
problem, according to Peggy
Dyer, a nuclear physicist at

Los Alamos, New Mexico, is

to find the right isomer,

purify it, and learn how to

incorporate it into a special

type of crystal—which would
be the heart of the graser—
without destroying the crystal

itself. If they succeed, the

crystal will emit a high-energy

beam in much the same
way conventional lasers pro-

duce high- in tensity, coher-

ent, amplified light.

"At some point, someone is

going to make a graser. It's

just a matter oi whether it will

take three years or thirty,"

says Dyer, adding that such
a device could, among
other things, function as a
sophisticated microscope
capable of creating three-di-

mensional images of living

cells; replace scalpels and
other instruments used in

Coming soon: A superlaser
with a beam ofgamma rays.

delicaie surgical procedures;

and transmit a vast volume
of satellite messages around
the globe.—George Nobbe

"Creative imagination must
stop welt short of delirium.

"

—Calvin Wells

"You have all the

characteristics oi a popular
politician: a horrible voice,

bad breeding, and a vulgar

manner,

"

—Aristophanes

THE COCKROACH LINK

From Cain to cockroaches;

It sounds like a farfetched

family tree, but man and
creepy, crawly cockroaches
may be kissin' cousins, half

a billion years removed.
That's the word from U.S,

Department ol Agriculture

(USDA) scientists who, in the

never-ending struggle to

control the cockroach popu-
lation, stumbled upon a
hormone in cockroach brains

that resembles a human
hormone. In people and
cockroaches, the hormone is

a neuropeptide thai controls

the digestive tract.

Government scientists in

California and Texas discov-

ered the hormone, which
they call leucosulfakanin,

while analyzing the mashed
heads ol 3,000 cockroaches.
The researchers claim the

substance bears an uncanny
resemblance to at least two
neuropeptides found in

the brains and guts of hu-

mans, called gastrin II and
cholecystekinin, or CCK.

"The homology [the degree

of similarity] is so great that it

precludes a coincidence,"

explains USDA chemist

Ronald J. Nachman. "They

are related, and that implies a
common origin."

What the scientists are not
attempting to do is prove

to creationists that mammal-
ian and insect life hail from
the same primordial soup, al-

though "it's further evidence
that evolution did take place,"

says Nachman.
Because the neuropeptide

aids in the digestion of food,

Nachman and others believe

that if they can interfere

with it, they can slow down
the pesky insect or even
kill it. Scientists, however,
cannot simply extract the

neuropeptide itself to alter the

cockroach's genetic code.

"We must use it as a model or

template," states Nachman,
"to design new and specific

insecticides." If nothing else,

the scientists hope to starve

the roach or at least upset
its water balance.

And just how far-reaching

is the discovery? According
to Nachman, the hormones
are more similar than any
others found in man and in-

sect to date. "We do believe,

though, this is not unusual—
that this particular hormone
will be found in other in-

sects."—Michael Dale

"Man is nothing else than

letid sperm, a sack ol dung,
the hod tor worms. . . .

You have never seen a viler

dunghill.
"

—St. Bernard of Clairvaux

"Experience is a comb that

nature gives us when we
are bald."

proverb
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SATELLITE
GEOGRAPHY

In case you needed proof,

even in the waning years

of the twentieth century, that

geography remains at best

an inexact science, consider

what satellite mapping has

done to the territorial claims of

England and Ireland in the

Celtic and Irish seas.

It seems that the British

have been using maps drawn

up in presatellite times. The
Irish have not. Using more
modern technology, that is,

the satellite, they have proved

that Ireland owns some 85

feet to the north and 394 feet

to the west more than it

thought it owned. That's

thanks to five American

TRANSIT satellites now cir-

cling the globe in relatively

low orbits.

Their figures have led to

internationally agreed-upon

calculations about who
owns what in the channels

that separate England from

the Irish Republic.

A source of much amuse-
ment to Ireland, these find-

ings won't bring smiles

to many English faces, espe-

cially if oil is discovered in

either the Irish or Celtic seas.

According to Cheryl Trench

of Petroleum Research

'

Associates in New York, "Ire-

land has several gas fields

that are now operative. Some
fifty-four blocks are now
being offered for leased ex-

ploration," she adds.

The British have attempted

to downplay the whole geo-

graphical mix-up, which

in this case could yield Ire-

land millions of dollars even

though their claim is based

on just a few feet.
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Says John Dixon, a senior

lecturer in surveying at the

Dunsink Observatory at

the Bolton Street College of

Technology: "Thanks to

satellites, our ability to meas-

ure the earth has improved;

and whereas before we
had to do everything locally,

now we can get a far better

determination by computing
the radii of the whole earth."

—George Nobbe

"A man is as old as his

arteries.

"

—PierreJ. G. Cabanis

"Time, whose tooth gnaws
away everything else, is

powerless against truth!"

—Thomas Henry Huxley

CROSS-CULTURAL
DREAMING

If dreams are the "universal

language," then there are

more things separating the

Chinese and Americans than

a Great Wall.

For the most part, dreams

are seen as sweet and
beautiful in the West but

dreaded in the People's Re-

public ot China, according

to psychologist Joan Walls,

who is conducting pioneer

cross-cultural dream studies

in conjunction with

colleagues in the United

States and China.

When Walls and colleagues

at Appalachian State Univer-

sity gave dream question-

naires to 271 Chinese college

students and 340 American

students, she found that only

13 percent of the Chinese

believed "having many
dreams is good for a person's

health," white a resounding

81 percent of the Americans

felt that way.

In addition, most Ameri-

cans {89 percent) like to

dream, while only 29 percent

of the Chinese do. Also, the

Chinese are more afraid

of having bad dreams than

are Americans.

Why? Walls believes the

Chinese qualms are rooted in

the belief that illness is re-

flected in dreams. "If you hold

the belief that having a lot

of dreams indicates discom-

fort." Walls speculates,

"then dreaming is not as de-

sirable an activity as it would

be for us."

Here are the other major

differences between Eastern

and Western dreams:
• Most Americans (74 per-

cent) dream in color, as

compared with just 28 per-

cent of the Chinese.

• Americans dream more

about finding or losing money
and valuables.

• Both cultures dream about

"people I love," but Ameri-

cans dream of sweethearts

much more often than the

Chinese do.

• More Americans dream of

sexual experiences: 95

percent, compared with only

41 percent of the Chinese.

"We are the sons and

daughters of Freud," adds

Walls, "and people in America

are very interested in dreams.

There is not that kind of

!
heightened awareness of

' dreams and dream life in

! China."—Michael Dale
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€phraim Fischbach Hunks he's iound
antigravity, the "fifth torce. " Now
alt he has to do is prove it.

For the first 40 years of his life Ephraim
Fischbach had been blessed with the

ability to fall asleep anywhere and ai any
time. A hard bench in a New York City

subway car was as good as a feather bed.
But about a year ago Fischbach started

waking up in the middle of the night.

He paced the halls of his house, unable
to sleep, wondering if somewhere in

his calcu aiions he had made some terrible,

stupid mistake. A lot of very smart people
seemed to think he had.

Fischbach and his collaborators

believed they had discovered a new
forceof nature— one that seemed to push
objects apart, literally counteracting the

pull of gravity. If the torce existed,

lexlOooks would be rewritten, and Fisch-

bach might even win a Nobel prize.

That was the least of it. Documentation
of a new force would clue us in to how
the engines of the universe work. For

years scientists had been seeking a
Theory of Everything, in which all matter
and energy could be explained by a

single law. While physicists had already

constructed several such theories, they

didn't know which, if any, were correct. If

F:scrbacr is right however, and there



^Fischbach's new force might help revolutionize

technology, develop a unified field theory, and decide the

ultimate fate of the universe.^

is another force in Ihe universe, it could be

the vital clue as to what the one true The-

ory of Everything really is.

A new force might even help decide the

ultimate fate of the universe. Forces, ac-

cording to modern physics, arise from the

exchange of particles. The electrical re-

pulsion between two electrons is nothing

more than the recoil of a photon tossed like

a medicine ball from one electric field to

another. A new force would imply the exist-

ence of a new, extremely light particle,

which has already been named the hyper-

photon. Swarms ot hyperphotons might

exist undetected throughout the universe.

If they do, they could be slowing down or

even reversing the universe's expansion.

So a new force could help determine

whether ihe universe will go on expanding

and cooling forever or whether it will one

day fall back in on itself, ending in a final,

crushing reversal of the Big Bang.

Finally, Fischbach's lorce could revolu-

tionize technology right here on Earth. 'Any

force that exerts an influence-over macro-

scopic distances— in this case, meters or

tens of meters—can be conirolled by us,"

Fischbach states. 'And as soon as it can"

be controlled, you have to open your mind

to the possibility that someone will control

it to do something useful, Even a! this stage.

Above: Physicist Ephraim Fischbach's 'pas-

sions: garbage, quotations, arid unseen forces.

we've consider:: the pcssirjiiiiy of build-

ing navigation systems with it." Indeed,

because the force seems to literally repel

different materials to different degrees,

scientists might use it to tell them not just

that something is there or what shape and

size it is, but what it's made of.

The very smart people who were caus-

ing Fischbach's insomnia—the world's

greatest physicists—were skeptical. That

was fine with Fischbach, who calls himself

a 'Joe Sixpack physicist." Skepticism is part

of the scientific method. But some had

crossed the line separating scientific

skepticism from unscientific nastiness.

Nonetheless, their doubts were easy to

understand. Before Fischbach came along,

every experiment in the history of physics

couid be explained in terms of just four

fundamental forces, Gravity, the force of

attraction between any two masses, is re-

sponsible for pinwheeling- galaxies, plan-

etary orbits, and progressively sagging

jowls.. Electromagnetism, the force be-

tween charged particles, is responsible for

Ihe flash of lightning, the power of batter-

ies, and the attraction of electrons to pro-

tons; it is the glue that binds most of the

material world we live in. The strong force

binds protons and neutrons together within

* an atomic nucleus, and the weak force

causes radioactive decay.

Following Einstein's lead, physicists

searching for a Theory oi Everything have

been attempting to unify the four forces,

showing that they are just different roles

played by the same virtuoso actor. The
electromagnetic and weak forces are now
recognized as aspects of a single force

called the electro-weak force. Theories that

tie the strong force to gravity are in the

works. The search for a unified model of

the universe has even caused an explo-

sion in what could be physics' most gran-

diose vision to date: the superstring theory,

in which space has 11 dimensions and
matter resembles tiny bits of string.

In fact, the physics community was doing

just fine until January 5, 1986, when the

CBS Evening A/ews announced that a fifth

force discovered by some guy named
Fischbach was at large in the universe,

throwing a wrench into the theoretical

works. Henry Tye. a high-energy physicist

at Cornell, was one of those who watched

the news that night. "I decided," he now
says, "that Fischbach's claim had to be

trash, because a discovery of that magni-

tude would be known by everybody in the

world of physics before it got on the eve-

ning news."

The next day the discovery of the fifth

force was hailed on the front page of The

New York Times. Physicists were horrified.

Richard Feynman, the Caltech Nobelist

who would dip the O ring in ice water to

demonstrate why the space shuttle ex-

ploded, said Fischbach's conclusions re-

sulted from "overenthusiasm." And Har-

vard's Sheldon Glashow, another Nobel

laureate, called the work "garbage."

The critics were irked, in part, because

they felt that to avoid errors, scientific de-

bate should be conducted in accredited

journals and not in public. Most did not re-

alize that Fischbach, a Purdue University

physicist on sabbatical at the University of

Washington, had, in fact, published his

claim' of a new force in Physical Review

Letters, the most influential and respected

physics journal in the world. It's just that

The New York Times had managed to beat

the publication, delivered by mail, to the

physicists' homes. And those who had re-

ceived iheir Physical Review Letters mostly

skipped by the paper, which had the rather

unexciting title "Reanalysis of the Eotvos

Experiment." As readers of Physical Re-

view Letters all knew, EOtvos was ancient

history,' as relevant to the physics of the

Eighties as, say, Galileo's trip to the Lean-

ing Tower of Pisa.

The Eotvos experiment was, in fact, a

descendant of Galileo's work. At Pisa, Gal-

ileo had refuted Aristotle's contention that



"an iron ball of one hundred pounds, fall-

ing from a height of a hundred cubits,

reaches the ground before a one-pound

ball has fallen a single cubit." Trying the

experiment himself, Galileo found that the

"larger precedes the smaller by two fin-

ger's breadths"—and this was probably

due to air resistance.

By modern standards two fingers is quite

a lot. And physicists continued to wonder

whether gravity acted on all things

equally—whether all materials, regardless

of weight or structure, tail at precisely the

same rate. In the late 1600's Newton used

a pendulum to show that all bodies fall a!

the same rate to within about one percent.

And in the early 1900's Roland Eotvos, a

Hungarian baron and physicist, decided it

was worth doing the experiment to an even

greater degree ol accuracy.

Eotvos realized it would be hard to

achieve this accuracy by dropping or

swinging weights; and besides, he had a

better idea. Working in the basement of the

university that now bears his name, he

made a tiny barbell—a stick with test

weights on either end. The barbell was

balanced and suspended from its center

by a long, thin quartz fiber. The weights

were pulled downward by gravity and

pushed sideways by the centrifugal force

of the earth's rotation. By carefully balanc-

ing these two forces, Eotvos showed that

no matter what the composition, weights

fall al speeds that vary by less than one

part in a billion.

Finally, in 1964, physicist Robert Dicke

of Princeton did experiments that were a

hundred times more sensitive than Eot-

vbs's Instead ot measuring the rate at

which objects fall to Earth, he used an ul-

trasensitive balance to learn how objects

on Earth are influenced by the gravita-

tional force of the sun and moon. His

measurements complete, he showed that

the sun and moon do indeed tug at earthly

objects. But he found no evidence that the

weight or structure of the test object af-

fected the gravitational force.

These experiments convinced physi-

cists of the truth of Galileo's assertion. Since

even a minute force would have shown up

in Dicke's extremely precise experiments,

the implication was that gravity, and grav-

ity alone, acted between bits of matter.

But Fischbach, who had spent years

looking tor evidence of a new force, was

not convinced. He saw what so many had

overlooked: that if a new force acted only

over a short distance—a few hundred

yards, say— it would not have shown up in

the Dicke experiment, which measured

only forces that could reach from the earth

to the sun. Such a force might, however,

show up in the Eotvos experiment. To find

out if he was right required only a trip to the

junkyard of science—the library—and a

return to the habits of his youth.

Fisch bach's approach to science is'

rooted in a fascination with the ordinary a

knack tor glimpsing magic in the mun-

dane. His grandfather was a carpenter, he
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oxpiams: and his father, a lawyer with an

interest in building things. As a boy grow-

ing up in Brooklyn, he followed those pa-

ternal inclinations, tinkering in his father's

basement workshop for fun.

He was a bright kid, and soon he made
his first important discovery: A gas station

with a first-rate garbage can was only two

doors awayl Every dayEphraim would ijsh

out some new treasure. One day it was an

old carburetor: the next it might be a refrig-

erator compressor (run backward, this

makes a nifty vacuum pump), a high-volt-

age neon-sign transformer, a handful of

gears, or who knew exactly what. What-

ever dross he found was transmuted into

treasure by his imagination.

With the fruits of his Irash-barrel picking

and with chemicals donated by an uncle

who was a chemistry professor at Colum-

bia University, Fischbach built himself an

attic lab. "I took junk from the gas station,

junk from this, junk from that and put it to-

gether to see what I could come up with,"

'•The pants

disintegrated, okay? I was

standing there

completely naked. I realized

that this was a

problem, because even in New
York there are

limits to what you can do3

he recently recalled while scanning his of-

fice, which is crammed with museum re-

productions, typed quotations ("Great

spirits have always encountered violent op-

position from mediocre minds"—-Einstein),

a chunk of meteorite. A Calder mobile, bal-

anced like some insane . Eotvos experi-

ment, hangs from the ceiling. Today a small,

thin man, bald at the top, with a drooping

mustache and vintage Brooklyn accent,

Fischbach admits that most of the things

he built from his scavenged treasures were

pretty useless.' But they taught him the

value of what most people just throw away.

Fischbach entered Columbia University

in 1959. Soon he was overnight babysitter

for a huge experimenl devoted to isolating

a rare isotope of oxygen. He still keeps a

picture of the experiment, which resem-

bles an oil refinery crammed into a broom

closet, on his office wall. Though he has

forgotten many of the details of this intri-

cate experiment, he does remember that

it used a lot of nitric acid, which was for-

ever leaking from hundreds of tubes.

Nitric acid is funny stuff: It weakens tex-

tile fibers so they just crumble into dust.

Returning home one day after a long, weary

shift, Fischbach undrc-ssec and found that

his underpants had dissolved. Ah, well, he

thought, and went to bed.

"The next day I went on the subway with

a new pair of underpants, obviously, but

the same Levis," he says. "It was Ihe

Broadway/Seventh Avenue line. You know,

wall-to-wall people. You could die on the

spot, but you'd still be standing up be-

cause there's no place to fall. Suddenly 1

noticed, or felt, that my pants had disinte-

grated right around the groin. What I im-

mediately realized was that there was this

topological fact that for the nitric acid to

get to my underwear, it had to pass through

my Levis, The pants entirely disintegrated,

okay? Now I was standing there com-

pletely naked. I realized that this was a

problem, because even in New York there

are limits to what you can do. I just had a

T-shirt on, and I stripped to the waist and

wrapped the T-shirt around my legs. I was

totally bare-chested, and in those days, that

was also ridiculous. People were looking

at me; what the hell was going on? So I had

to go for an hour and a half back to Brook-

lyn, hoping nobody would see that I had

no pants on. This incident had a major

negative effect on me."

But there were compensations. To pass

the time while working on the night shift,

Fischbach read. One day, while searching

through the Ditmus Avenue branch of the

Brooklyn Public Library for a Sherlock

Holmes book, he came across an unusual

book by Lillian Lieber about Einstein's

general theory of relativity. It was filled with

amusing drawings, and Ihe text read like a

poem, but it was possible to learn the ru-

diments of general relativity from it, In those

days Einstein's theory of relativity had a

reputation among laymen for being prac-

tically incomprehensible— only about a

dozen people in the world supposedly

understood it. (Einstein once remarked that

of these dozen, he had met about four hun-

dred.) Intrigued. Fischbach took the book

out and began reading. "I said, Look, this

stuff is hard, but it's not that hard.
I
can

understand this. That book and my pants

dissolving took me out of chemistry and

into physics."

By the time he reached graduate school

at the University of Pennsylvania, he be-

gan rooting around in old physics journals

as if they were the trash bins of his youth.

He was soon taking a little bit of this, a little

bit of that, and putting it together to come

up with some clever little thing worthy of

publication. He became a working-class

physicist. Those who knew him trusted that

he would turn out good, competent work.

Fischbach totted up a respectable list of

publications. He worked hard at his phys-

ics, taught his courses, got married, had

three .kids. And as the years passed, his

interest in the scientific junkyard— in this

case, the realm of discarded anomalies

—

convinced him there just might be a hid-

den universal force.

The great science historian Norwood

Russel Hanson once described anomalies



as the. "windows ihroitgh which the anat-

omy ol the universe can be witnessed. " And
in 1979 Fischbach and collaborator Sam'
Aronson of the Brookhaven National Lab-
oratory in Upton, New York, found them-
selves a new window in the form of the

kaon—-a type of elementary particle that

exists only 10 billionths of a second before
decaying into lighter particles. Einstein's

theory ot relativity predicts that as a kaon

—

or any other particle or object, for that mat-
ter—approaches the speed of light, its life-

time will increase. The reason is Einstein's

well-documented finding that at near-light

speed, time literally slows down. But sci-

entists at the Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory in Illinois found that the kaon's
lifetime did not increase as rapidly as pre-
dicted by Einstein's equations. Perhaps,
Fischbach and Aronson reasoned, that was
because some mysterious force was slow-

ing down the kaon.

They hypothesized that if a new force
existed, it might be coupled to something
called hypercharge—a still-hypothetical,

repulsive force supposedly proportional to

the total number of protons and neutrons
in an atom. If hypercharge caused kaons
to slow down, it would probably influence

other lorms of matter as well. While Fisch-

bach and Aronson were wondering just

where else this new force would show up,

they heard about the work of an Australian

physicist named Frank Siacey.

For the past few years Siacey and his

graduate students had been going down
into deep mines to measure the accelera-
tion of gravity. With less mass between
themselves and the center of the earth, they
knew, gravity would exert less pull, and the

gravitational acceleration of their test par-
ticles would decrease. That's what they
found—except that the force of gravity did

not decrease in exactly the fashion pre-
dicted by Newton's well-loved laws. The
implication was clear: Either Newton was
wrong (not a happy idea) or, as Fischbach
was quick to see, a new force was muck-
ing up the works.

Fischbach soon began casting about for

still other experiments in which a new force

might have surfaced. And then, in Sep-
tember 1985, he realized the old Eotvos
experiment was sensitive enough to de-
tect a force of the magnitude glimpsed in

the Australian mines. He took a quick trip

to the library, where, after some searching
among the dusty old journals, he found the

Eotvos paper. "I leafed through it," Fisch-

bach says. "Then I saw a table, and I was
absolutely stunned."

The table listed differences in the rates

at which the test masses had fallen. Had
Ebtvds's experiment been perfect (and' had
there been no other forces), these num-
bers should have been zero. They weren't.

"I was shocked to see in the paper that
'

here was a result that was four standard
deviations [a measure of statisticar signifi-

cance] from zero, there was a number two
standard deviations from zero, and so on
and so forth." Fischbach explains-. "But

'

without defied calculatons. it was im-

possible to know whether these results

meant anything."

So he did what any other respectable
physicist would have done under the cir-

cumstances—he dumped the paper on
one of his graduate students, a large,

sandy-haired kid from Indiana named Car-
nck Talmadge, and took off- for the week-
end. Talmadge recalls Fischbach saying
to him, "I'm sure there isn't anything here,

but just to humor me, you might as well try

to check some of these."

Eotvos had compared the gravitational

accelerations of whatever substances were
handy: water, copper, copper sulfate, plat-

inum, tallow, asbestos, and even bits of

snakewood. Had Eotvos known about hy-

percharge, which wasn't hypothesized un-
til the Sixties, he might have done what Tal-

madge did that weekend: He might have
made a graph comparing the gravitational

accelerations of the test masses with their

hypercharges. If hypercharge were truly

working in opposition to gravity, sub-
stances more affected by hypercharge
would appear to be less affected by grav-
ity: The greater the ratio of hypercharge to

mass, the smaller their acceleration. Thus
a proportional relationship would always
exist. If gravity were on one axis, and hy-
percharge on the other, then the points of

the graph would always fall on a straight

line. Talmadge was amazed as the points,

one by one, all fell on the line. "It was just

inconceivable," Talmadge recalls. "You've
predicted that there's an effect in the Eot-
vos experiment. You go out and look for il;

and there it is. It's just short of saying you've
proved there's a force."

Soon Sam Aronson and Fischbach s two
other graduate students, Daniel Sudarsky
and Aaron Szafer, were checking Tal-

madge's work. The Eotvos data, seen in

the new light of hypercharge, seemed to

say that a feather failing 30 feet would beat
a chunk ol lead falling the same distance
by about a billionth of a second. The rea-

son: A pound of lead, with a greater num-
ber of more densely packed protons and
neutrons, has a greater hypercharge than
a pound of feathers. The hyperforce. which
literally pushes up from the earth, slows the

eac's descent.

Theory in place (and a physics revolu-

tion in. the wings), Fischbach could no
longer 'sleep. He was writing the paper that

would announce his results to the world,

and he knew that if he made even a liny

mistake, the world would pounce.
Getting a scientific paper published can

be .a long, Byzantine process. Before the

editors of a journal like Physical Review
Letters will print a paper, it must be read
and okayed by at least two outside experts
in the tiny subfield of the paper. Fischbach
suspected that one referee would be Rob-
ert Dicke, the eminent physicist and grav-
ity expert who had tested the gravitalional

force of the sun. If Dicke said the paper
was okay, then at least it would be pub-
lished,- And if Dicke could find no errors
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Someday magicians

will change the color of

the sky, stop Earth

from rotating, and saw
Manhattan in half

ILLUSIONS

BY RICKY JAY

On
a recent broadcast of

Saturday Night Live,

a verbally uncommunica-
tive magician named

Teller sal at a sophisticated

computer terminal in an NBC
studio. His partner, Penn Jillette,

who more than compensates
for Teller's silence, accosted a
couple in Times Square and
insisted they select one playing

card from a standard pack
of 52. Penn flashed a fan ol the

remaining 51 cards in front of

a TV camera; Ihis information

was relayed to Teller, who
immediately instigated a

graphically displayed computer
search. Working at lightning

speed, (he computer sorled
through the deck, checked
which cards were present, and
instantly identified the card
selected by the couple on" the

street. Teller relayed the infor-

mation to his partner by having'

it appear on the huge
-electronic billboard high above

Times Square. The participants,

whose backs faced the

billboard, were stariled when
Penn proudly revealed the
name ol their chosen card.

Is this simply a parody
of high technology— an elabo-
rate joke based on a
technique witnessed and
described 400 years ago by
Francis Bacon? Or is this event
an augury of things to come
in Ihe world of magic—

a

glimpse of the twenty-first

century, when magicians will

rely on an impressive arsenal of

computer, laser, fiberoptic,

and hologram technologies lo

astound an increasingly

sophisticated audience''

For centuries magic, science,

religion, and philosophy were
closely linked. In ancient
Greece, for example, temple
dodrs opened mysteriously to

the accompaniment of thunder-
claps and lightning, animated
statues poured sacred

libations, and idols delivered

predictions in oracular jargon.

The principles of hydraulics,

acoustics, and optics formed
i he baa ;s of those strange

phenomena, which were more
likely to create devotees than

to Impress audiences.

By the eighteenth century,

when magic was first viewed in

'

theatrical settings, the

showmen were often self-

styled professors of natural

philosophy who demonstrated,
as mystic effects, scientific

devices unknown to the public.

Katterfelto, who performed
magic and lectured on "philo-

sophical, mathmatical, optical,

magnetical, electrical, physi-

cal, chymical. pneumatic,
hydraulic, hydrostatic, styan-

graphic, palenchic. and capri-

mantic art," did exhibit an
actual solar microscope. But
he was more'the target ol

scorn than the subject of praise

and was even jailed as a

PAINTING BY MICHAEL PARKES



rogue and vagabond. At the same time,

however, one could be mystified by re-

markable mechanical figures: a lifelike duck

that could groom its feathers, eat, and drink;

men who beat a drum with precision or

played delicate tunes on the flute; and a

wonderful machine thai drew portraits.

A computer that plays chess may fasci-

nate, but it would not mystify modern-day

spectators. In the 1760/s, however, a life-

size, turbaned Turkish chess-playing ma-

chine was built to please the Austrian em-

press Maria Theresa. To audiences al-

ready, familiar with wonderful automata, a

machine that can think and play chess

could be considered a reality. Capitalizing

on such thought and using his own repu-

tation as a skilled scientist and mechanic,

the Hungarian baron Wolfgang von Kem-

pelen fooled audiences by cleverly con-

cealing a human director within the com-

plicated but nonfunctional gears and levers

of his chess machine.

It disturbed Von Kempelen that his

fraudulent chess player caused a sensa-

tion, but his creation of a machine able to

re-create human speech was all but ig-

nored—largely because a magician's trick

version of such a speaking machine, which

relied on information transferred by con-

cealed tubes, had been exposed. The

British scientist Sir Charles Wheatstone built

a crude model of Von Kempelen's speak-

ing machine, which intrigued a youngster

who happened to see it. The boy built a

pretty fair speaking machine of his own.

His name was Alexander Graham Bell.

In the early 1800's a Belgian optician,

Robertson, created a show called Phan-

tasmagoria. Using scientific principles, he

conjured up images of skeletons and res-

urrected dead heroes of the French Rev-

olution before terrified audiences.

The technology that produced the

frightening' images was based on the use

of aptly named "magic lanterns," which,

when first constructed in the seventeenth

century, commanded the attention of pres-

tigious scientists like Kircher, Huygens,

Dechales, and Robert Hooke. By the early

nineteenth century, showmen had so per-

fected these techniques that one, Andrew

Oehler, combined projection with roars of

thunder, bolts of lightning, and electric

shocks. He so frightened the governor of

Mexico that the magician was thrown into

a dungeon 150 feet underground.

By the middle of the century, the art of

producing ghosts had become a theatrical

specialty. Images were reflected on sheets

of glass, allowing actors to joust with phan-

tom forms. These glass reflections no doubt

gave rise to the frequently echoed phrase

"It's all done with mirrors."

In the nineteenth century even more in-

teresting examples of the wedding of magic

and science were realized. Robert-Hou-

din, the great French conjurer and "father

of modern magic," came out of retirement

to accept a mission from his government.

He traveled to Algeria, where the Mara-

bouts, a sect of magic-worshiping reli-
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gious fanatics, were attempting to incite a

revolution against France. He performed a

"dueling banjos" match with Marabout

chieftains. He invited an Algerian of great

strength to mount the stage and try to lift a

small wooden chest by its brass handles.

This was accomplished with ease. Robert-

Houdin then waved mysteriously at the

Arab, claiming he would make him as weak

as a child. When the Arab again tried to lift

the chest, it would not budge. Renewing

his efforts, he grabbed the handles of the

chest and suddenly started to shake con-

vulsively, eventually collapsing on the stage.

Robert-Houdin, with another wave of his

hand, ended the Arab's agony.

Modern readers can no doubt intuit the

method: below the stage, a huge electro-

magnet; in the chest, a concealed iron

sheet; and a hidden induction coil that fed

to the brass handles of the chest, provid-

ing the shock. But in the middle of the nine-

teenth century, such technology was un-

known and remarkably effective.

4/n what must

have been the strangest of

stage acts, ice

cream was made in less

than a minute,

flowers were frozen soiid,

and rubber balls

became as fragile as glass

3

In 1898 Nevil Monroe Hopkins pub-

lished a trick in which an apparently solid,

silver miniature elephant— isolated atop a

pedestal and covered with a simple

shade—completely vanished. Hopkins had

molded the elephant in mercury and had

it frozen solid by the evaporation of car-

bonic acid dissolved in ether. When the

figure melted, it drained into a hole in the

pedestal, disappearing without a trace.

Teakettles became the focus of two im-

portant technological magic effects early

in this century. In a music-hall act an ordi-

nary kettle was placed on a block of ice,

and to the musical accompaniment of "Polly

Put the Kettle On," the liquid inside began

to boil. The billowing, steamy liquid was

poured into the hats of spectators in the

front rows. In what must have been one of

the strangest of successful stage acts, ice

cream was made in less than a minute,

flowers and grapes were frozen solid when

put in contact with the "mystic water," and

rubber balls became as fragile as glass.

'The act—performed by Minola Mada
Hurst. Queen of the Magic Kettle—was

nothing more than a demonstration of the

properties of liquid air. at that time largely

unknown to the general public.

The Talking Teakettle, introduced by

amateur magician David P Abbott, also

caused a sensation. A kettle was handed

to spectators, whose questions were an-

swered as they held the spout to their ears.

A faint, distinct voice emanating from in-

side the kettle astounded audiences of the

preradio era. Abbott's method was induc-

tion. Six thousand feet of very fine wire and

a receiver were wrapped inside a papier-

mache kettle, and an unseen accomplice

with a sending coil and a series of dry-cell

batteries answered the questions from the

basement of Abbott's house.

Of all the technologies available to or

developed by magicians in the years di-

rectly preceding and succeeding the turn

of this century, none was more important

than the development of the motion pic-

ture. Although magicians were the sub-

jects of early films, the developers of trick

films and special effects, and the present-

ers of cinema in their stage shows, for the

first time they found their own illusions less

magical than the technology of film itself.

Technological advances were no longer

the secret weapons of the magician but an

important tool in the presentation of magi-

cal illusions. Instead of using new scientific

principles, the stage performer spoke

about them, couched his presentations with

references to them, and created illusions

around them.

The utterly astounding technological

advances we now take for granted, as well

as the prognostications for even more re-

markable achievements in the future, will,

I think, lead magicians of the twenty-first

century back to basics No longer will they

be Connecticut Yankees in King Arthur's

Court, relying on the latest scientific ad-

vances to fool the public. They will, I be- -

lieve, turn more to effects of pure sleight of

hand—conjuring with such everyday ob-

jects as cups, balls, cards, and coins—to

provide a contrast to the very technology

with which they will be unable to compete.

They will rely on this simple but difficult path

because magic is ultimately a live, inti-

mate, personal, and emotional art form best

experienced at close range.

Leading professional and amateur ma-

gicians, however, have widely different vi-

sions of magic in the twenty-first century.

Martin Gardner, who has brought math-

ematics and magic to life for millions of

readers through his Scientific American

columns and numerous books, is an ex-

tremely creative conjuring enthusiast.

Analyzing the trends of the last 20 or 30

years, Gardner speculates that there may

be more women and blacks gaining prom-

inence as magicians In the future. But

technological advances with lasers and

holograms, he feels, are less likely than the

development of incredibly strong but very

thin, undetectable fibers that might lift a

person off the ground.

The major trend today, says Gardner, is

the influence of television on magic. "David

Copperfield's vanishing Statue of Liberty,

CONTINUED ON FWGE 110



BABEL'S
CHILDREN

had no signpost marking it, the

track that led to God alone knew wnere / Her eninusiasm

tor following her nose had got her into trouble often enough

in the past. A near-fatal night spent lost in the Alps; that

episode in Marfakech that had almost ended in r

if Lower Manhattan. And yet despite what bitter

experience should have taught her, when
---

alwavs, without questions, take the latter.

d that meandered toward

wld it possibly offer her but

1 a goat along the way—and a

1 the cliffs of the blue Aegean? She could enjoy

..ew from her hotel at Merikha Bay and scarcely

: of bed to do so. But the other highways that led

from this crossroads were so clearly marked: one to Lou-

tra, with its ruined Venetian fort; the other to Driopis. The

tact that they were so clearly named seriously i

their attraction for her. This other road, however,

it might—indeed probably did—lead nowhere, at least led

to an unnamed nowhere. Thus fueled by sheer perversity,

she set oft along it.

>e to either side ot the road (or, as it rapidly

:
best, undistinguished. Even the

IP. on looked less than nourishing.

Unlike Santorin, with its picturesque volcano, or Myko-

nos—the Sodom of the Cyclades—with its plush beaches

and plusher hotels, the island Kithnos could boast nothing



that might draw the lourist. That, in short,

was why she was here: as far from the

crowd as she could conspire to get.

The cry she heard from the hillocks off

to her left was not meant to be ignored. It

was a cry of naked alarm, and il was per-

fectly audible above the grumbling of her

rented car. She brought the ancient vehi-

cle to a halt and turned ofi the engine. The

cry came again, but this time it was fol-

lowed by a shot, and a space, then a sec-

ond shol. Without thinking, she opened the

car door and stepped out onto the track.

The, air was fragrant with sand lilies and

wild thyme—scents lhat the petrol stench

inside the car had effectively masked. Even

as she breathed the perfume she heard a

'third shot, and this time she saw a figure

mounting the crown ol one of the hillocks,

only to disappear into a trough again. Three

or four beats later, and his pursuers ap-

peared. Another shot was fired, but, she

was relieved to see, into the air rather than

at the man. They were warning him to stop

rather lhan aiming to kill. The details of the

pursuers wereas indistinct as those of the

escapee except that—an ominous touch—

they were dressed from head to foot in bil-

lowing black garb.

She hesitated at the side of the car, not

certain of whether she should get back in

and drive away or go and find out what ihis

hide-and-seek was all about. The men in

black had disappeared after their quarry,

but she pinned her eyes to the spot they

had left and started off toward it.

She picked her way among the squirting

cucumber for fully ten minutes before she

became certain that she had missed the

spot from which pursued and pursuer had

vanished—and by lhat time she was lost

in a sea of grass-crested knolls. The cries

had long since ceased: the shots, loo. She

was left only with the sound of the gulls and

the rasping debale of cicadas around her

feet.

She selected the largest hillock and

trudged up its flank, her feet uncertain in

the sandy soil, to see if the vantage point

offered a view of the track she d left or even

of the sea. If she could locate the cliffs, she

could orient herself relative to the spot on

which she'd left the car and head off in that

approximate direction, knowing that sooner

or later she'd reach the track. But the hum-

mock was too puny; all that was revealed

from its summit was the extent of her iso-

lation. In every direction, the same indistin-

guishable hills, raising their backs to the

afternoon sun. In desperation she licked

her finger and put it up to the wind, rea-

soning that the breeze would most likely

be off the sea and lhat she might use that

slender information to base her mental'

cartography upon. The breeze was negli-

gible, but it was the only guide she had,

and she set off in the direction she hoped

the track lay. ..--

After five increasingly breathless min-

utes of tramping up and down the hillocks,

she scaled one of the slopes andiound

herself looking not upon her car but at a
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ciusler of whik-washed windings—domi-

nated by a squat tower and ringed like a

garhsorf with a high wall. It immediately

occurred to her that the running man and

his three overattentive admirers had origi-

nated here and that wisdom probably

counseled against approaching the place.

But then, without directions from some-

body, might she not wander around for-

ever in this wasteland and never find hei

way back to the car? Besides, the build-

ings looked reassuringly unpretentious.

There was even a hint of foliage peeping

above the bright walls that suggested a

sequestered garden within, where she

might at least get some shade. She headed

toward the entrance.

She arrived at the wrought-iron gates

exhausted The trudge across the hillocks

had reduced her thighs and shins to quiv-

ering incompetence.

One of the large gates was ajar, and she

stepped through. The yard beyond was

paved, and mottled with doves' drop-

<mOne Of

the large gates was ajar, and

she stepped through.

The yard beyond was paved,

and mottled with

doves' droppings: Several of

the culprits sat in a

myrtle tree and cooed at her3

pings: Several of the culprits sat in a myrtle

tree and cooed ai her appearance. From

the yard several covered walkways led off

into a maze of buildings. Her perversity

unchastened by adventure, she followed

the one that looked least promising; and it

led her into a balmy passage lined with

plain benches, and out the other side into

a smaller enclosure. Here the sun fell upon

one of the walls, in a niche of which stood

a statue of the Virgin Mary—her notorious

child, lingers raised in blessing, perched

upon her arm. "And now, seeing the statue,

the pieces of this mystery fell into place:

The secluded location, the silence, the

plainness of ihe yards and walkways— this

was surely a religious establishment.

She had been godless since early ado-

lescence and had seldom stepped over

the threshold of a church in the intervening

twenty-five years. Now, at forty-one, she

was past recall and so felt doubly a tres-

passer here. But then, she wasn't seeking

sanctuary, was she? Merely directions. She

could ask them and get gone.

As she advanced across the sunlit stone,

she had that curious sensation of self-con-

sciousness thai Line associated with being

spied upon. It was a sensitivity her life with

Ronald had sophisticated into a sixth

sense. His ridiculous jealousies—which

had, only three months earlier, ended their

marriage—had led him to spying strate-

gies that would not have shamed the

agencies of Whitehall or Washington. Now
she felt not one but several pairs of eyes

upon her. Though she squinted up at the

narrow windows thai overlooked the court-

yard, and seemed to see movement at one

of them, nobody made any effort to Gall

down to her. however. A mute order, per-

haps, their vow of silence so profoundly

observed that she would have to commu-
nicate in sign language? Well, so be it.

Somewhere behind her. she heard run-

ning feet, several pairs, rushing toward her.

And from down the walkway, the sound of

the iron gates clanging closed. Her heart-

beat tripped over itself and alarmed her

blood. Startled, it leaped to her face. Her

weakened legs began to quiver again.

She turned to face the owners of those

urgent footsteps; and as she did so, she

caught sight of the stone Virgin's head

moving a fraction. Its blue eyes had fol-

lowed her across the yard and now were

unmistakably following her back. She stood

stock-still; best notto run, she thought, with

Our Lady at your back. It would have done

no good to have taken flight, anyway, be-

cause even now three nuns were appear-

ing from out of the shadow of the cloisters,

their habits billowing. Only their beards and

the gleaming. automatic rifles they carried

fractured the illusion of their being Christ's

brides. She might have laughed at this in-

congruity but that they were pointing their

weapons straight at her heart.

There was no word of explanation of-

fered; but then, in a place that harbored

armed men dressed as nuns, a glimpse of

sweet reason was doubtless as rare as

feathered frogs.

She was bundled out of the courtyard

by the three holy sisters, who searched her

high and low, as though she had just razed

the Vatican. She took this invasion without

more than a cursory objection. Not for a

moment did they take their rifle sights off

her, and in such circumstances obedience

seemed best. Search concluded, one of

them invited her to re-dress, and she was

escorted to a small room and locked in. A
little while later, one of the- nuns brought

her a bottle of palatable retsina and, to

complete this catalog of incongruities, the

best deep-dish pizza she'd had this side

of Chicago. Alice lost in Wonderland could

not have thought it curiouser.

"There may have been an error," the man

with ihe waxed mustache conceded after

several hours of interrogation. She was re-

lieved to discover he had no desire to pass

as ah abbess, despite the garb of the gar-

rison. His office— if such it was—was
sparsely furnished, its only remarkable ar-

tifact a human skull with its bottom jaw

missing, which sat on the desk and peered

vacuously at her. He himself was better



dressed: his bow lie immaculately tied, his

trousers holding a lethal crease. Beneath
his calculated English, Vanessa thought
she sniifed the hint of an accent. French?
German'? It was only when he produced
some chocolate from his desk that she de-
cided he was Swiss. His name, he claimed.

was Mr. Klein.

"An error?" she said. "You're damn right

there's beenanerror!"

"We've located your car. We have also

checked with your hotel. So far, your story

has been verified."

"I'm not a liar," she said. She was well

past the point of courtesy with Mr. Klein,

despite his bribes with the confectionery.

By now it must be late at night, she
guessed, though as she wore no watch and
the bald little room, which was in the bow-
els of one of the buildings, had no win-

dows, it was difficult to be. sure. "I'm glad
you're satisfied," she said. "Now will you let

me get back to my hotel? I'm tired."

Klein shook his head. "No," he said. "I'm

afraid that won't be possible."

Vanessa stood up quickly, and the vio-

lence of her movement overturned the
chair. Within a second of the sound, the

door had opened and one of the bearded
sisters appeared, pistol at the ready.

"It's all right, Stanislaus." Mr. Klein purred.

"Mrs. Jape hasn't slit my throat."

Sister Stanislaus withdrew and closed
the door behind him.

"Why?" said Vanessa, her anger dis-

tracted by the appearance of ihe guard.
"Why what?" Mr, Klein asked.
"The nuns."

Klein sighed heavily. "In my own opinion,

much of this is redundant, Mrs. Jape, and
you have my personal assurance that I will

see you released as rapidly as is humanly
possible. Meanwhile

I beg your indul-

gence. Think of it as a game." His face
soured slighi'y. "They like? games."
"Who do?"

Klein frowned. "Never mind," he said.

"The less you know, the less we'll have to

make you forget."

Vanessa gave the skull a beady eye.

"None of this makes any sense," she said.

"Nor should it," Mr. Klein replied. "You
made a regrettable error in coming here,

Mrs. Jape. And indeed, we made an error

letting you in. Normally, our defenses are
stricter than you found them. But you
caught us off guard."

"Look," said Vanessa. "I don't know
what's going on here. I don't want to know.
All

! want is to be allowed to go back to my
hofel and finish my holiday in peace."
Judging by the expression on her interro-,

gator's face, her appeal was not proving

persuasive. "Is that so much to ask?" she
said. "I haven't done anything;

I haven't

seen anything. What's the problem?"
'

Mr. Klein stood up.

"The„problem." he repeated quietly to

himself. "Now. Ihere's a question." He didn't

attempt to answer, however. Merely called,

"Stanislaus?"

The door opened, and the nun was there. '

"Return Mrs. Jape to her room, will you7
"

'Til protest to my embassy!" she said,

her resentment flaring. "I have rights!"

"Please," said Mr. Klein, looking pained.
"Shouting will help none of us."

The nun look hold of Vanessa's arm. She
felt the proximity of his pistol.

"Shall we go?" he asked politely.

"Do I have'a choice?" she replied.

The trick of good farce, she had once
been informed by her brother-in-law, a
sometime actor was that it be played with
deadly seriousness. There should be no
sly winks to the gallery, signaling the far-

ceur's comic intentions; no business that

was so outrageous it would undermine the
reality of the piece. By fhese stringent

standards she was surrounded by a cast
of experts: all willing—habits, wimples, and
spying Madonnas notwithstanding—to
perform as though this ridiculous situation

was in no way out of the ordinary. Try as

4Just about

dawn she was awakened by a

light tapping on
her door. The small window

In It opened, a
face of an old man—with a

fungal beard
and wild eyes—pressed to it3

she might, she could not call their bluff, not

break their po-faees, not win a single sign
of self-consciousness from them.
She slept well, helped on her way by half

the contents ol a bottle of whiskey that some
thoughtful person had left in her little room
when she returned to it. About dawn she
was awakened by a tapping on her door.

Her head fell swollen, and her tongue like

a suede glove. It took her a moment to ori-

ent herself, during which time the rapping
was repeated and the small window in the
door opened from the other side. An ur-

gent face was pressed to it: that of an old
man, with a fungal beard and wild eyes.

"Mrs. Jape," he hissed. "Mrs. Jape. May
we have words7

"

She crossed to the door and looked
through the window. The old man's breath
was two parts stale ouzo to one of fresh air.

I! kept her from pressing too close to the

window.- though he beckoned her.

"Who are you?" Vanessa asked, not sim-
ply out of abstract curiosiiy but because
the features, sunburned and leathery, re-

minded her ol somebody.
The man gave her a fluttering look. 'An

admirer," he said.

"Do I know you?"
He shook his head. "You're much too

young," he said. "But I know you.
I watched

you come in.
I wanted to warn you, but I

didn't have time."

'Are you a prisoner here too?"

"lnamanner"ofspeaking.Tellme.
. .did

you see Floyd?"

"Who7 "

"He escaped. The day before yester-

day," he said.

"Oh." Vanessa said, beginning to thread
these dropped pearls together. "Floyd was
the man they were chasing?"

• "Yes. He slipped out, you see. They went
after him and left the gate open. The se-
curity is shocking these days"— he
sounded genuinely outraged by fhe situ-

ation—"not that I'm not pleased you're

here." There was some desperation in his

eyes, she thought, some sorrow he fought
to keep submerged. "We heard shots," he
said. "They didn't get him, did they7

"

"Not that I saw," Vanessa replied. "I went
to look. But there was no sign—"

"Hal" said the old man, brightening.

"Maybe he did get away, then."

It had already occurred to Vanessa that

this conversation might be a trap, that the

old man was her captors' dupe and this

was just another way to squeeze informa-

tion from her. But her instincts instructed

her otherwise. He looked at her with such
affection, and his face, which was that of a
clown, seemed incapable of forged feel-

ings. For better or worse, she trusted him.

She had little choice.

"Help me get out. I have to get out."

He looked crestfallen. "So soon?" he
said. "You only just arrived."

"I'm not a thief. I don't like being locked
up."

He nodded. "Of course you don't," he
replied, silently acnomshing himself for his

selfishness. "I'm sorry. It's just that a beau-
tiful woman

. .

." He stopped himself, then
began again on a fresh track. "I never had
much of a way with words."

'Are you sure
I don't know you from

somewhere?" Vanessa inquired. "Your face

is somehow familiar."

"Really7 " he said. "That's very nice. We
all think we're forgotten here, you see."

'All?"

"We were snatched away such a long
time ago. Many of us were only beginning
our researches. That's why Floyd made a
run for it. He wanfed to do a few months'
decent work before Ihe end. I feel the same
sometimes." His melancholy train halted,

and he returned to her question. "My name
is Harvey Gomm, Professor Harvey Gomm.
Though these days I forget what I was pro-
fessor of."

Gomm. it was a singular name, and il

rang bells, but she could at present find no
tune in the chimes.

"You don't remember, do you?" he said,

looking straight into her eyes.-

She wished she could lie, but that might
alienate the man—the only voice of sanily

she'd found here— more than the truth.



Life in the ultimate

microcosm: the world's jungles,

savannas, oceans,

and deserts under one roof

BIOSHELTERS
BY DORION SAGAN

If
we travel to the stars or

have to inhabit an Earth

devastated by nuclear war,

we may live out our lives in

a structure like Biosphere II, a
self-supporting, sealed
world soon to be constructed

on an isolated patch of

Arizona desert. One of the

most daring and imaginative

environmental projects now
underway, Biosphere II

will be, in etfect, a microcosm
ol Earth (Biosphere I),

complete with its own minia-

ture rivers, grasslands,

forests, deserts, ocean, and
human population.

As it is now conceived,

Biosphere II will be a massive
complex of five intercon-

nected structures called

biomes. The human habitation

biome is a four-story, white,

domed building that will

include apartments, labora-

tories, offices, workshops,

a library, and computer and
communications facilities.

South of that is a glass-

sheathed intensive agriculture

biome, where crops w'ifl be
grown. The tallest structure in

the complex is the rain forest

biome, which will enclose

a small mountain, a rain

forest, and a waterfall that

sends a stream flowing

through a transition biome.
This structure will include a
miniature tropical savanna, a
freshwater marsh, a saltwater

marsh, and a miniocean,

PHOTOGRAPHS BY
PETER MENZEL

complete with a coral reef

and a wave machine. Farthest

south in the glass-and-metal

microcosm is the desert
biome, a desert environment
duplicated in miniature.

In addition to the flora and
fauna, say the project's

developers, there will be eight

human volunteers who.
sometime in 1989, will let the

Biosphere II air lock seal

them in the two-acre ecosys-
tem for two years. It will be
their job to test the feasibility

o! living in and operating a
totally self-sustaining manned
station such as might be
erected on Mars or beyond.

Like the nineteenth-century

writer Henry David Thoreau.

who lived out his philosophy of

self-reliance at Walden
Pond, the eight Biosphereans
will be part of the ecology
of the biosphere. They will

depend on renewable food
and energy sources: the

At left: test module building,

where various Biosphere II

ideas are first tried out.



Qlts builders see in Biosphere

II more than just a habitat for the space

program. They want it to

serve as a kind of control world.^

animals they raise, selected

plants, and the manage-
ment of their own recycled

wastes. Fish iarms will

provide many ol their protein

needs, and they will depend

on benign techniques,

such as using ladybugs for

pest control, to maintain

ecological harmony.

They will know that any

carelessness on their part

could poison their biosphere

and, ultimately, themselves.

There will be no physical

contact with the outside world,

although Biosphereans will

have access to it through

telephone, television, radio,

and computer networks.

The money for this futuristic

venture—estimated at $30

million—is being provided

primarily by Edward R Bass,

son ol a Texas oil baron

and chairman of Decisions

Teams, Ltd., and Space
Biospheres Ventures, the

formal name for the Biosphere

program. Under Bass,

Decisions Teams, Ltd., will

be a for-profit undertaking,

with funding to continue over

a seven-year period.

The project will be devel-

oped and run by the Institute

of Ecotechnics, a London-

based international ecological

development firm. A contract

Hydroponic gardens and'lish

farms (above and right) will

ieed the Biosphereans.



^Biosphere II could be
deliberately manipulated to simulate

environmental problems
that might someday afflict Earth$

for the design of Bio-

sphere II has been given

to Sarbid, Lid., a British

architectural firm. The
Arizona site is especially

attractive because it is so
near the experts and re-

sources of the Environ-

mental Research Labo-
ratory of the University of

Arizona, which has years

of expertise in green-
house and alternative

agriculture. Also partici-

pating are the New York
Botanicaf Garden Insti-

tute of Economic Botany
and the Marine Systems
Laboratory of the Smith-

sonian Institution.

Although construction

of the Biosphere II

biomes has not yet be-

gun, associated structures have already
been completed. Currently in operation is

a greenhouse-aquacuiiire- tissue-culture
complex that shelters preparatory re-

search facilities lor Biosphere II. It includes
facilities where various kinds of green-
house agriculture techniques— such as
hydroponics (growing plants in liquid nu-
trients) and aeroponics (growing them in

'nutrient-saturated mists)—and aquacul-
ture designs are being tested.

Researchers have successfully grown
small crops of cucumbers, tomatoes, let-

tuce, eggplant, okra, papaya, bananas,
corn, green beans, broccoli, cauliflower,

and different herbs in the greenhouse sec-
tion of the complex. They have also de-
signed a nursery where plantlets and
seedlings lor future crops grow amid a fog
of nurturing mist, which is pulsed into the
air at regular intervals.

The aquaculture bay of ihe facility uses
an ingenious synergy of plants, algae,
bacteria, and sunlight in its 45-tank fish

farm, As the fish eat the plants and algae,
they release ammonia in the form of excre-.

ment into the water. The water is routed to

a biofilter, where bacteria extract the am-
monia and convert it to nitrates, in turn, the
nitrates are recirculated as nutrients for-the
water plants and algae. The system not only
maintains itself but also produces a bumper
crop of plants and fish, which Biospher-

Opposite and top: Ladybugs will be used
for sate and natural pes! control.

earns can harvc-si accord no to their needs.
Should the unthinkable happen and a

plague wipe out all ol Biosphere ll's crops,
there is an ingenious backup system: a tis-

sue-culture bank where plantlets will be
stored. With it, Biosphereans would be able
to revive a damaged ecosystem.

Also finished is an 18,000-cubic-icot test

module of Biosphere II. It was erected to

test the structural materials, the glazing
techniques, the louvers, the heating/cool-
ing systems, and the computer systems
designed for the complex.

Although only a fraction of the finished

size of Biosphere II, the module is already
the largest existing sealed structure that

admits light. As Phillip Hawes, coarchitect

of Biosphere II and. onetime student of

Frank Lloyd Wright, points out, "Simply to

be able to seal up something that big rep-
resents a huge advance."

It will also use a model of Biosphere ll's

"lung," a special structure that will be able
lo expand or contract in reaction to shifts

in the atmospheric pressure inside the
enormous structure. Its job will be to com-
pensate for the special stresses that come
with atmospheric shifts inside and outside
Ihe sealed building. Without it the glass skin

of the building could crack.

This is not the first attempt at building a
living module for space. The Soviets have
been making similar, albeit somewhat less

sophisticated efforts. Russian "bionauts"
lived for three months inside their Siberian
Bios 3 during a hypothetical flight to Mars.

While Biosphere II as

an idea has tremendous
support in the science
and space communities,

it also has its share of de-

tractors. Dr. James Bredt,

chief of biological sys-

tems research for NASA,
has expressed doubt that

a similar structure could

exist on other planets
purely from the logistical

point of getting enough
material there. From a bi-

ological perspective he
doubts that it is sophisti-

cated enough to be to-

tally self-supporting. The
Biosphereans—or those

on the outside— may
have to make periodic

corrections to keep its

ecology intacl.

But,its builders see in Biosphere II more
than a habitat for the space program. They
want it to serve as a sort of "control world"
in which environmental and ecological
processes can be closely observed.
As a living parable for us all, Biosphere

II could be deliberately manipulated to

simulate environmental problems that might
someday afflict the earth. For example, Carl

Hodges, director of the Environmental Re-
search Laboratory in Tucson, Arizona,
suggests that by closing the. louvers or

windows of Biosphere II and shutting out
all light, one could simulate the most ex-
treme effects of a nuclear winter (namely,
atmospheric darkening caused t>y vast
clouds of soot and dust). Hodges also says

" that by raising the carbon dioxide level, one
could simulate the greenhouse effect; a
current global-warming trend that could, at

its present rate, melt the polar ice caps and
raise the sea level, putting the city of Mew
York underwater by the year 2040.
Whatever the uses, science has much

to gain from the project. Physicist and for-

mer astronaut Joseph Allen has gone so
far as to suggest that ihe science of com-
paring biospheres may eventually be-

'

come as important to our understanding of

the biological world as modern quantum
mechanics is to an understanding of the

physical world. Creating a viable, self-con-

tained biosphere, he says, amounts to the
creation of a biological atom, one with the
potential lo launch a whole new field of

study: comparative biosphencs.DO
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BEYOND THE

CHALLENGER ERA
BY RICHARD WOLKOMIR

A proposed space program

from the people who know: the astronauts

PAINTING BY ATTILA HEJJA



Like a cobra charmed from its basket, the

shuttle's robot arm undulates over the

gaping cargo bay. The astronaut at the

flight deck's console moves a lever, and
thearm snakes up— cautiously—toward a

shiny cylinder (loafing overhead.

The operation looks good. But this is not

the real shuttle. A full-scale: training replica,

this vehicle sits in Building 9A at NASA's

Johnson Space Flight Cenler. south of

Houston. And the levitating cylinder is a

helium-filled balloon,

Only the astronaut manning the controls

is real. And he is frustrated because in 1987

this' is all lhat America's manned space
program does—make believe.

'A lot of guys would leap into the shuttle

right now i( it were sitting on the pad," says

astronaut Dave Griggs. A dark, intense

man, heregaids his visitor with a no-blink,

look-you-square-in-the-eye stare. Runner

lean, the forty-eight-year-old Griggs could

pass for thirty-six and exemplifies the lat-

est generation ot astronauts. A Navy test

pilot, this Annapolis graduate piloted A-4's

in Southeast Asia, earning the Distin-

guished Flying Cross and 19 other medals.

Griggs became an astronaut in 1978

and, during an April 1985 shuttle High!,

performed history's first unscheduled EVA
(extravehicular activity—aspacewalk). He
was to pilot his second shuttle flight in 1986.

But astronauts flew only twice that year, on

January 6 in the Columbia and in the Chal-

lenger's 73-second Night on January 28.

When ttie Chaiitinger exploded in a

cloud of smoke and debris. America's

space program flared out with it. Ever since.

Griggs and his approximately 80 fellow as-

tronauts have been in limbo, continuing to

train—and wait—for the next flight.

The Challenger disaster demonstrated

that NASA was not the can-do super-

agency it seemed. In leaked memos and
off-the-record interviews. astronauts went

public with complaints tha: had been sim-

mering long before the Challenger disin-

tegrated. Astronauts charged that NASA
management had been sacrificing crew

safety- to maintain a crowded launch

schedule, Some said the crew-selectior

process— left entirely in the hands of

George W. S. Abbey, the director of flight-

crew operations—was biased and de-

stroyed morale, particularly of the scien-

tist—astronauts. "Morale is poor" in the

space station program, one brief ng paper

from a group of astronauts and NASA en-

gineers asserted. Astronauts complained

that NASAs space station was too ambi-

tious for them to build and maintain with

the existing shuttle fleet.

But now "our voice is being heard," says

Griggs. Astronauts are being given larger

administrative roles to play in the space
program. In February of last year Admiral

Richard H. Truly, a former astronaui, was
appointed associate administrator for

spacefiight. heading the space shuttle

And those still active in the astro-

naut corps have been moved into impor-

tant administrative positions: As deputy di-

rector for operations. Robert L Crippen will

be among those deciding whether to

launch the next shuttle: Fred Gregory is

the chief ol a newly created safety branch

within NASA; astronaut Bryan O'Connor is

chairman of the Safety Task Force; Sally

Ride has beer apoonted special assistant

for planning; and Paul Weitz, acting dep-

uty director of the Johnson Space Center

The astronauts s:il have concerns. Chief

among them: No clear vision guides the

space program. "Back in the Apollo days

it was quite clear that what we wanted was
to put people on the moon, and we de-

voted a lot of time to doing that." says as-

Ironaut Norm Thagard, a Marine F-4 pilot

in Vietnam, an electrical engineer, and an

M.D. "These days we talk in more general

terms about having a space station and a

transportation system that will provide rou-

tine access to space. But we don't talk

about specific uses for those things."

He and many other astronauts want a

strong national commitment to explore

space. And by that they mean deep space.

Former astronaut Don Lind, for one, says

we should head there in several steps. We
would start with the space station and then

establish a lunar colony with crews spend-

ing six months on the moon, then returning

to Earth. Alter ihat. Lind would send an un-

manned lander to Mars to select a site for

a manned landing. He envisions a kind of

robotic jeep trundling across the Martian

deserts, sending back television images
and digging up rock samples with a ro-

botic arm. It would also scout out landing

sites for manned landings.

Lind has already been to near space. A
20-year member of the astronaut corps, he

flew on a shuttle flight in April 1985, then

left the astronaut corps to teach at Utah

State University just two months before the

Challenger accident. "My first step would

be to gel science back into some reason-

able priority in the space program, the way
it was twenty-five years ago," he says.

"Look what's happened to the poor, plan-

etary program, emasculated to pay for

overrun costs on the shuttle.

"I'm talking about unmanned launches

at first—the X-ray telescopes, the gamma-
ray tolsscopes, and the most important

next step, the Hubble [space] telescope."

There are a few earthly problems that

need to be resolved first. One ol them is

the dubious status of the scientist-astro-

nauts. "Half the reason I
left the astronaut

office was that I had always inlended to

teach college-level physics. The other half

was the crew-selection policy," says Don
Lind. "I saw while I was an astronaut—and
I was there for twenty years—a great shitt

in what I considered a wrong direction."

Lind points out that early in the program
NASA began to blond scentst-astronauts

with the original test-pilot astronauts, since

space was clearly a research frontier. Many
of the scienlis! asronauts were also qual-

ified jet pilots, like Lind, but science was to



bs iheir specialty on space missions.

"There were people at headquarters who

said, All right, these scientists need to do

science.' and so they encouraged them to

maintain Iheir affiliations with institutions that

had cyclotrons or mass spectrometers

—

whatever instruments Ihey needed—so

Ihey could keep up their scientific profi-

ciency. It was a wise and reasonable pol-

icy." saysLind. "Unfortunately, it was left to

be implemented by test pilot types who
didn't give a damn about science."

As a result, he charges, scientist-astro-

nauts have been less than encouraged to

continue their research. In fact, they have

been punished. Lind says that scientist-

astronauts who keep up in science are

banished from the flight-crew rosters. And

crew seleclion, as Lind puts it, is "the only

Ihing that motivates astronauts." They ur-

gently want to fly in space, or they would

not have taken on a job thai involves 50 to

70 hours a week of training in simulators

and jet cockpits, at computer screens, and

from books. All the relentless training is for

the possibility of a few days of extraterres-

trial adventure in the shuttle.

Reviewing the history of this antiscience

mind-set, Lind says, "Under Deke Slayton

things were pretty grim; under George Ab-

bey they were intolerable. They shifted to

an attitude that any lime you're thinking

about science you're neglecting your re-

sponsibility as an astronaut."

Today brilliant young scientists who join

the astronaut corps sometimes can sur-

vive if they see which way the political winds

blow. If they immediately abandon all

thoughts of science and consciously put

on the protective coloration of engineers,

they will do rather well, says Lind.

Consequently, the best possible space

program, says Lind, would start with a new

mandate from headquarters requiring the

astronaut office at Johnson Space Center

to reestablish a reasonable scientist-as-

tronaut program. "If it would mean firing

George Abbey, then I
certainly would vole

for that," he says.

Deke Slayton. who was once chief astro-

naut and director of flight-crew operations,

dismisses such complaints. "For one thing,

you've got to have a flight crew to fly the

vehicle," he says. "For another, whether

someone else flies or doesn't fly depends

on the mission's specific requirements,

which means that a lot of astronauts won't

get to fly on a lot of flights, particularly pay-

load specialists."

Meanwhile, still clouding future shuttle

flights is the issue of safety. For many as-

tronauts it is a sore subject but not for rea-

sons the general public might imagine.

All the astronauls accept risks, even of

annihilation, as part of the job, but they re-

sent being kept in the dark about what the

risks are. For instance, after the Challenger

disaster the director of the Solid Rocket

Booster program at Marshall Space Flight

Center" in Alabama testified to the presi-

dential commission that a failure in a pri-

mary seal in a booster-rocket nozzle joint

on Norm Thagard's 1985 flight was a cue

that NASA should have stopped flying

shuttles and fixed the problem, "Well, 1

never knew that until I read a presidential

report," says Thagard. "That's not the way

to find out."

And Lind says it was not until long after

the same flight that he learned that Ihe

shuttle had come within seconds of blow-

ing up. Again, the incident became public

only when the presicontia 1 commission be-

gan investigating the Challenger disaster.

Former astronaut Robert Overmyer spoke

for many astronauts when he commented,

'As long as astronauts have an honest as-

sessment of the risk, they can help man-

agement evaluate it. When Chuck Yeager

was flying his missions, he knew the risks.

The concern with the Challenger was that

they weren't told how big a risk they were

taking because that booster was the one

system they thought was one hundred

percent [safe]."

It is hardly a question of .isironauts being

afraid to fly. "I think a lot of people would

fly with thai original booster right now, only

they'd do it in warmer weather. " says Over-

myer. "By knowing what the risks are, at

least they can decide."

"We knew all about the main-engine

problems. We heard about them every

Monday morning," Lind adds. "We knew

about all ihe brake problems. We heard

about them every Monday morning, too.

But we didn't know about the O-ring prob-

lems. When I found out that we came within

seconds of blowing up. I
felt betrayed,

"I agree with the Queen of Hearts— off

with their heads," he says. "I wanted the

guys who sent us up under those risks and

did not tell us about them fired."

"We need an improved shuttle, but that

doesn't necessarily mean an altogether

new one," says Overmyer. a former shuttle

pilot and now an aerospace consultant.

"You could just tear out Ihe cockpit, gut the

thing, and rebuild it from the inside, replac-

ing 1972 technologies with modern equip-

ment. The IBM PC sitting on your office

desk has more computing power than

what's in the shuttle right now."

He would also like to see what he calls

more "margins" built into the machine. "For

instance, remember that mission when we
retrieved Solar Max?' he asks. "We had a

hard time snaring Lift ::;al-:?Hile because we
were running out of fuel. It looked like we
were going to blow it." says Overmyer "It

would not be that hard to increase the

complement of fuel onboard to give the

crew a comfortable fuel supply margin to

perform those kinds of maneuvers."

Worries about safety are not restricted

to the shuttle but extend to its landing sites

as well.' In a memo made public last spring,

chief astronaut John Young complained

about how risky shuttle landings were at

Ihe Kennedy Space Center in Florida. The

runways are short and narrow, and the

weather can be unpredictable. Some as-



tronauls have even said ihe Kennedy land-

ing strip should be limited to emergency

landings. To complicate things, the shuttle

comes in as deadweight. No engines are

operating, so the pilot gets only one

chance. Given a choice, most would prefer

the wide, long landing strip on the lake beds

ol Edwards Air Force Base.

"Sure you'd like :o always be able to land

on a lake bed," Overmyer says. "But il you

can't, why not provide the shuttle with a

go-around capability so you have more

lhan one sho; at II le larding 7 Right now the

shuttle requires test pilots to fly it because
they have that extra training. It's a de-

manding flying machine, and I'd like to off-

Joad the pilot's workload a bit."

As for shuttle equipment, Overmyer
thinks the manned mobility unif, the jet-

propelled module the astronauts ily out-

side the shuttle, would be more effective if

it were more maneuverable and could fly

farther away Irom the ship. Lind has his

own candidate for improvement, the space

toilet, which he describes as "one of the

great tragedies of American engineering."

In spite of the criticisms, no one is ready

to scrap the shuttle totally. Every astronaut

interviewed wants to get back into space

as quickly as possible. And that means
staying with the proven design. "The shut-

tle is fifteen years old, and the technology

is aging," says Deke Slayton, one of Ihe

original Mercury seven, "but the flip side is

thai since you're trying to operate a fleet,

whatever you build as a replacement for

the Challenger will have to be compatible

with our existing facilities."

The astronauts seem wiling to go back

info space in anything—a Mack truck, if

necessary. But some have questioned the

wisdom of how our next step in space, a

permanenlly manned space station, will be

executed. As the station is now conceived,

there will- be two core structures: a crew

module for living quarters, and a separate

laboratory module. These will abut a 503-

foot-long bo.om with a giant pair of solar

panels attached to each end. The boom
will bisect a giant rectangular truss to which

other modules can be attached.

Dave Griggs says that if he could have

the space station he wanted and funds

were no object, his first requirement would

be more room. Skylab, sent aloft in 1973,

was 27 feet in diameter. The crew module

in the 1994 space station will be only 13

feet in diameter, to fit inside the shuttle

cargo bay. "Nobody wanls to live in a trailer

when you can live in a mansion," he says.

.

"You also want some windows." But most

important, he would minimize the number
of spacewalks required to build the station.

"It would be preferable to have as few

'

EVAs as possible," agrees Norm Thagard,

"because physically they're very tiring.

When you re inside a space suit everything

you do is harck-My feeling is that it would

be difficult lor one person to do more than

a couple of EVAs a week."

Lind and a few other astronauts have

more fundamental criticisms about the sta-

ge OMNI

lion design "I think we absolutely need to

bui :d a space station," he says, "but I think

we're building the wrong one. First of all, it

has to be assembled with so many shuttle

flights. Do you know how big the whole

space station is?" he asks. "A football field

would fit inside the truss if you laid it down
on the ground. The solar panels would hang

out over the stadium. The modules would

torm two eleven-story buildings on the fifty-

yard line. If's going to lake years to assem-

ble it. We can't begin like that."

What we ought to do, he says, is to get

some experience with a smaller structure

first and gradually work our way up to the

bigger version, once we know what works

and what doesn't.

Physicist Joseph Allen, who retired from

the astronaut corps in 1985 after 18 years,

believes the astronauts' criticisms of the

space station design reflects a deeper

problem: the lack of a national commit-

ment to space. "What you heard from as-

tronauts was dismay with the system," he

maintains. "It's not that anyone is disgrun-

tled with the space station. It's just that

they're really saying, 'If you won't give us

the equipment to build it, don't ask us to

do the impossible.'

"

Whatever their complaints or disagree-

ments, all the astronauts share one strong

feeling: They believe in space exploration.

"Don't think I'm a rebel. I'm not. I'm a sup-

porter of the space program. I enjoyed

being an astronaut," stresses Lind, "I just

want to make some changes."

Currently the astronauts' chief concern

is fulfilling their stalled personal dreams.

"We're trying to get back into the flying

business," says Norm Thagard. "Mosl folks

came here lor one reason only: to fly in

space. Let's face it: if I thought I wasn't

going to fly again for years and years, I

wouldn't stay."

Some of the glamour of the days of the

Mercury seven may be gone, but the allure

of being an astronaut still has a powerful

hold over the space elite.

"It's not mundane, like a lot of other things

l might be doing," explains Thagard. "It's

exciting. So exciting it's difficult to decide

what to do afterward."

He eases back in his chair, a lean man
with intense blue eyes. They do not blink.

The astronaut's stare.

"The question is," he says, "what do you

do when you grow up?"

Across the Johnson Space Center cam-

pus three NASA technicians wander the

Mission Control room, ignoring -the pha-

lanxes ot computer consoles and the wall-

size map of.the world, lit in blue. Their at-

tention is drawn to one video monitor. One
of them clicks. it on and. as the screen

comes to life, does some careful tuning.

The rest settle into the worn chairs and

study the screen. It is an odd scene. They

seem oblivious to the irony. Here in the

control center tor all manned spacellights

in the United States they watch a baseball

game: Ihe New York' Mets playing the

Houston Astros. The Astros lose.DQ
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in their analysis maybe there were none.

Much to Fischbach's relief. Dicke evi-

dently liked the paper. '4t's one of those

revolutionary things that, if right, has great

importance," he said. "I can't pick any holes

in the analysis." Physical Review Letters

took him at his word, publishing Fisch-

bach's paper on January 6, 1986.

On January 7, Ihe day after the Times

story hit the stands, Fischbach was ex-

hausted. He had been talking to reporters

from all around the world, patiently dis-

cussing his claims, trying hard to be sim-

ple and interesting. After a long day of this,

he dragged himself home.

"I was standing around while' my wife,

Janie, was trying to make some dinner

when the 'phone rang." he recalls. "She

picked up the receiver and said, 'It's The

National Enquirer' Oh, God, I thought, how
can I relate the fifth force to sex and vio-

lence? I picked up the phone, and it turns

out it's my friend Bruce Winstein, He says,

'Ha. ha, it's only me.'

"

Winstein, it happened, was calling for a

reason. Fischbach was scheduled to talk

at Stanford in a few days, and Winstein

wanted to make some plans. Over-

whelmed by anxiety and sick with the flu,

Fischbach wanted more than anything to

cancel the trip—except that he "realized

everyone would call it a cop-out." Be-

cause he couldn't renege and he couldn't

stand the thought of subjecting his violent

head cold to the pressures of a plane flight,

he drove from Washington Stale to Stan-

ford. "My ears hurt so much even on the

gradual hills," he recalls, "that I could barely

focus." Fischbach ended up giving his talk

and driving back home, only to learn that

his five-year-old, Michael, had fallen

gravely ill. "Michael had to be hospitalized

for dehydration," says Fischbach. "There

was this poor kid. I held him in my arms

while they tried to get an l.V. in him. I
felt

anguished. It was the end of the world."

Finally, on Friday, January 10, amid a

barrage of phone calls and criticism,

Fischbach was able to take Michael home.

"At last we were all together," Fischbach

relates. "It was about eight-thirty at night;

my eight-year-old, Jeremy, was running out

of the shower naked and all: and the phone

rang. Jeremy picked up the phone and

said, 'Daddy, it's for you. It's a Mr. Feyn-

man.' " The only Feynman Fischbach knew

of was Richard Feynman, one of the great-

est physicists of this century.

"Feynman knows me from a hole in the

ground. I've never spoken to the guy. never

met him. It was obviously a joke. So I
pick

up the phone and say, 'Okay, Bruce.

enough is enough. I'm really tired.' He says,

'This is Richard Feynman.'

"I say, All right, Bruce,
I
get the mes-

sage. Cut it out.'

"He says, 'This is Dick Feynman. I'm a

theoretical physicist.'



"I say, 'Oh, come on.' but finally I listen

to him. This is either the best imitation of

Feynman I've heard or it's Feyhman. And
finally, after afew of these go-rounds, I re-

alize it is Feynman."

Feynman warned him about a letter he
had sent to the Los Angeles Times in re-

sponse to their editorial on the fifth force.

In the letier Feynman exposed his doubts
aboul the fifth force, declaring that if il really

existed, its effect on other physics experi-

ments would have been undeniably evi-

dent. Feynman's conclusion was devastat-

ing. "It Is unfortunate," he declared, "that a
paper containing within itself its own dis-

proof should have gotten so much public-

ity." As a courtesy he was calling to tell

Fischbach before the letter appeared.
Going through the mail for the next lew

months was a harrowing experience. "I got

several of these green-and-white enve-

lopes every day from Physical Review Let-

ters—mostly papers to referee," Fisch-

bach says. "Every time I opened one, there

was trepidation: Was it going to be from
the one guy who could prove me wrong?
One by one we opened the envelopes and
looked inside." Nobody ultimately found
Fischbach's work incorrect, but some
people found mistakes.

One word in particular would prove to

be an embarrassment. Fischbach had
compared ihe strength of the new force as
determined by the Ebtvos experiment with

.

what Frank Slacey had measured in his

mines. The numbers differed by a factor of

15, which Fischbach called "remarkable"

agreement. Feynman, along with others,

did not find this at all remarkable.

More careful calculations have resolved

these problems. "The resolution came from

understanding what hunk of matter influ-

enced the original Ebtvos experiment,"

Fischbach explains. "It was natural for us

. to think thai the earth as a whole acted on
the apparatus. But we now realize that the

influence of the local environment—the
mountains, the buildings, and the base-
ment itself— is far more profound." Fisch-

bach wrote to Eotvbs University adminis-

trators, who provided the dimensions of the

building in which the work was done. Us-
ing those figures, he has reduced the dis-

crepancy to a factor of three. "Nobody re-

gards that as a problem," Fischbach adds,
and "now when I get a letter from Physical

Review Letters. I don't feel as if it's the end
of the world."

Even if Fischbach's analysis is correct,

people have trouble embracing data from
an 80-year-old experiment. The reason,

theorist Mike Turner from the University of

Chicago explains, ".is that you're supposed
to write down everything that was done, so
that in five hundred years people can fol-

low it." Buf this standard of care is rarely

met. In Ebtvbs's case, things were even
worse; He died before he wrote up his work,

and his historic paper was actually written

by his co-workers.

As a result, similar experiments are cur-

rently being performed around the world;

At the Eleventh lir.e'national Conference on
General Relativity and Gravitation, held last

summer in Stockholm, experimenters met
to discuss their schemes for homing in on
the fifth force. No matter what the experi-

mental setup, the goal was to take more
sensitive measurements than Ebtvos did

while eliminating environmental factors that

might have-distoried his results.

Physicist Riley Newman of the University

of California at Irvine described his version

of the Ebtvos experiment. It will be very
much like the original but with modern bells

and whistles: vacuum containment, mag-
netic sniefds, computers.
Jim Faller Irom the Joint Institute for Lab-

oratory Astrophysics in Boulder, Colorado,

took some of the earliest and sharpest jabs

at Fischbach. But today he is building a

miniature Tower of Pisa in his lab in order

to drop objects and see if there is any dif-

ference in the rates at which they fall.

Paul Boynton's experiment at the Uni-

versity of Washington was also described.

^Scientists

at major laboratories ail

over the world

have voted for Fischbach

by committing

both their time and
their budgets

to pursuing his Iead3

In an ingenious variation or Newton's pen-
dulum, he has fashioned a small disc, with

each half made out of a different material.

Suspended from its center by a- quartz
thread, the disc will twist back and forth.

The experiment is being performed at the

side of a mountain: If there is a fifth force,

the mountain wifi attract the two halves of

the disc unequally, and that will affect the

rate at which it oscillates.

Plenty of physicists—from world-fa-
mous demigods to colleagues at .Pur-

due—still snipe at Fischbach. Just re-

cently. Robert Dicke of Princeton and Shu-
yuan Chu ol Ihe University of California at

Riverside published a paper stating that

the discrepancy in the Ebtvos data
stemmed not from a fifth force but Irom

temperature changes that created "a gentle

wind" in the .room.

.
Fischbach strongly disagrees. "We took

that possibility into account when we did.

our calculations," he says. "The Ebtvos ex-

periments were conducted over a period
of four years, and it's unlikely that Ihe tem-
perature would have had the same effect

on all the test materials day in and day out

through all that time.".

There's not much he can say to Sheldon
Glashow. however, who acts as if Fisch-

bach were a i.seo-ca.' salesman pulling the

wool over physicists' eyes, Glashow sum-
marizes the arguments for a fifth lorce—
based on kaon data. Stacey's mine exper-

iment, and the reanalysis of the Ebtvos ex-

periment—this way: "Fischbach and his

friends offer a silk purse made of three

sow's ears, and I'll not buy it."

Only experiments will settle the issue of

whether a fifth lorce exists, and these are
being done. Despite Ihe likes of Glashow,
scientists at major laboratories all over the

world have voted for Fischbach— not by
making statements to the press but by
commitling their time and their budgets to

pursuing his lead.

At the University of Washington in Seat-
tle, Eric Adelberger and his colleagues
have buill an Eotvbs-type experiment.
"Fischbach raised an interesting point.that

has an experimental answer," he says. "It

needs greater exploration."

Brookhaven's Peter Thieberger, who has
been working on a project (hat, In princi-

ple, is related to the Eotvbs experiment,

says there is strong evidence for a force

related to hypercharge. Will it be powerful

enough lo resist its critics? Can Fischbach
and his team possibly be correct? Says
Thieberger cautiously, "Maybe."

Val Fitch, a Nobel prize-winner from
Princeton, has recently joined the search
for the fifth force. Says Fitch, "Fischbach
showed that there was a whole new win-

dow lo look [at the universe] through."

Frank Stacey agrees. "What Ephraim has
done is damn clever." he says. To explain

the criticism that Fischbach has received,

Stacey invokes the story of the lion and the

hyenas. The lone lion, he explains, makes
Ihe kill. Then the laughing hyenas feed off

the carcass.

Whether Fischbach's catch proves ulti-

mately nourishing will remain unknown for

months or even years. Meanwhile, he is

once more sleeping soundly at night. By
day he wonders what a universe with five

forces would look like. With Aronson he Is

planning a kaon experiment that would un-

ambiguously show the effects ol a fifth

force. "We'd like to be able to predict," he
says, "just what the force can make kaons
do." He fills notebooks with admittedly far-

out plans for how a fifth force might some-
day be controlled.

"We're where we were with electromag-

netism in the middle 1800's." Fischbach
says. "Though elcctrornagnetism is now the-

cornerstone of all modern technology, Irom

cars and rockets to telecommunications
and lasers, we couldn't have fathomed
these things a hundred years ago. Il's too

soon to say what the new force will bring,

but if it can be controlled, it will be used,"
Fischbach also stays in constant touch

with all the experimenters pursuing his lead.

Any day now, he says, he might gel the

phone call telling him Galileo was wrong
and the fifth lorce is real. Maybe he'li'even

hear it on the evening news.DO
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7
In a rare conversation the famed
Swiss psychoanalyst

and controversial writer offers a
means to banish child

abuse, terrorism, and violence

from the human race

IflJTERV/IEUU

I

describe pictures of people;

use histories of them as

mirrors. And then many come
and say, 'This is exactly what
I felt ail my life but couldn't

say.' I don't want to be a guru. I

don't want people to believe

me. I only encourage them to

take their own experience
seriously." Alice Miller's stories

portray abused and silenced

children who later become
destructive to themselves and
to others. Adolf Hitler, says
Miller, was such a child.

Constantly mistreated by his

father, emotionally abandoned

by his mother, he learned only
cruelty; he learned to be obedient
and to accept daily punishments
with unquestioning compliance-
After years, he took revenge.

As an adult he once said, "It gives
us a very special, secret pleasure

to see how unaware people are of

what is really happening to them."

Miller, famed throughout
Europe, wrote of Hitler's childhood

in For Your Own Good: Hidden
Cruelty in Child-Rearing and the

Roots of Violence. In the same
work she lets Christiane F tell her

own story: "I had trouble telling

the letters H and K apart. One

PHOTOGRAPH BY JULIA MILLER



evening my rnolher was taking great pains

to explain the difference to rne. I could

scarcely pay attention to what she was
saying because I noticed my father getting

more and more furious. I
always knew what

was going to happen. He went out and got

the hand broom and gave me a trouncing.

Now I was supposed to tell the difference

between H and K. Of course by that time I

didn't know anything anymore, so I got an-

other licking and was sent to bed."Chris-

tiane went into the street and became a

drug addict.

"We do not need books about psychol-

ogy in order to learn id respect our chil-

dren," Miller says. "What we need is a total

revision of the methods of child rearing and

our traditional view about it."

The way we were treated as small chil-

dren is the way we treat ourselves the rest

of our lives: with cruelty or with tenderness

and protection. We often impose our most

agonizing suffering upon ourselves and,

later, on our children.

In 1979 Miller's first book, The Drama of

the Gifted Child, was published in Ger-

many. First tilled Prisoners of Childhood,

its three short essays described how par-

. ents project their feelings, ideas, and
dreams upon their children. To survive and

beloved, a child learns to obey. In repress-

ing his or her feelings, the child stifles at-

tempts to be herself or himself. The result,

said Miller, is all too often depression, ebb-

ing of vitality, the loss of self. The Drama

drew wide audiences in Europe and then

the United States. Two more books quickly

followed: For Your Own Good and Thou

Shalt Not Be Aware continued to focus on

the child but moved into deeper studies of

child abuse, attitudes of child rearing, psy-

chological theory, and Ireatment.

Last summer Miller published Pictures

of a Childhood. A collection of 66 water-

color paintings, it represents a small frac-

tion ot her art. As she tells us in the book's

introduction, Miller started to paint 14 years

ago. "Five years after I
began painting

spontaneously, I started writing books. This

never would have been possible without

the inner liberation painting has given me.

The more freedom I got playing with colors,

the more I had to question what I had

learned twenty years ago.

"It wasn't until I wrote my books that I

found out just how hostile society was to-

ward children," she says. "I have come to

realize that hostility toward children is to be

found in countless forms, not only in death

camps but throughout all levels ol society

and in every intellectual discipline—even

in most schools of Iherapy."

Born in Poland in 1923. Miller was edu-

cated and lives in Switzerland. She stud-

ied philosophy, sociology, and psychology

and took her doctorate in 1953. She com-

'

plefed her psychoanalytic training in Zu-

rich, and as a practicing psychoanalyst she

has been involved in teaching and training

for more than 20 years.

As her writing progressed, Miller's view

of the child became more and more op-
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Aware lo Freud on Iho cno Hundred iv.enty-

fifth anniversary of his birth. "His discov-

eries of the survival of childhood experi-

ences in the adult unconscious and the

phenomena of repression have influenced

my life and way of thinking," she says. "But

I came to different conclusions then Freud

when I
could no longer deny what I

learned

from my patients about the repression of

child abuse."

Today Miller has departed Irom the tra-

ditional analytic approach to treatment and

from Freudian theory, Early in his work

Freud believed that the root of neurosis was

actual trauma, often violent and sexual in

nature, that had been repressed in child-

hood. Later he altered his view, deciding

that the chiid is by no means innocent but

is born with drives that are sexual and de-

structive in nature. Why has Freud's Oedi-

pus complex lasted so long9 Miller asks.

"Because in the Freudian view the parents,

67b be skillful,

admired, famous, and then to

abandon all this

to go your own way Is very

frightening to

most people. But I had to

do this in

order to become free3

not .the child, are innocent. The Freudian

view fits society; it overlooks in Oedipus

the abused child and sees him with inces-

tuous wishes that lead to his killing his fa-

ther, marrying his mother, and ultimately

blinding himself"

Traditional analysis, says Miller, dupli-

cates the parent-child relationship, with the

conventional analyst in the position of

power But there is hope in therapy if the

therapist is a true advocate of the patient.

Respect for the child within the patient and

his discovery of his real nistory must play

a role in the treatment process. The child

undergoes a long inner struggle "between

fhe fear of losing the person he loves if he

remains true to himself, and panic at the

prospect of losing hiirseli if he has to deny

who he is. A child cannot resolve a conflict

of Ihis nature.and .is forced to conform be-

cause he cannot survive by himself. Ther-

apy should not repeat this condition."

Miller uses the phrase poisonous peda-

gogy to describe what we inflict on chil-

dren "for their own good" out of our hypoc-

risy and ignorance. She perceives that we
instill humiliation, shame, fear, and guilt as

we are "training" children. By encouraging

conformity, suppressing curiosity and
emotions, a parent reduces a child's ability

to make crucial perceptions in later life.

"Children are tolerant. They learn intoler-

ance from us."

While Miller's work is ignored or at-

tacked by the orthodoxy. Jarsighted ther-

apists often hail it as monumental in its

analysis of hidden cruelly and the roots of

violence. Anthropologist Ashley Montagu

stated that Thou Shalt Not Be Aware "will

undoubtedly prove to be a watershed in

the history of psychoanalysis."

"My antipedagogical position is not di-

rected against a specific type of peda-

gogy," Miller notes, "but against pedagog-

ical ideology in general, which can be

found also in the permissive theories." She

fears that as a consequence of adults' ar-

rogant attitudes—including "permissive"

attitudes—toward children's feelings, chil-

dren are trained to be accommodating. But

their own voices will be silenced, and their

awareness killed. And more blind and ar-

rogant adults will be the result.

Interviewer Diane Connors, also a psy-

chotherapist, visited- Miller in her apart-

ment near Zurich. Small in staiure, Miller

radiates a sense of both caution and fragil-

ity, and a clear-eyed, unflinching commit-

ment to what she is saying, and an aware-

ness oi society s resistance to her work.

Omni: When did you realize respect for the

child would be your central focus?

Miller: I looked -from the beginning, I think

from my childhood, for fhe answer to why

people behave in such an irrational way. I

always needed to undersfand and make
things clear. I didn't get much information

from my mother, who would say, "It is this

way; it is so and so and so." She never

gave me an explanation if I asked. I was

very alone as a child.

Maybe I was five years old when I
saw

a woman with a child. The girl was three or

four. She fell down and was hurt. Her

mother, who was talking to another mother,

slapped the child just because she came
crying with bloody knees. I

remember my
question then: "This child is punished twice;

first by falling down and then by the mother.

Why does she punish the child? She is not

guilty—she needs her mother's help, not

punishment,"

Omni: Did you ask your mother?

Miller: I did not dare ask ihis question, but

it was the "prequestion" of my life. Then I

saw the war, and I asked why people hate

so much and behave in this absurd way.

They must have a hidden reason, I

guessed. I found no answer in philosophy

and none in psychoanalysis. I found it in

fhe later years of my life when I
faced the

child within myself and when I began to

listen to the child in my patients.

1 had to forgei the theories. Even Freud

says that the child is guilty if he is hurt. The

child is always guilty. The mother of my
childhood memory was angry that the child

was a problem when she wanted to talk to

a friend. I
could see that because I was five
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and didn'1 know any 'hccnes al that time.

Grown-ups don't see. They learn theories

-hat cove: uo Iho -os! obvious explana-

tions, and they believe these theories.

You know Andersen's tale "The Emper-

or's New Clothes"? I think it is my role in

society now, and in analytic society, to say

the emperor is without clothes. And many

now say, "Oh, I am so glad because I knew

it too but didn't dare say it." Yet there are

others who say he is wearing clothes, be-

cause they are afraid of losing power.

In The Drama I'd hoped to reach the

professionals, my colleagues, so
I
spoke

in psychoanalytical language. Meanwhile I

went beyond this largi,aeo. and I
don't use

. i! anymore; I no longer try to reach people

trained as I was. Even as they deny what I

wrote, their patients say, "She describes my
own experiences. I

know what she is talk-

ing about."

Omni: Why do some professionals deny

what you're saying?

Miller: Because they are not allowed to face

reality, You know, it was interesting. The first

time I talked on these ideas was when I

spoke to about three hundred analysts on

the narcissism of psychoanalysts. They

were so surprised, because it was very

unusual to hear a colleague side with the

child. First they reacted naturally, were just

grateful and did not show much resistance

to their feelings. They thanked me and said,

"But how did you know it was my life you

described?" And I
said. "It was my own lite

I describee " Many men iiad tears in their

eyes. Then I tried to publish this article in

.
a German professional review, but the ed-

itors refused it. Resistance was already es-

tablished. They sent it back because they

had to see everything as Freud would have;

otherwise it is Fici liming or cangerous. The

International Analytic Society published it

in the International Journal of Psychoanal-

ysis. But the German review, Psyche, did

not. It was too provoking for the Germans.

Omni: What were the provocative issues?

Miller: That neurosis and psychosis result

from repressec fee rgs '.ha: are a reaction

to trauma, The child's anger and all the

other feelings we don't like are reactions to

child abuse.

Today we know that we have a lot of child

abuse- It was silenced before. The child

must repress the memory of this abuse and

deny the pain in order to survive; otherwise

he would be killed by the pain.

Omni: Might this happen so early in the

child's development that he lacks words,

understanding, or permission to express

the pain?

Miller: The words have to be found. A good

therapy should help the patient evolve from

a "silent child" to a "talking child. " The chi Id

couldn't have found the words if the trauma

were too early, or the environment too hos-

tile. But now, in therapy, if you have a ther-

apist who is really your advocate, your

conscious witness for when you experi-

enced your trauma for the first time, then

you become a talking chrC i herapy exists

to help you find the wo-ds to tell your momer

or father how you felt at that time when they

hurt you or how you felt when you could

not talk— even that.

Omni: What do you mean by advocate?

Miller: One who sides with the child. Al-

ways. The therapist must not say the par-

ents were disturbed but well-meaning, be-

cause he is fhen siding with the grown-ups.

If the child thinks that the parents who be-

haved so strangely .
and humiliated him

were well-meaning, he cannot feel his pain,

and he sympathizes instead with his par-

ents. It is a crime to beat a child because

the beating is a damage, and you can never

change this reality. A battered child feels

humiliated, confused, isolated: and he is

made to feel guilty because he is told he

is bad. We are afraid to say that child abuse

is a crime because we want to protect the

parent from his guilt. But we really fail to

help them when we support their blind-

ness, because in this way we also betray

the child in the parent.

Omni: How do you deal with pain in the

healing process?

Miller: Pain is the way to the truth. By de-

nying that you were unloved as a child, you

spare yourself some pain, but you are not

with your own truth. And throughout your

whole life you'll try to earn love. In therapy,

avoiding pain causes blockage. Yet no-

body can confront being neglected or

hated without feeling guilty. "It is my fault

that my mother is cruel," he thinks. "I made
my mother furious; what can I do to make

her loving?" So he will continue trying to

make her love him. The guilt is really pro-

lection against the terrible realization that

you are fated to have a mother who cannot

love. This is much more painful than to think

"Oh, she is a good mother, it's only me
who's bad." Because then you can try to

do something to gel love. But it's not true;

you cannot earn love. And feeling guilty for

what has been done to you only supports

your blindness and your neurosis.

There are some freatments where the

patients cry a lot—they really suffer—but

do not talk. I saw a videocassette where

for one hour the patient relived the pain of

birth but didn't talk about it. Only later did

he report on what he had felt. But in my
opinion it is important to speak, to verbal-

ize, during the experience of pain. Even if

the patient felt as if he were in the womb,

he should try to talk to the mother and tell

her how he feels, The link between feel-

ings and their verbal expression is crucial

to the healing process. But he can't do it

without assistance; he has to know some-

one is there who understands how he feels,

who supports and confirms him. If a child

has been molested and the therapist

doesn't deny this fact, many things can

open up in the patient. The therapist must

not preach forgiveness, or the patient will

repress the pain. He won't change, and the

repressed rage will look for a scapegoat.

Omni: Do you think the child has no history,

that a child is born into the world like a ta-



bula rasa on which experience inscribes

his or her character?

Miller: No, I don'l. The child comes from the

womb with his or her history as experi-

enced in the womb. But he doesn't come
with projections. He is born innocent and

ready to love. And the child can love-

much more than we grown-ups can. This

idea of the child as a loving being meets

so much resistance because we learned

to defend our parents and to blame our-

selves for everything they have done.

Omni: In what ways does your style reflect

these views?

Miller: I try to reach the child in the readers,

allow them to feel. I see my style as ranking

keys. Everybody can take one so that they

can go open their own door to find some-

thing. Or they can say no, I don't want to

go through this door; I will return the key. I

try to evoke feelings, images. In this way I

otter keys to your own experience. You can

then go look at your children and learn from

them, not from me. Because only from your

own experience can you really learn.

In my first studies I was very abstract; I

wanted to understand the most abstract

ideas— of Kant, Hegel, or Marx. My dis-

sertation in philosophy was very abstract.

Now I see that each philosopher had to

build a big, big building in order not to feel

his pain. Even Freud.

Omni: Why did you decide to become an

author and lecturer?

Miller: I
want to inform people that there is

no one person in the whole world who
abuses children without having been
abused as a child. I Ihink this finding is cru-

cial and can help to understand a lot of

things. As an analysf, I couldn't share my
findings with anybody of this profession. It

wasn't possible, and I had to understand

why not. So I wrote my third book, Thou

Shalt Not Be Aware. Again I was in the po-

sition of the child who sees so many peo-

ple admiring the emperor without clothes.

I wanted to understand this too, their mo-

tive. Why are they not aware?

Then others began showing interest in

my work. Ashley Montagu confirmed my
view of ihe child, and I

also found confir-

mation from other writers who wrote about

child abuse. Montagu sent me his book

Growing Young, in which he quoted the fa-

mous British psychoanalyst Edward Glover.

Glover describes the perfectly normal in-

fant as "egocentric, greedy, dirty, violent in

temper, destructive in habit, profoundly

sexual in purpose, aggrandizing in atti-

tude, devoid of all but the most primitive

reality sense, without conscience of a moral

feeling, whose attitude to society as rep-

resented by the family is opportunist, in-

considerate, domineering, and sadistic." So

when we compare the normal baby to the

criminal type labeled psychopath, the baby

for all practical purposes is a born crimi-

nal. This view-is .dangerous to humanity.

We pretend to give the child the norms of

society to make him into a "human being."

This is the Freudian view of the infant. Mel-

anie Klein also saw the infant as a destruc-
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tive creature. I once talked to a Kleinian

analyst, a nice young woman, and she said,

"Haven't you seen destructive babies?"

And I said, "Whaf do you mean?" She said,

"Small siblings lhat give you a slap." And I

said, "Why are you so appalled by this

play? The baby doesn't understand. But if

you believe it is wrong and bad, he will feel

wrong and bad, will not understand, and

will finally become destructive out of this

distress." I think our attitude toward infants

will make them either good, loving, and

trusting or hating and destructive.

Omni: Do you have reactions from Kleinian

analysts to your works?

Miller: A Dutch psychiatrist trained in the

Kleinian school once wrote me: "What you

have written seemed terrible at first and

turned around everything 1 had learned,

and it scared me. But now 1 am grateful.

Every day at the hospital is fascinating.

Each patient is a history, and I learn from

each of them."

When I say I'd like to open my eyes and

QAs a child, Hitler

had no witness. His father

destroyed

everything he did. He
could never tell

anyone the pain he was

suffering. He
was treated tike a dog3

ears to the suffering of the child, it's close

to what [Frederick] Leboyer did with the

newborn. So many people have witnessed

birth, yet nobody saw the child was suffer-

ing, crying out in psychic pain. Nobody
could feel with fhe child. They were con-

vinced it was necessary to cry after birth.

Leboyer said that this pain was unneces-

sary. "I can show that the child will smile

some minutes after birth," he said. Many
mothers know he was right, but not the

professionals, .who still prevent mothers

from making birth a good experience for

their newborns. They learned thirty years

ago that it is necessary for fhe baby to

scream and be spanked, and they con-

tinue to believe what they learned.

It -is the same for my work. To protect

what they learned, the professionals ig-

nore what I'm showing them. What Le-

boyer did for the newborn, I'm trying to do

for the older child: to explain his behavior,

to bring adults closer to his suffering, which

they deny; fo explain how he feels and in

this way prevent child abuse in the future.

As long as we deny the child abuse, we
can't stop it. We just call it upbringing. I am
trying to listen to the child's voice, make

people aware of ihe child's feelings, feel-

ings that I first faced in myself when I started

to paint.

Omni: Do you think painting opened up a

lot of feelings for you?

Miller: Because I could begin without the-

oretical knowledge wiihou: uygage, really,

as a child. And I had so much fun when I

began. I knew something was going to be

created, to come oui. And it did. The first

five years ot painting enabled me to write

The Drama in this unconventional way. I was

playing with thoughts. And as 1 experi-

enced creativity in my painting, I became
much more critical about what I had
learned as theory.

Omni: In The Drama you connect re-

pressed feeling with loss of vitality. Was that

your experience here?

Miller: Yes, experiencing the pain of my lite

gave me back my vitality. First pain, then

vitality. The price of repressing feelings is

depression. I also had to resist the usual

way of learning. If you are forced to do

something, you cannot have fun. But for

me, having fun is the first condition of crea-

tivity. I learned when I played with color.

But I resisted learning about color by read-

ing theories from books. For me painting,

dreaming, and writing have something in

common. I paint as I
dream. I have many

impulses and associations. I never have a

plan, a concept of what I want to do. I do

have a concept sometimes, but
I
cannot

realize it because while painting, I start to

dream of something else and I forget my
plan. In the beginning 1 had a sorl of nar-

rative style. I
wanted io tell a story, or a

story in myself wanted to be told. Now it's

more like needing this color, this form, this

line. It's improvisation. I'd say I am painting

like a jazz musician.

h don't want to make a masterpiece, or

even good pictures. Fortunately, 1 don't

need to sell my paintings. I'm only com-
'

pelled to work further and further inlo what

is true. Sometimes I
destroy my paintings.

1 change and change them, even though

they may have been nicer before. In the

end I'm happy because it's what I wanted

to say. I don't care if someone says it's good

or not. in painting I feel absolutely free. I

have my palette, my white paper; and no-

body can tell me what is righ! or wrong.

Omni: You admire Goya and Turner?

Miller: They are no! models for me but are

examples of true and great artists. Both

were successful and admired. Then sud-

denly they absolutely changed their siyles.

Goya, who iiad made wonderful portraits,

began painting ghosts and his inner world.

And 'i
..< !

people began to say, "This is not good

—

you made really good paintings before,"

he didn't care; both he and Goya did what

they needed to do. So for me they are ex-

amples of courage,

Picasso, too, did this so many times. To

go out of what for most people is comfort-

ing—to be good, skillful, admired, famous,

and then to abandon all this to go your own

way_is so very frightening to most peo-



pie. But
I had to do this in order to get in

touch with myself, to become free. Other-
wise I feel like I am in a prison.

Omni. Who are your heroes?
Miller: The older I become, the (ess I have
heroes. Even Freud was not a hero but for

a long time a father figure. But when I dis-

covered his denial of the truth, he wasn't
even that anymore. I cannot idealize any-
body as I did twenty or forty years ago. In

my school days Socrates was a big figure;

and he's someone I've liked for my whole
life because he questioned so many things.

I also liked the honesty of Montaigne; I liked

Kafka, and I adored Shakespeare. Now
I

can't read novels so easily anymore.
I am

bored if I see the lie. I like reports on child-

hood if they are written honestly, which is

rare. The childhood offers the keys to the
whole personality. I wrote essays on
Nietzsche, Picasso, [German expression-

ist) Kathe Kollwitz alter I discovered facts

from their childhoods that cast new light on
their works. It is amazing lhat the impor-
tance of these facts was overlooked. The
essays are still unpublished because I

haven't had the time to put them in a new
book. And I'm lired of publishing books. I

love to write but not to publish. It takes so
much time and is not really creative.

Omni: When did you ultimately decide to

write The Drama?
Miller: Oh, it was funny. Actually,

I didn't. I

told you I did a paper for a conference:

then I wrote another on depression. After

the German professionals refused lo print

the first one,
I wrote the third paper, and

made it all into" a book. Although I wrote it

in three weeks, it was an expression of

twenty years' experience.
I sent it to a small

publisher in Switzerland wtio said they were
not interested, that they had four other

books "on narcissism." Then I sent it to

Suhrkamp, rriy present German publisher.

The editor telephoned me the next day and
said, "Wait, please, and you will have the

contract in three days. It's extraordinary;

it's so unusual." And then the publisher

came to visit me and said. "Usually I take
new manuscripts home with me at lunch-

time; This time I couldn't take my nap; I had
to finish it. I didn't return to work that day,

either. You made a big discovery."

Omni: Does response to your work differ

from country to country?
Miller: Yes. The Scandinavian lands. Hol-
land, and the United Slates are most lib-

eral and open. Most of my books are sold

in Germany but many Germans are still

very much formed by the poisonous peda-
gogy. Swiss people, too- So many are not
allowed to criticize parents or see the poi-

son of their upbringing. These people say
my work describes the education of the

nineteenth century. They don't realize that

they still live according to nineteenth-cen-
tury values.

This response is also a reaction to Hit-

ler's time. The denial of Hitler is so deep
that the German cannot learn from his his-

tory. As a child, Hitler had no witness. His
father destroyed everything his son did. He
could never tell anyone the pains he was
suffering. In Sweden they made a play, Hit-

ler's ChiIdh.oodJmm a chapter in my book.
The Story shows how that child looked for

contact, longed tor a glance, but was con-
stantly treated like a dog.
A reaction similar to Germany's also

comes from Japan, but also from Japan
come reactions from people who already
have become aware. Their awareness is

not damaged by theories like the Freudian
drive theory, so these Japanese can face
what

I
write, use it in their reality. They can

realize the ever-present child abuse, and
they can really help.

Behind every act of violence there is a
history. A history of being molested, a his-

tory of denying. The denial is a law govern-
ing us. but it is ignored by society and still

not investigated by the professionals. Yet it

holds the keys to our understanding why
pure nonsense can be still held in high es-

teem in our culture, such nonsense as Sig-
mund Freud's idea that a child would in-

vent traumas.

Omni: Are there cultures that have a differ-

ent attitude toward parenting?

Miller: Despite variations in cultures, abuse
is found in almost every one. But there are
some that are different. For instance, there



are people on ar ; slancl of Malaysia called

Senoi who have a nonviolent culture. They

talk with their children about dreams each

morning. They never have had war. Our

culture is so violent because as children

we learned not to feel.

Omni: Whai. in-general, are your Ihoughts

about dreams?

Miller: Dreams tell me the story of child-

hood, but childhood transformed. The

problems ol the previous day are mixed in.

Dreams sometimes reveal repressed trau-

mas, but they also help the dreamer to

master them. Dreams are a creaiive force

everybody has each night when the con-

trol is lessened.

Omni. Can therapy effect a change?

Miller: Yes, but only if the fherapy will come

to the pain, which is blocked in our feelings

of guilt. The idea "I was guilty tor what hap-

pened to me" is a blockage. Since I
dis-

covered that Freud's drive theory not ac-

cidentally but necessarily conceals the

reality of child abuse, I have looked for a

new torm of psychotherapy, an effective

therapy to be based on the whole knowl-

edge of child abuse available to us today.

I finally found it, and I will describe this

concept in my next book. This therapy en-

ables the patient and the therapist to sys-

tematically come in touch with their trau-

mas and pain— sfep by step without

suddenly breaking the detenses, without

moralistic and pedagogical attitudes, and

without bringing people into dangerous

states where they experience chaotic feel-

ings and are stuck with them.

One can find plenty of irresponsible and

harmful techniques and mixtures of tech-

niques that don't provide a systematic

confrontation with the past. Some leave

people with different mystical offerings or

with their unresolved pain. These patients

are victims first ol child abuse and finally

of therapy abuse. And they try to "help"

themselves by taking drugs, joining sects

or gurus, "Or looking lor other ways of de-

nying reality and killing pain. Political activ-

ity can be one ol these ways.

Omni: What advice would you give today

to a therapist in training?

Miller: First try to discover your own child-

hood, then "take the experience seriously.

Listen to the patient and not to any theory:

wiih your theory you are not free to listen.

Forge! it. Do not analyze the patient like an

object. Try to feel, and help the patient to

feel instead of talking to the patient about

the feelings of others.

The child needs faniasies to survive, to

not sutler Believe what the patient tells you,

and don't forget thai repressed reality is

always worse than a lantasy. No one in-

vents traumas, because we don't need

traumas in order to survive. But neither do

we need their denial. Some of us pay with

severesymptoms for this denial. Study the

history of childhood. Therapy has to open

you as well as'lhe- patient for feeling in your,

whole life. II has to awaken you from a sleep.

It is tragic to. go to therapy and find, in-

stead of help, confusion. 1 have a letter from
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a seventy-nine-year-old woman saying that

for "forty years of my life I went fo psycho-

analysis.. I saw eight analysts. But for the

first time, aftei reading your book, I didn't

feel guilty for what happened to me. I al-

ways tried, and the analysis were nice

people. They wanted to help me. But they

never doubted that my parents were good

tome. I am so grateful now that I don't feel

guilty since I read your books. I
now see

how terribly they abused me. It was first my
parents and then my analysts who made
me ieel wrong and guilty." This insight came

from a seventy-nine-year-old woman! Then

she quoted tram Ihe last line ol For Your

Own Good: "For the human spirit is vir-

tually indestructible, and its ability to rise

from the ashes remains as long as the body

draws breath."

Omni: Does TV violence affect children''

Miller: Children who have really been loved

and protected will not be interested in these

films and shows and will not be in danger.

But the child who was hurt and humili-

^Children who have

been loved will not be

interested in

'

violent TV shows. But the

child who has been

hurt is looking for material,

an object on

which to take revenged

ated—maybe at school, not necessarily by

his parents— is looking for outcomes, for

material; he is looking for 'an object to hale

and on whom to take revenge. Of course

there are people who make a business of

Ihe suffering of children. But the violence

doesn't come from TV films. Its sources are

deeper. Protected and loved children can-

not become murderers. It is impossible to

find one person who was not beaten who

beats a child.

Omni: Why does violence beget itself

through the generations?

Miller: If you go back you can see thai the

abuser was always abused. Bui in most

cases you will not hear it from him or her,

because there is so much denial. If you go

to a prison and ask a murderer, "How was

your childhood?" he will say, "Oh, it was

not so bad. My father was severe, and he

punished me because I was so bad. And

my mother was a nice woman." This is the

problem: You can't find the truth because

the person, the murderer himself, will pre-

vent you from seeing his cruel childhood

as it actually was: Because he cannot bear

thai pain, he kills innocent people instead

ol fealing the pain of his childhood.

Omni: Do you IhinK a child can experience

abuse in the womb?
Miller: Of course. Each child has its own

experience: some experience real martyr-

dom. There was a child born with three ul-

cers. It died. The mother was fifteen years

old. She was beaten during pregnancy as

well, and she used drugs. Nobody knows

what a child, even in the womb, has to go

through. We are so ignorant, and we re-

fuse to know.

You heard about the McMartin School in

Los Angeles? At this day-care center of

more than three hundred children it was
charged that many of them were sexually

molested. For seven months attorneys

asked the children what happened to them

there. This questioning was torfure for the

children. Some of them reported thai they

helped kill a baby. The grown-ups found

this wasn't true, so they called the children

liars. Eventually charges were dropped

against five of the seven accused molest-

ers. But obviously this was a symbolic way

to say, "When I agreed to be sexually

abused I
killed the child in myself,"

1 want to show how society reacts to chil-

dren's reports. Abuse means killing the soul

of a child. We cannot understand the child's

symbolic language, so we say the child is

lying. Then abusing teachers go free, and

we think thai everything is legally correct.

The problem is that children protect the

abuser. Sometimes Ihe abuser is ex-

changed for another person in their re-

ports. They perhaps say, "I'm afraid of the

mailman because he was bad to me." And

the parents know that the mailman had no

body contact with iheir child. But behind

the "made-up" story lurks a father or uncle.

The lie functions to protect the loved per-

son but at the same time expresses anx-

ieties. Grown-ups say lhal these are chil-

dren who invent stories. But the story is not

invented: a real event happened.

Omni: Can society learn to understand the

child's language?

Miller: I hope so. Otherwise we will commit

a mass suicide with the help of technology.

The child's language is ofien very clear,

but we refuse to listen to it. Children can

endure terrible abuse and cruelty from the

first moment of their lives, thanks to the

technology in hospitals. The abuse is

stored up in the mind, and it can remain

active the whole life. Therefore, a mother

maltreating her small baby can repeat ex-

actly what happened to her without having

any knowledge, any conscious memories.

Bui ihe stored-up memories in her body

will compel her to repeat the same trauma.

Unless a child receives the warm arms

of a person who will console him and tell

him with his arms that the shock of birth is

over, this child will wait his whole life ex-

pecting a repetition of this shock. One of

the first lessons is that you are alone, in a

dangerous place, and nobody sees your

pain. But this situation can easily be

changed when we acknowledge the new-

born as a feeling and highly sensitive per-

son. Very often the child comes into life alter
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a struggle, and we don't realize that he
needs consolation and the arms of a
mother. We give him medication, hospitals,

and high technology instead. And we think

it is good for the child—only because we
had the same experience years ago and
think it is usual. What really happens in the
psyche of a newborn is absolutely not in-

teresting to most people. That is why I am
giving you this interview.

Omni: What would you like to do now?
Miller: I would like to support people who
are confronting child abuse. I received a
letter from a child therapist in California.

He was a consultant for a school. A girl told

him stories of a "hot box," a tiny window-
less closet in which the children were
locked up as punishment. He believed her,

investigated, and, when he wrote a report
about it, was fired. But he kept on investi-

gating and found these hot boxes used in

other schools. Newspapers reported about
the case, and his voice and experience
were noticed. He thanked me because he
felt supported by my books.. This shows
one person can make people aware that

methods they never questioned before are,

in fact, damaging. The single advocate of

achild can save a lire: advocates say a
crime is_a. crime; they don't conceal the
truth by calling it ambivalent parent's 'love.

An advocate can help keep a child from
becoming a criminal. The child learns from
an enlightened witness to recognize cru-

elty, to reject it, to defend himself against
it, so as not to perpetuate it. Experiments
have conclusively proven that no one learns

anything by punishment. What you learn is

how to avoid punishment by lies and how
to punish a child twenty to thirty years later.

People continue to believe, however, that

punishment can be effective.

Omni: Can you change this belief?

Miller: I hope so, at least partly. My life and
work concentrate on the problem of child

abuse and on the question of how I can
transmit what I have learned about it to

professionals, parents, and people re-

sponsible for law. It's not easy, because
most people learned from the beginning
ol their lives that the child has to be spanked
in order to become as good, human, hon-
est, tolerant as the teachers, parents, min-
isters, and others around them believe that

they are.

In England, where I've given some radio
shows, interviewers often say, "You talk

about the serious forms of violence and
brutality in families, but there are also other
forms—spankings, caning, shouting at a
child." The interviewers claim these forms
of exercising power are harmless and not
serious, and they argue thai although they
were often spanked as children, they didn't

become an Adolf Hitler. I see it as. my task
to repeat thai each kind of beating, caning,
and spanking of achild isa humiliation and
Is a serious damage for his whole life. A

child can avoid becoming a criminal if he
has the chance in childhood to meet at least

one person who is not cruel to him, who
maybe even likes him or understands him.
The experience of love, compassion, or

sympathy would help him to recognize
cruelty for what it is. Children who lack this

experience because there is no conscious
witness will see cruelty as a normal way of

treating children and will continue with this

burden. They will become as Hitler, Eich-

mann, [Rudolf] Hoss, and all the millions of

their followers who in their childhoods never
found anything but cruelty.

Omni: What about the milder forms of cru-
elty, such as spanking, shouting, and ver-

bal humiliation?

Miller: The tragedy is that people treated

this way—even if they don't become like

Hitler—pretend that this kind of treafment
was necessary. They reserve the right to

do the same to their children and are reluc-

tant to pass laws forbidding spanking. In

Britain such a law was not passed until

1986, and I see this delay as one of the

effects of child abuse there.

The ignorance of our society is the result

of child abuse. We were spanked in order
to become blind like Oedipus. We have to

become seeing in order to give our chil-

dren the chance to grow up with more re-

sponsibility and more awareness than was
available for our generation now produc-
ing atomic bombs.OQ



EARTH
and holds a Ph.D. in animal behavior. He

turned away from traditional science, de-

termined (o take another tack: "to put the

bits and pieces together" in service of the

ailing earth. "The fabric of the planet is

being unraveled. I'm interested in any and

every process that can reverse that."

Todd and his colleagues at the New Al-

chemy and Ocean Arks Institutes concen-

trate on creating new ways for people to

grow food and earn a living while mending

the land at the same time. Desert farming

modules, one of Todd's "high intelligence"

biotechnologies, are examples of this

strategy. Each module is a miniature world

teeming with interdependent life, housed

in a six-foot-fall translucent fiberglass tank.

Dense populations of fish are raised in

these aquatic vats. The fish take food and

oxygen from seaweed, and then their waste

provides the seaweed with the carbon

dioxide and nutrients it needs. These mini-

ecosystems also support commercial-

scale, hydroponic agriculture where veg-

etables or flowers are grown on perforated

rafts floating on the surface of the mod-

ules. The plants extend their roots into the

water and feed on the fish "manure."

Todd predicts that desert farming mod-

ules can bring damaged, eroded land back

to life. A weekly draining of the nutrient-rich

water from the vats irrigates and fertilizes

infanl trees planted around them. "We aim

to create a cross between a forest and an

orchard." says Todd. "You need to plant

trees of economic value, such as fig or

apricot trees, among the indigenous veg-

etation," This way people can afford to stay

on the land and take care of it. Then after

three to five years, with a young orchard/

forest established, module farmers can

transplant the rows of tanks to another

problem site, to begin the restorative cycle

all over again, According to Todd, "This

bioengineering can re-create the equiva-

lent of hundreds of years' worth of topsoil

within a decade or two."

Pending final ratification of contracts by

government officials, Todd and his asso-

ciates are planning to erect major agri-res-

toration projects on land destroyed by

copper-mine tailings in Arizona, and on a

strip of coastal desert in Morocco. In the

Moroccan desert, a transparent dome up

to 300 feet long called a bioshelter will en-

close a cluster of desert farming modules.

At night, when the air is colder than the

tank water, moisture will form inside the

dome. "In the morning, you drum on it and

it Tains,' watering the vegetables planted

inside," says Todd. During the day, the

temperature differential is reversed, caus-

ing the modules to sweat fresh water, irri-

gating the trees planted around them. Todd

believes these projects will pay for them-

selves within a year.

Two more visionaries who are using so-

phisticated biotechnological tools for en-



vironmenla! encs f.;'e Ccraie and James
Brierley. After years of studying naturally

occurring microorganisms that eat motel
substances, Ihey harnessed the microbes
to help rid the environment of toxic metals.

Both microbiologists, the Brierleys lefl se-
cure positions at the Mew Mexico Institute

of Mining and Technology to commercial-
ize their process. James refined the tech-
nology, while Corale plunged into corpo-
rate planning. By manipulating the
properties of these metal eaters, they pro-

duced a method that decontaminates
water and simultaneously recovers the
metals for recycling.

Corale Brierley explains, "Microorgan-
isms are charged: If you drop a microor-
ganism into a beaker with metal, it will at-

tract the metal" as a magnet would. "We
use this characteristic of microorganisms
to create a granular substance that, within

minutes, gleans ninety-nine percent of the

heavy metalsout of the water." In this proc-
ess, pumps shoot metal-laden water
through a container filled with microbial
granules. The granules attract the metal
particles and then sinKTo"tlie"~bottom.

Poisonous metals foul the water used-by
at least 25 different types of industry—bat-
tery making, electroplating, and the man-
ufacture of transistors, for example—and
frequently ooze into groundwater or land-

fills. Some of the current technologies used
to rid water of metals actually create an-
other toxic problem. They purify water—

-

but at the price of collecting the metal par-
ticles into masses of gummy, poisonous
sludge. The sludge must (hen be disposed
of as hazardous waste. "By recovering the

metals," says Brierley, "our technique re-

duces by a thousandfold the amount ot

hazardous waste that would be created by
the methods that produce sludge." The
Brierleys believe their technology could
cleanse millions of gallons of contami-
nated water a day nationwide at a lower
cost than current disposal processes.
Few would claim that technology alone

can resolve the world's ponderous ecolog-
ical dilemmas. "High technology is not a
panacea for major environmental prob-
lems," cautions David Wilcove, staff ecol-
ogist at the Wilderness Society in Wash-
ington, DC. "The long-term solution to some
ot these problems is proper land preser-
vation and management. But as a tool, high
tech has an important role to play in partic-

ular environmental issues. For instance,

Landsat imaging can keep an eye on the
disappearing tropical forests while com-
puters keep track of what's there. Radiote-
lemetry can help figure out the population
densities and home range of a particular

species so you know which habitats it uses
and how much it needs."

Perhaps the most basic environmental
need is for humanity to undergo a "quasi-
religious transformation." in the words of

Stanford' ecologist Paul Ehrlich. Only then
might we value the living, breathing organ-
ism that is Earth for its own sake, apart from
the benefits it gives us.DO
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^First Charnas will

put UFO ads in national magazines.
Then it will

air UFO commercials on 71/ 9

"UFOs." says Con-
necticut lawyer Rob
ertH- Bletchman, "are

the Rodney Danger-
field of science II

we're being con-
tacted by extraterres-

trial intelligence it

should be a menu-
menial historic event,

instead, the subject
matter is denigrated to

the point of ridicule."

After 20 years of

'frustration, Bletch-
man. who is a con-

sultanl tor the Mutual
UFO Network (MU-
FON), finally decided
tt was time to tackle

the UFOs' poor public

image himself First he
roughed out a legal-

pad ploy designed to

enhance the public's

perception of UFOs
and to force the gov-
ernment to reveal evidence he belisves it's hiding. Then he
began a round of visits to advertising executives who could
olfer "a professional's advice

"

The first few firms Bletchman contacted laughed In his
face. But finally, executives at Charnas. Inc one of New
England's top 20 advertising agencies (clients have in-

cluded Gillette, Timex, and Polaroid), perked up their ears
Charnas officials insist they're as straight- faced about the

UFO public relations campaign as MUFQN is, We plan to
approach the issue intelligently and rationally, in a way lhat
won't possibly reflect poorly on us," says Joyce Silverman,
agent in charge of the account "We'll use the rules of ad-
vertising to attack a problem unique in its overtones, Thai is

not to say we won't strike an emotional note In any of our
advertising, but we certainly 'won't be sensational

"

Silverman says she's never seen a UFO herself. "But I've

spoken with people who have, who were shaken by it, and
who felt embarrassed to talk about it,'" she says "That's not

UFD UFOTTE

right We should help

these people find an
explanation A re-

sponsible approach to

an issue surrounded
by too many ques-
tions and mysteries is

long overdue."

As plan

Charnas will kick off

the UFO ad cam-
paign with promo let-

ters to 100,000 peo-
ple on a target mailing

list. Hollywood figures

whose interest in

UFOs is a matter of

public record—Shir-

ley Madame, for in-

stance, and Sammy
Davis, Jr—will be
contacted first Con-
tributions from this

group will be used to

test the ad campaign
m regional publica-
tions. Once the re-

sults from that are in. the media blitz will begin. Charnas will

put UFO ads in national magazines like Omni and Esquire
Then I he agency will air commercials on prime-time TV.

I'd like to see someone important involved in these com-
mercials—astronaut Deke Slayton, for Instance, who did the
HBO UFO documentary and who says he's seen a UFO
himself Bletchman says. "He could say the government
made quite a monetary investment in his skills as a trained
observer, so why not treat him seriously now7

"

Whatever lorm the ads take, Charnas says, their aim will

be clear release of all secret government UFO documents,
increased editorial coverage of UFO issues; and new
awareness of the scientific and technological advances that
UFOs could bring to the inhabitants of Earth.

"This campaign will get Ihe message out there." Bletch-
man contends "It will reach policymakers and generate
lunds The more money, Ihe more UFO ads. and the more
the hornet's nest gets stirred '—DENNIS STACEY



Everyone knows lhal Ihe

great pyramids of Egyp!

were built by thousands upon

thousands of abject slaves,

condemned to pull eternally

on the muliiton blocks that

made up the huge tombs,

kept in line and on the job

only by Ihe fury of the over-

seer's whip:

Bui now comes British

archaeologist Rosalie David

to tell us that it ain't neces-

sarily so The labor force that

built the pyramids, she

believes, was composed of

independent craftsmen

whose lives were distinctly

middle class.

David, an Egyptologist at

England's Manchester Mu-

seum, reanalyzed artifacts

taken from the Egyptian town

of Kahun In 1887 by the

legendary British archaeolo-

gist Flinders Petrie. Kahun,

it turns out, was a sort of

royal company town, an offi-

cial enclave for the thou-

sands of craftsmen who
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helped build the tomb of the

phataoh Sesosins II roughly

4,000 years ago, Among
the artifacts in the Petrie col-

lection were legal documents

and family wills showing

that the inhabitants lived not

In slave encampments But

in Intact family groups. And
one papyrus hints at the

extent of the pyramid builders'

independence "There was
evidently some sort of labor

dispute," says David, "and il

seems at one point that

the craftsmen were actually

planning to go out on strike."

The most fascinating

relations are yet to come
had discovered the

jrpse's p' a number of ba-

is buried between the

Is of Kahun's houses. But

the century since their

iiscovery, those remains

have been scattered all over

the world David is now
trying to trace the where-

abouts of the bodies then

subject them to modern
medical analysis so as to get

new information on ancient

Egyptian diet and diseases

"It's very much like detective

work." She says "By using

scientific techniques, one

really can get new information

from old collections

"

—BilfLawren

"/ have lived many lives I

have been a slave and

a prince. Many a beloved

has sat upon my knee, and I

have sat upon the knee of

many a beloved. Everything

lhal has been shall be

again."

—W. B. Yeats

"Beyond the equator, every-

thing is permitted."

—Portuguese proverb



When Charles Dickens
died in 1870. his final book.
The Mystery of Edwin Drood,
was incomplete. A number
of eager Imitators attempted
to finish the manuscript,

and several bogus endings
found their way into print.

The most flamboyant
of these attempts was exe-
cuted by T P James, a young
mechanic and psychic
living in Vermont. James
claimed little familiarity with

Dickens or his literary works.
He was able to complete

the novel in 1873, he de-
clared, only when the surviv-

ing spirit of Dickens ap-
peared and showed him how,

Intrigued by James's
claim, two California re-

searchers plan to use a com-
puter to Investigate It further

Parapsychologist Jerry Solfvin

and graduate student Jo
Cotley, both of John R Ken-
nedy University in Orinda,

point out thai the computer
can be programmed lo ana-
lyze the peculiarities of a
writer's style. It can then

compare two pieces of

ture and determine whether

they were written by the

same person.

Even if the computer puts
its stamp 01 approval on
James's piece, can the spirit

hypothesis be proved? "I

don't think so, " Solfvin says,

"That's not our ultimate goal

What we will demonstrate
is that a computer technique
can help evaluate psychic
information channeled from
one person to the next,"

Whatever the outcome of

the experiment, Dickens fans

aren't likely to be convinced.
Even the sell-proclaimed

psychics among them say
James's story has been
suspect ever since a biogra-

pher found a rough draft of

an unpublished chapter
among Dickens's things.

James's version doesn't in-

clude this chapter at all.

But Solfvlri and Coffey are
not impressed by this. "It's

a weak criticism," Coffey

says. 'Authors change their

minds all the time."

—D. Scott Rogo

One of the strangest chap-
ters in the history of the

miraculous began in April

196B. That was the month a
shining apparition—widely
believed to resemble the

Virgin Mary—began appear-
ing nightly atop St. Mary's
Coptic Church in Zeitoun, a
suburb of Cairo. Egypt.

Thousands claimed to see
the figure, which didn't

disappear until 1971

But just about a year ago
the apparition returned,

this time over St. Demiana's,
another Coptic church out-

side of Cairo At first, accord-
ing to reports, the figure,

heralded by a bright light,

appeared only in the early

morning hours As the weeks
went on, it appeared briefly

several times per night, at-

tracting large crowds in

the streets below.

Other mysterious phenom-
ena have supposedly oc-
curred during the phantom's
manifestations, too. Several

witnesses report that the

dome of the church lights up
and thai the smell of incense

sometimes pervades the

entire area. The crowds near
the church have grown so
large that the Cairo police

have been brought in to

keep order.

In one instance the appari-

tion "stayed for twenty min-

utes," says Mousaad Sadlk,

who has been covering

the story for Watani, a Cairo-

based paper "Spellbound,

the people started to plead
and pray,"

But religious miracles don't

sit too well with the scientific

establishment. According
to California physiologist and
skeptic Gordon Stein, "Possi-

ble explanations include

fraud, hallucinations, a natural

optical phenomenon, or

electrical discharges from
the roof of the church

"

Meanwhile, the Coptic
Church has been soliciting

eyewitness reports of the

manifestations, After evaluat-

ing some of these reports,

officials declared the visions

"blessings to Egypt and
blessings to the Church

"

—D Scott Rogo



Does anything

occur within the brain when a

person receives an ESP
message? Two researchers

affiliated with the University

. .in it does.

Cognitive neurosclerosis

Charles A Warren and

Norman S Don conducted

their research with a single

subject whose brain activity

was monitored by an elec-

troencephalograph His

lob was to guess thh

metric symbols printed on a

series of standard ESP
cards. (Each card is printed

wilh either a cros= i

square, star, or wa ,

When Ihe subject finished

carrying oul this task, the re-

searchers looked at Ihe

brain signals, also known as

event-related potentials.

arERPs Thesecoiir

electrical fluctuations that

oCQur milliseconds before or

after Ihe reception of any

given Stimulus. The two re-

searchers specifier,

at the ERPs tor predeter-
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mined millisecond periods

before and after the subiect

made his guesses
As it turned oul, the re-

-_:':'

wouid beexpe
result ot chance.) When tne

researchers checked their

EEC- data, they discovered

that ERPS often accompanied

the correct guesses. In fact.

ERP analysis enabled them to

discriminate between correct

and incorrect guesses at a

rate of 72 7 percent.'

"We have several hopes

tor iuture work in this area,"

Warren says. "One is that

studies using such ERP mon-

itoring will be able to yield

even more accurate indica-

tors of psi states."

Despite Ihe sopr i

of this experiment, the sub-

ject —a Chicago psychic

named Oiof Jonsson—has m
tne^past been involved m
some controversy concerning

his ESP abilities.

'Uonssonmay or may not

beapsycfiic, opmesMar^

cello Truzzi, sociologist and

anomalies expert at Eastern

Michigan University in Ypsi-

lanti "Its impossible to tell

because no adequately

controlled lest has ever

proved or disproved his

psychic abilities."

Either way, Truzzi adds, the

results are intriguing. "This

experiment is interesting

because it seems to show a

difference in brain signals

when the subject knows the

answer That's significant

Whether the answer is ob-

tained psychically or not. In-

deed, one might use such

a technique to determine

whether a person has merely

guessed at the correct an-

swer in any given situation or

somehow knows it."

—D Scott Rogo

, "an beings pass as

and a glimpse of

everything is had through the

transparent atmosphere

Everything is illuminated

and quivers under waves of

light propagated in spa.ee

"

—Gustave Geffroy

7 am darkness leaping out

ot light, leaping out of thee

"

—Herman Melville

Ten years ago strange

Ihmgs began happening In

ihe Orchard' family cottage.

First, the Orchards say, doors

and water faucets starled

flying around. Then a ceiling

collapsed, water saturated

furniture, and electrical

appliances wenl awry

It didn't take long for the

family to abandon its home in

the village of Adisham in

Keni. England, claiming that

thousands of dollars' worth

of damage had been in-

curred Eventually, Joe Or-

chard, a former Royal Navy
petty officer, began to biame

Ihe disturbances on what

he called "electro-osmosis"—

electricity leaking from a

cable. A powerful magnetic

field had been created

around the cottage, he said,

by a malfunction and leaking

transformers. The family

was able to move back home.

he added, only after elec-

trodes had been planted

around the house.

When Ihe local utility, the

South Eastern Electricity

Board, denied responsibility

lor Ihe happenings, Orchard

and his wife started a nine-

year legal battle to recover

damages. But after a 12-day

hearing in London's High

Court last year the judge

threw out the claim Orchard,

his wife, June, and their

twemy-three-year-old son

David, he declared, had only

themselves to blame He
accused them ot being un-

truthful and referred to an

occasion when an electricity

expert called at the cottage,

to find David holding a cup

ol water It was fair to infer, the

ludge declared, that David

had been splashing the

water around the cottage.

When Joe Orchard died

just recently, at age sixty-five,

his wife blamed it on the

outcome in court. "We told

the truth in court bul were

branded liars, and that broke

his heart," she says "Now
it's killed him "—Ivor Smullen



CHILDREN
OOMirv-f-Ui-fOv' raiji ;>;

"No ... I
don'l exactly remember. Maybe

a clue?"

But before he could offer her another

piece of his mystery, he heard voices.

"Can't talk now, Mrs. Jape."

"Call me Vanessa."

"May I?" His face bloomed in the warmth

of her beneficence. 'Vanessa."

"You will help me?" she said.

"As best I may," he replied. "But if you

see me in company—"
"We n: •a met

"

"Precisely. Au revoir." He closed the

panel in the door, and she heard his foot-

sfeps vanish down the corridor. When her

custodian, an amiable thug called Guille-

mot, arrived several minutes later bearing

a tray of tea, she was all smiles.

Her outburst of Ihe previous day seemed

to have borne some fruit. That morning,

after breakfast, Mr. Klein called in briefly

and told her that she would be allowed out

into the grounds of the place (with Guille-

mot m attendance) so she might enjoy the

sun. She was further supplied with a new

set of clothes—a little large but a welcome

relief from the sweaty garments she had

worn for over twenty-four hours. Pleased

though she was to be wearing clean un-

derwear, the fact that the clothes had been

supplied at all suggested Mr. Klein was not

anticipating a prompt release.

How long would it be, she tried lo cal-

culate, before the rather obtuse manager

of her tiny hotel realized that she wasn't

coming back; and in tha! event, what would

he do? Perhaps he had already alerted the

authorities; perhaps they would find the

abandoned car and trace her to this curi-

ous fortress On this last point her hopes

were dashed that very morning, during her

constitutional. The car was parked in the

laurel-tree enclosure beside the gate and,

to judge by the copious blessings rained

upon it by the doves, had been there over-

night. Her captofs were not fools. She might

have to wait until somebody back in Eng-

land became concerned and attempted to

trace her whereabouts, during which time

she might well die of boredom.

Others in the place had found diver-

sions to keep them from insanity's door. As

she and Guillemot wandered around the

grounds that morning she could distinctly

hear voices—one of them Gomm's—from

a nearby courtyard. They were raised in

excitement.

"What's going on?"

"They're playing games," Guillemot re-

plied.

"Can we walch?" she asked casually.

"No—"
"I like games/'

"Do you?" he said. "We'll play, then, eh?"'

This wasn't the response she'd wanted,

but pressing the point might have aroused

suspicion.
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"Why not?" she said. Winning the man's

trust could only be to her advantage.

"Poker?" he said.

"I've never played."

"I'll teach you," he replied. The thought

clearly pleased him. In the adjacent court-

yard the players now sent up a din of

shouts. It sounded like some kind of race,

to judge by the mingled calls of encour-

agement and Ihe subsequent deflation as

the winning post was achieved. Guillemot

caught her listening.

"Frogs," he said. "They're racing frogs."

Once her attention focused on the sound

of the games, she could not drive Ihe din

from her head. It continued through the

afternoon, rising and falling. Sometimes

laughter would erupt; as often, there would

be arguments. They were like children,

Gomm and his friends, the way they fought

over such an inconsequential pursuit as

racing frogs. But in lieu of more nourishing

diversions, could she blame them? When
Gomm's face appeared at the door later

6S/ie let

herself out of the cell; then

she hurried along

the cloisters, cleaving to

the shadows. She

found her way into the yard,

pausing to work

out which way the exit Iay3

that evening, almost the first thing she said

was: "I heard you this morning, in one of

the courtyards. This afternoon, too. You

seemed to be having a good deal of fun."

"Oh, the games," Gomm replied. "It was

a busy day. So. much to be sorted out."

"Do you think you could persuade them

to let me join you? I'm getting so bored."

"Poor Vanessa. I wish I could help. But

it's practically impossible. We're so over-

worked at the moment, especially with

Floyd's escape."

Overworked; she thought, racing frogs?

Fearing to offend, she didn't voice the

doubt. "What's going on here?" she said.

"You're not criminals, are you?"

Gomm looked outraged. "Criminals?"

"I'm sorry . .

."

"No, I
understand why you asked. It must

strike you as odd ... our being locked up

here. But.no, we're not criminals."

"What, then? What's the big secret?"

Gomm took a deep breath before reply-

ing, "If I tell ydu," he said, "will you help us

to get out of here?"

"How?"
"Your car. It's at the front."

"Yes, I saw it."

"If we can get to it, would you drive''"

"How many of you?"

"Four. There's me, there's Ireniya, there's

Mottershead, and Goldberg. Of course,

Floyd is probably out there somewhere,

but he'll just have to look after himself,

won't he?"

"It's a small car," she warned.

"We're small people," Gomm returned.

"You shrink with age, you know, like dried

fruit. And we're old. With Floyd we had three

hundred and ninety-eight years between

us. All that bitter experience," he said, "and

not one of uswfee."

In the yard outside Vanessa's room,

shouting suddenly erupted. Gomm dis-

appeared from the door and reappeared

again briefly to murmur, "They found him.

Oh, my God, they found him." Then he fled.

Vanessa crossed to the window and

peered through. She could not see much

of the yard below, but what she could see

was full of frenzied activity, sisters hither-

ing and thithering. At the center of this

commotion she could see a small figure

—

the runaway Floyd, no doubt—struggling

in the grip of two guards. He looked to be

much the worse for his days and nights of

living rough, his drooping features dirtied,

his balding pate peeling from an excess of

sun. Vanessa heard the voice of Mr. Klein

rise above the babble, and he stepped into

the scene. He approached Floyd and pro-

ceeded to berate him mercilessly. Va-

nessa could not catch more than one in

every ten wofds, but the verbal assault

rapidly reduced the old man to tears. She

turned away from the window, silently

praying that Klein would choke on his next

piece of chocolate.

So far, her time here had brought a cu-

rious collection of experiences: one mo-

ment pleasant, the next unpalatable. And

still she was no nearer understanding what

the function of this prison was: why it only

had five inmates (six, if she included her-

self), and all so old—shrunk by age, Gomm
had said. But after Klein's humiliation of

Floyd she was now certain that no secret,

however pressing, would keep her from

aiding Gomm in his bid for freedom.

The professor did not come back that

evening, which disappointed her. Perhaps

Floyd's recapture had meant stricter reg-

ulations about the place, she reasoned,

though that principle scarcely applied to

her. She, it seemed, was practically forgot-

ten. Though Guillemot brought her food and

drink, he did not stay to teach her poker as

they had arranged, nor was she escorted

out to take the air. Left in the stuffy room

without company, her mind undisturbed by

any entertainment but counting her toes,

she rapidly became listless and sleepy.

Indeed, she was dozing through the

middle of the following afternoon when

something hit the wall outside the window.

She got up and was crossing to see what

the sound was when an object was hurled

through the window. It landed with a clunk



on the floor. She went to snaich a glimpse
of the sender, but he'd gone.
The tiny parcel was a key wrapped in a

note. VANESSA, BE READY YOURS. IN SAECULA
SAECULORUM. HJ3

Latin was not her forte; she hoped the
final words were an endearment, not an
instruction. She tried the key in the door of

her cell. It worked. Clearly Gomm didn't in-

tend her to use it now, however, but to wait
for some signal, be ready, he'd written.

Easier said than done, of course. It was so
tempting, with the door open and the pas-
sageway out to the sun clear, lo forget the
others and make a break for it But H.G.
had doubtless taken some risk acquiring
the key. She owed him her allegiance.

After that, there was no more dozing.
Every time she heard a footstep in the
cloister, or a shout in the yard, she was up
and ready. But Gomm's call didn't come.
The afternoon dragged on into evening.
Guillemot appeared with another pizza and
a bottle ol Coca-Cola for dinner, and be-
fore she knew it, night had fallen and an-
other day was gone.

Perhaps they would come by cover of

.
darkness, she thought, but they didn't.The
moon rose, its seas smirking, and there was
still no sign of H.G. or this promised exo-
dus. She began lo suspect the worst; that

their plan had been discovered and they
were all being punished for it. If so, would
not Mr. Klein sooner or later root out her
involvement? Though her part had been
minimal, what sanctions might the choco-
late man take out against her? Somelime
after midnight' she decided that waiting
here for the ax to fall was not her style at

all and she would be wise to do as Floyd
had done, and run (or it.

She let herself out of the cell and locked
it behind her, then hurried along the clois-

ters, cleaving to the shadows as best she-
could. There was no sign of human pres-
ence—but she remembered the watchful
Virgin. Nothing was to be trusted here. By
stealth and sheer good fortune, she even-
tually found her way out into the yard in

which Floyd had faced Mr. Klein. There she
paused to work ouf which way the exit lay

from here. But clouds had moved across
the face of the moon, and in darkness her
fitful sense of direction deserted her com-
pletely. Trusting to luck, she chose one of

the exits from the yard and slipped through
It, following her nose along a covered
walkway that twisted and turned before
leading out into yet another courtyard,
larger than the first. A lighi breeze teased
the leaves of two entwined laurel trees in

the center of the yard; night insects tuned
up in the walls. Peaceable as it was, the

square offered no promising route she
could see. and she was about to go back
the way she'd come when the moon shook
off its veils and lit the yard from wall to wall.

It was^empty but for the laurel trees and
their shadow, but that shadow fell across
an elaborate des g; i that, had been painted
on the pavement of the yard. She stared at

it too curious lo retreat, though she could
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make no sense; ot the thing at first; the pat-

tern seemed to be just that—a pattern. She

stalked il along one edge, trying to fathom

its significance. Then it dawned on her lhat

she was viewing the entire picture upside

down. She moved to the other side of the

courtyard, and the design came clear. II

was a map of the world, reproduced down

lo the most insignificant isle. All the great

cities were marked, and the oceans and

coniinenls crisscrossed with hundreds of

fine lines thai marked latitudes, longitudes,

and much else besides. Though many of

the.symbols were idiosyncratic, it was clear

that the map was rite with political detail:

contesied borders; territorial waters; ex-

clusion zones. Many of these had been

drawn and redrawn in chalk, as if in re-

sponse to daily intelligence. In some re-

gions where events were particularly

fraught, the landmass was all but ob-

scured by scribblings.

Fascinalion came between her and her

safety. She didn't hear the footsteps at the

North Pole until their owner was stepping

out of hiding and into the moonlight. She

was aboul to make a run for it, when she

recognized Gomm.
"Don't move." he murmured across the

world.

She did as she was instructed. Glancing

around him like a besieged rabbit until he

was cerlain the yard was deserted, H.G.

crossed to where Vanessa stood.

"What are you doing here?" he de-

manded ol her.

"You didn't come," she accused him. "I

thought you'd forgotten me."

"Things got difficult. They watch us all

the time."

"I couldn't go on waiting, Harvey. This is

no place to take a holiday."

"You're right," he said, a picture of dejec-

tion. "It's hopeless. You should make your

getaway. Forget about us. They'll never let

us out. The truth's too terrible."

"What truth?"

He shook his head. "Forget about it. For-

get we ever met."

Vanessa took hold of his spindly arm. "I

will not," she s'aid. "1 have to know what's

happening here."

Gomm shrugged "Perhaps you should

know. Perhaps the world should know." He

took her hand, and they retreated into the

relative safety of the cloisters.

"What's the map for?" she asked.

"This is where we play," he replied, star-

ing at the turmoil of scrawlings on the

courtyard floor. He sighed. "Of course it

wasn't always games. But systems decay,

you know. It's an irrefutable condition com-

mon to both matter and ideas. You start off

with line intentions, and in two decades . .

.

(wo decades . .

." he repeated, as if the

fact appalled him afresh, ".
. . weYe play-

ing with frogs."

"You're not.making much sense, Harvey,"

Vanessa said, 'Are you being deliberately

obtuse or is this senility'?'"

He prickled a; the accusal ion, bul it did

the trick. Gaze still fixed on the map of the
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world, he delivered iho next words crisply,

as if he'd rehearsed this comossion.

"There was a day of sanity, back in 1962.

in which il occurred to the potentates that

Ihey were on the verge of destroying the

world. Even to potentates the idea of an

Earth .only fit for cockroaches was not par-

ticularly beguiling i

f annihilation was to be

prevented, they decided, our better in-

stincts had to prevail. The mighty gathered

behind locked doors at a symposium in

Geneva. There had never been such a

meeting of minds. The leaders of politbu-

ros and parliaments, congresses, sen-

ates—the lords of the earth—in one colos-

sal debate. And it was decided ihat in the

future, world affairs should be overseen by

a special committee, made up of great and

influential minds like my own—men and

women who were .not subject to the whims

of political favor, who could offer some

guiding principles to keep the species from

mass suicide. This comrrvttee was to be

made up of people in many areas of hu-

<9The guard

escorted H.G. away, and the

captain lingered to

murmur, "Who's a good boy?"

under his breath,

then followed. The courtyard

was empty again

but for the map of the world3

man endeavor—the best ot the best: an

intellectual and moral elite, whose collec-

tive wisdom would bring a new golden age.

That was the theory, anyway."

Vanessa listened, without voicing the

hundred questions his short speech had

so far brought to mind. Gomm went on.

'And for a while, it really worked. There

were only thirteen of us—to keep some

consensus; a Russian; a few of us Euro-

peans; dear Yoniyoko, of course; a New

Zealander; a couple of Americans A
high-powered- bunch. Two Nobel prize-

winners, myself included
—

"

Wow she remembered Gomm, or at least

where she'd once seen that face. They had

both been much younger. She a school-

girl, taught his theories by rote.

"—Our brief was to encourage mutual

understanding between the powers that he.

help shape compassionate economic

•structures, and develop the cultural iden-

tity of emergent nations. All platitudes, of

course, but they sounded fine at the time.

As it was, almost from the beginning our

concerns were territorial."

"Territorial?"

Gomm made an expansive geslure, tak-

ing in the map in front of him "Helping to

divide the world up," he said. "Regulating

little wars so they didn't become big wars,

keeping dictatorships from gelting too full

ot themselves. We became the world's do-

mestics, cleaning up wherever the dirt got

too thick. It was a great responsibility, but

we shouldered it quite happily. It rather

pleased us, at the beginning, to think that

we thirteen were shaping the world and that

nobody but the highest echelons of gov-

ernment knew lhat we even existed."

This, thought Vanessa, was the Napo-

leon syndrome writ large. Gomm was in-

disputably insane, but what a heroic insan-

ity! And it was essentially harmless. Why
did they have to lock him up? He surely

wasn't capable of doing damage.

"It seems unfair," she said, "that you're

locked away in here
—

"

"Well, that's for our own security, of

course," Gomm replied. "Imagine the chaos

if some anarchist group found out where

we operated from, and did away with us.

We run the world. It wasn't meant to be that

way, but as I said, systems decay. As time

went by, the potentates—knowing they had

us to make critical decisions for them

—

concerned themselves more and more with

the pleasures of high office and less and

less with thinking. Within five years we were

no longer advisers but surrogate over-

lords, juggling nations."

"What fun," Vanessa said.

"For a while, perhaps," Gomm replied.

"Bul the glamour faded very quickly. And

after a decade or so, the pressure began

to tell. Half of the committee are already

dead. Golovatenko threw himself out of a

window. Buchanan—the New Zea-

lander—had syphilis and didn't know it. Old

age caught up with dear Yoniyoko. and

Bernheimer, and Sourbutts. It'll catch up

with all of us sooner or later, and Klein keeps

promising to provide people to take over

when we've gone, but they don't give a

damn! We're functionaries, that's all." He

was getting quite agitated. "As long as we

provide them wilh judgments, they're

happy. Well"— his voice dropped to a

whisper
—

"we're giving it up."

Was this a moment of self-realization?

Vanessa wondered. Was the sane man in

Gomm's head attempting to throw ofl the

fiction of world domination? If so. perhaps

she could aid the process.

"You want to gel away?" she said.

Gomm nodded. "I'd like to see my home

once more before I
die. I've given up so

much, Vanessa, for the committee, and it

almost drove me mad"— Ah, she thought,

he knows— "Does it sound selfish if I say

that my life seems too great a sacrifice to

make for global peace?" She smiled al his

pretensions to power. "If it does, it does!

I'm unrepentant. I want out! I want—"

"Keep your voice down," she advised.

He remembered himself and nodded.

"I want a little freedom before I die. We
all do. And we thought you could help us,

you see." He looked at her. "What's wrong?"

"Wrong?"
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"Why are you looking at rne like that?"

"You're not well. Harvey.
I don't think

you're dangerous, but
—

"

"Wait a minute," Gomrn said. "Whai do
you think I've been telling you?

I go to all

this trouble
— "'

"Harvey. It's a fine story—"
"Story? What do you mean, story? Oh.

I

see. You don't believe me, do you? That's
it! I just told you the greatest secret in the
world, and you don't believe rne!"

"I'm not saying you're lying
—

"

"Is that it? You think I'm a lunatic!" Gomm
exploded. His voice echoed around the
rectangular world. Almost immediately
there were voices from several buildings,

and fast upon those, the thunder of feet.

"Now look what you've done," he said.

I've done'?"

"We're in trouble."

"Look, H.G., this doesn't mean—"
"Too late for retractions. You stay where

you are— I'm going to make a run for it.

Distract them."

He was about to depart when he turned
back to her. caughl hold of her hand, and
put itto his lips. "If I'm mad," he said, "you
made me that way."

Then he was off, his short legs carrying
him at a fair speed across the yard. He did
not even reach the laurel trees, however,
belore the guards arrived. They shouted
for him to stop. When he failed to do so,
one of the men fired. Bullets plowed the
ocean around Gomm's feet.

'All right," he yelled, coming to a halt and
putting his hands in the air. "Mea culpa!".

The firing stopped. The guards parted
as their commander sfepped through.

"Oh, it's you, Sidney," H.G. said to the

capiain. The man visibly flinched to be so
addressed in front of inferior ranks.

"What are you doing out at this time of

night?" Sidney demanded,
"Stargazing," Gomm replied.

"You weren't atone," the captain said.

Vanessa's heart sank. There was no route
back to her room without crossing the open
courtyard; and even now, with the alarm
raised, Guillemot would probably be
checking on her.

"That's true," said Gomm. "I wasn't
alone." Had she offended the old man so
much he was now going to betray her? "I

saw the wc-an you brcjahl m—

"

"Where?"

"Climbing over the wall," he said.

'Jesus wept!" the captain said, and
swung around to order his men in pursuit.

"I said to her," Gomm was prattling, "I

said, 'You'll break your neck climbing over
the wall. You'd be better off waiting until

they open the gate
—""

Open the gate. He wasn't such a lunatic,

after all. "Phillipenko." the captain said.

"escort Harvey back to his dormitory."

Gomm protested, "I don't need a bed-
time story, thank you."

"Go with him."

The guard crossed to H.G. and es-
corted him away. The captain lingered long
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enougti to murmur, "Who's a clever boy,

Sidney?" under his breath, then followed.

The courtyard was empty again but for the

moonlight and the map oi the world.

Vanessa waited until every last sound

had died and then slipped out of hiding,

taking the route the dispatched guards had

followed. It led her, eventually, into an area

she vaguely recognized from herwalk with

Guillemot Encouraged, she hurried on

along a passageway thai let out into the

yard with Our Lady of the Electric Eyes.

She crept along the wall .and ducked be-

neaih the statue's gaze and out, finally, to

meet the gates. They were indeed open.

As the old man had protested when they'd

.first met, security was woefully inade-

quate, and she thanked God for it

As she ran toward the gates she heard

the sound of boots and glanced over her

shoulder to see the captain, rifle in hand,

stepping from behind a tree. "Some choc-

olate, Mrs. Jape?" said Mr. Klein.

"This is a lunatic asylum." she told him

when they had escorted her back to the

interrogation room. "Nothing more nor less.

You've got no right to hold me here.

"

He ignored her complaints. "You spoke

to Gomm," he said, "and he to you."

"What if he did?"

'What did he tell you?"

"I said. What if he did?"

'And / said, What did he tell you?" Klein

roared. She would not have guessed him

capable of such apoplexy. "I want to know,

Mrs. Jape."

Much against her will she found herself

shaking at his oulburst.

"He told me nonsense," she replied. "He's

insane. I think you're all insane."

"What nonsense did he tell you?"

"It was rubbish."

"I'd like to know, Mrs. Jape," Klein said,

his fury abating. "Humor me."
" "He said there was some kind of com-

mittee at.work here that made decisions

about world politics and that he was one

of them. That was it, for what it's worth."

"And?"

"I told him he was oul of his mind."

Mr, Klein forged a smile. "Of course this

is a complete fiction," he said.

"Of course. Jesus Christ, don't treat me
like an imbecile. I'm a grown woman—"

"Mr. Gomm—

"

"He said he was a professor."

"Another delusion. Mr. Gomm is. a para-

noid schizophrenic. He can be extremely

dangerous, given half a chance. You were

pretty lucky."

'And the others?"

"Others?"

"He's not alone. I've heard- them. Are they

all schizophrenics?"

Klein sighed. "They're all deranged,

though their conditions vary. And in their

"time, unlikely as it may seem, they've all

been killers. "-He paused to allow this infor-

mation to sink in'. "Some of them, multiple

killers. That's why they have this place to

themselves, hidden away. That's why the

officers are armed--"

She opened her mouth to ask why they

were required to masquerade as nuns, but

he wasn't about to give her an opportunity.

"Believe me, it's as inconvenient for me
as it is irritating for you to be here," he said.

"Then let me go."

"When my investigations are complete,"

he said. "In the meanwhile, your coopera-

tion would be appreciated. If Mr. Gomm or

any of the other patients tries to co-opt you

into some plan or other, please report them

to me immediately. Will you do that?"

"I suppose—"
"And please refrain from any lurther es-

cape attempts. The next could be fatal."

"I wanled to ask
—

"

"Tomorrow, maybe," Mr. Klein said,

glancing at his watch as he stood up. "For

now, sleep."

Which, she debated with herself when

that sleep refused to come, of all the routes

to Ihe truth that lay before her was the un-

likeliest path? She had been given several

^He slid

on the floor and stumbled

against the shower,

yelping as scalding water met

his scalp. His rifle

clattered to the floor. By

the time he righted

himself, it was in her hand.^

alternatives: by Gomm, by Klein, by her own

common sense. All of them were tempt-

ingly improbable. All, like the path that had

brought her here, unmarked as to their final

destination. She had suffered the conse-

quence of her perversity in following that

track, of course; here she was, weary and

battered, locked up with little hope of es-

cape. But thai perversity was her nature—

as Ronald once said, the one indisputable

fact about her. If she disregarded that in-

stinct now, despite all it had brought her to,

she was lost. "She lay awake, turning the

available alternatives over in her head. By

morning she had made up her mind.

She waited all day, hoping Gomm would

come, but she wasn't surprised when he

failed to show. It was possible that events

of the previous evening had landed him in

deeper trouble than even he could talk his

way out of She was not left entirely lo her-

self, however. Guillemot came and went,

with food, with drink, and— in the middle

of the afternoon—with playing cards. She

picked up the gist of five-card poker quite

rapidly, and they passed a contented hour

or two playing while theair carried shouts

from the courtyard where Ihe bedlamites

were racing frogs.

"Do you think you could arrange ior me
to have a bath or at least a shower?" she

asked him when he came for her dinner

tray that evening . "It's getting so that I don't

like my own company." „

He actually smiled as he responded, "I'll

find out for you."

"Would you?" she gushed.

He returned an hour later to tell her that

dispensation had been sought and

granted; would she like to accompany him

to the showers?

'Are you going to scrub my back?" she.

casually inquired.

Guillemot's eyes flickered with panic at

the remark, and his ears flushed beetroot

red. "Please follow me," he said. Obedi-

ently she followed, trying to keep a mental

piclure of their route should she want to

retrace it later, without her custodian.

The facilities he brought her to were far

from primitive, and she regretted, walking

into the mirrored bathroom, that actually

washing was not high on her list of priori-

ties. Cleanliness was for another day.

"I'll be outside the door," Guillemot said.

"That's reassuring," she replied, offering

him a look she trusted he would interpret

as promising, and closed the door. Then

she ran the shower as hot as it would go,

until steam began to cloud the room, and

went down on her hands and knees to soap

the floor. When the bathroom was suffi-

ciently veiled and the floor sufficiently slick,

she called Guillemot. She might have been

flattered by the speed of his response, but

she was too busy stepping behind him as

he fumbled in the steam and giving him a

hefty push. He slid on the floor and stum-

bled against the shower, yelping as scald-

ing water met his scalp. His automatic rifle

claltered to the floor, and by the time he

was righting himself she had it in her hand

and pointed at his torso, a substantial tar-

get Though she was no sharpshooter and

her hands were (rembling, a blind woman
couldn't have missed al such a range; she

knew it and so did Guillemot. He put his

hands up.

"Don't shoot."

"If you move a muscle
—

"

"Please . . . don't shoot."

"Now . . . take me to Mr. Gomm and the

others. Quickly and quietly," -

"Why?"

'Just take me," she said, gesturing with

Ihe rifle lhat he should lead the way oul of

the bathroom. "And if you try to do anything

clever, I'll shoot you in the back," she said.

"1 know it's not very manly, but then, I'm not

a man. I'm just an unpredictable woman.

So treat me very carefully."

"Yes."

He did as he was told, meekly leading

her out of the building and through pas-

sageways that took them toward the bell

tower and the complex clustered about it.

She had always assumed this, the heart of

the fortress, lo be a chapel. She could not

have been more wrong. The outer shell



might be tiled roof and whitewashed walls,

but thai was merely a facade; .they stepped

over the threshold into a concrete maze

more reminiscent of a bunker (han a place

of worship. It briefly occurred to her thai

the place had been built to withstand a nu-

clear attack, an impression reinforced by

the fact that the corridors all led down If

this was an asylum, it was built to house

some rare lunatics.

"What is this place?" she asked:

"We call it the Boudoir," Guillemot said.

"It's where everything happens."

There was little happening at present;

most of the offices off the corridors were in

darkness. In one room a computer calcu-

lated its chances of independent thought,

unattended; in another a telex machine

wrote love letters to itself. They descended

into the bowels of the place unchallenged

until, rounding a corner, they came face-

to-face with a woman on her hands and

knees, scrubbing the linoleum. The en-

counter startled both parties, and Guille-

mot was swift to take the initiative. He

knocked Vanessa sideways against the

wall and ran for it. Before she had time to

get him in her sights, he was gone.

She cursed herself. It would be only mo-

ments before alarm bells started to ring and

guards came running. She was lost if she

stayed where she was. The three exits from

this hallway looked equally uncompromis-

ing, so she simply made for the nearest,

leaving the cleaner to stare after her. The

route she took proved to be another ad-

venture. II led her through a series of rooms,

one of which was lined with dozens of

clocks, all showing different times; the next

of which contained upwards ot fifty black

telephones; the third and largest was lined

on every side with television screens. They

rose, one upon another, from floor to ceil-

ing. All but one were blank. The exception

was showing what she first took to be a

mud-wrestling contest but was in fact a

poorly reproduced pornographic film. Sit-

ting watching it. sprawled on a chair with

a beer can balanced on his stomach, was

a mustached nun. He stood up as she en-

tered— caught in the act. She pointed the

rifle at him. "I'm going to shoot you dead,"

she told him.

"Shit."
'

"Where's Gomm and the others?"

"What?"

"Where are they?" she demanded.

"Quickly!"

"Down the hall. Turn left and leit again,"

he said. Then added, "I don't want to die."

"Then sit down and shut up."

"Thank God," he said.

"Why don't you?" she told him. As she

backed out of the room, he fell down on

his knees while the mud wrestlers ca-

vorted behind him.
"

Left and left again. The directions were

fruitful: They led her to a series of rooms.

She was just about to knock on one of the'

doors when the alarm sounded. Throwing

caution to the wind, she pushed all the

doors open. Voices from within com-
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plained at being awakened and asked

what the alarm was ringing for. In the third

room she found Gomm. He grinned at her.

"Vanessa." he said, bounding out into the

corridor. He was wearing a long vest and

nothing else. "You came, eh? You camel"

The others were appearing from their

rooms, bleary-eyed with sleep: Ireniya,

Floyd, Mottcrshead. Goidherg. She could

believe, looking at their raddled faces, that

they indeed had four hundred years be-

tween them.

"Wake up, you old buggers," Gomm said.

He had found a pair of trousers and was

pulling them on.

"The alarm's ringing—" one com-

mented. His hair, which was bright white,

was almost at his shoulders.

"They'll be here soon
—

" Ireniya said.

"No matter," Gomm replied.

Floyd was already dressed. "I'm ready,"

he announced.

"But we're outnumbered," Vanessa pro-

tested. "We'll never get out alive."

4He revved the

car until the engine fairly

screeched. Dust

was fJung up and through the

gap where the door

had been. A goat fled from

the path ahead,

avoiding death by seconds.^

"She's right," said one, squinting at her.

"It's no use."

"Shut up, Goldberg," Gomm snapped.

"She's got a gun, hasn't she?"

"One," said the white-haired individual.

This must be-Mottershead. "One gun

against allot them."

"I'm going back to bed," Goldberg said.

"This is a chance to escape," Gomm
said. "Probably the only one we'll ever get."

"He's right," the woman said.

"And what about the games7" Goldberg

reminded [hern*.

"Forget the games," Floyd told the other.

"Let them stew awhile."

"It's too late," said Vanessa. "They're

coming." There were shouts from both ends

of the corridor. "We're trapped."

"Good," said Gomm.
"You are insane," she fold him plainly.

"You can still shoot us." He was grinning.

Floyd grunted. "I don't want to get out of

here that much;" he said.

"Threaten it!" Gomm said, "Tell them if

they try anything you'll shoot us all!"

Ireniya smiled. She had left her teeth in

her bedroom. "You're not just a pretty face,"

she said to Gomm.

"He's right," said Floyd, beaming now.

"They wouldn't dare risk us. They'll have to

let us go."

"You're out of your minds," Goldberg

muttered. "There's nothing out there for us."

He returned lo his room- and slammed the

door. Even as he did so, Jhe corridor was

blocked off at either end by a mass of

guards. Gomm took hold of Vanessa's rifle

and raised it to point at his heart.

"Be gentle," he said, and threw her a kiss.

"Put down the weapon, Mrs. Jape," said

a familiar voice. Mr. Klein had appeared

among the throng of guards. "Take it from

me: You are completely surrounded."

"I'll kill them all." Vanessa said, a little

hesitantly. Then again, this time with more

feeling: "I'm warning you. I'm desperate. I'll

kill them ait before you shoot me."

"I see," said Klein quietly. 'And why do

you assume I give a damn whether you kill

them or not?They're insane, I told you that:

lunatics, killers. . .

."

"We both know that isn't true," said Va-

nessa, gaining confidence from the anxi-

ety on Klein's face. Tyant the front gates

opened and the key irti the ignition of my
car. If you try anything-slupid, I will system-

atically shoot these hostages. Now dis-

miss your bullyboys and do as I say."

Mr. Klein hesiiated, then signaled a gen-

eral withdrawal.

Gomm's eyes glittered. "Nicely done," he

whispered.

"Why don't you lead the way?" Vanessa

suggested. Gomm did as he was in-

structed, and her small party snaked their

way out past the massed clocks and tele-

phones and video screens. Every step they

took, Vanessa expected a bullet to find her,

but Mr. Klein was clearly too concerned for

the ancients to risk calling her bluff. They

reached the open air without incident.

The guards were in evidence outside,

though attempting to stay out of sight. Va-

nessa kept the rifle trained on the four cap-

tives as they headed through the yards to

where her car was parked.

"Gomm," she whispered. "Open the car

doors."

Gomm did so. He had said that age

shrank them all, and perhaps it was true;

but there were five of them to fit into the

small vehicle, and it was tightly packed.

Vanessa was the last to get in. As she

ducked io slide into the driving seat, a shot

rang out, and she felt a blow to her shoul-

der. She dropped the rifle.

"Leave her," somebody piped up in the

back, but Gomm was already out of the

car and bundling her into the back beside

Floyd. He then slid into the driving seat

himself and started the engine.

"Can you drive?" Ireniya demanded.

"Of course I can bloody drivel" he re-

torted, and the car jerked forward through

the gates, the gears grating.

Vanessa had never been shot before and

hoped— if she survived this episode—to

avoid its happening again. The wound in

her shoulder was bleeding badly. Floyd did

his best to stanch the wound, but Gomm's



driving made any really constructive help
practically impossible.

"There's a track—" she managed to tell

him, "off that way."

"Which way's that way?" Gomm yelled.

"Right! Right!" she yelled back.
Gomm took both hands off the wheel and

looked at them.

"Which is right?"

"For Christ's sake—

"

Ireniya, in the seal beside him, pressed
his hands back onto the wheel. The car
performed a tarantella. Vanessa groaned
with every bump.

"I see it!" said Gomm. "I see the track!"

He revved the car up, his foot slammed
down on the accelerator

One of the backdoors, which had been
inadequately secured, flipped open, and
Vanessa almost fell out. Mottershead,
reaching over Floyd, yanked her back to

safety; but before they could close the door,
it met (he boulder that marked the con-
vergence of the two tracks. The car bucked
as the door was torn off its hinges.

"We needed more air in here," said
Gomm, and drove on.

Theirs was not the only engine disturb-

ing the Aegean night. There were lights

behind them and the sound of hectic pur-
suit. With Guillemot's rifle left in the con-
vent, they had no sudden death to bargain
with, and Klein knew it.

"Step on it!" Floyd said, grinning from
ear to ear. "They're coming after us."

I'm going as fast as I can," Gomm in-

sisted.

"Turn off the lights," Ireniya suggested.
"It'll make us less of a target."

"Then I wont be able to see the track,"

Gomm complained over the engine roar.

"So? You're not driving on it anyhow."
Mottershead laughed, and so—against

her better instincts—did Vanessa. Maybe-
the loss of blood was making her irrespon-

sible, but she couldn't help herself. Four
Methuselahs and herself in a three-door
car driving around in the dark: Only a mad-
man would have taken this seriously. And
there was the final and incontestable prool
that these people weren't the lunatics Klein

had marked them as, for they saw the hu-
mor in it, too. Gomm had even taken to

singing as he drove: snatches of Verdi, and
a talsetto rendering of "Over the Rainbow.

"

And if—as her dizzied mind had con-
cluded—these were creatures as sane as
herselt, then what of the tale that Gomm
had told? Was that true, too? Was it possi-
ble that Armageddon had been kept at bay
by these few giggling geriatrics?

"They're gaining on us!" Floyd said. He
.

was on his knees on the backseat, peering
out of the window.

"We're not going to make-it," Molters-.

head observed, his laughter barely abal-
ing. "We're all going to die."

"There.!" Ireniya yelled. "There's another
track! Try that! Try that!"

Gomm swung the wheel, and the car al-

most tipped over as it swung off the main
track and followed this new route. With the

lights cxli'iguishcd n was impossible to see
more than a glimmer of the road ahead,
but Gomm's style was not about to be
cramped by such minor considerations. He
revved the car until the engine fairly

screeched. Dust was flung up and through
the gap where the door had been; a goal
fled, avoiding death by seconds.
"Where are we going?" Vanessa yelled.

"Haven't a clue," Gomm returned.

Wherever they were heading, they were
going at a fair speed. This track was flatter

than the one they'd left, and Gomm was
taking full advantage of the fact. Again he'd
taken to singing.

Mottershead was leaning out of the win-
dow on the far side of the car, his hair

streaming, watching for their pursuers.

"We're losing them!" he howled trium-

phantly. "We're losing them!" "-—y
A common exhilaration seized all the

travelers now, and they began to sing along
with H.G. They were singing so loudly that

Gomm couldn't hear Mottershead inform
him that the road ahead seemed to dis-

appear. Indeed. H.G. was not aware that

he had driven the car over the cliff until the
vehicle took a nosedive and the sea came
up to meet them.

"Mrs. Jape7 Mrs. Jape?"
Vanessa woke unwillingly. Her head hurt;

her arm hurt. There had been some terri-

ble times recently, though it took her a while

to remember the substance of them. Then
the memories came back. Ti}e car pitch-

ing over the cliff; the cold sea rushing in

through the open door; the frantic cries
around her as the vehicle sank. She had
struggled free, only half conscious, vaguely
aware that Floyd was floating up beside
her. She had said his name, but he had not
answered. She said it again now.

"Dead," said Mr. Klein. "They're all dead."
"Oh, my God," she murmured. She was

looking not at his face but at a chocolate
stain on his waistcoat.

"Never mind them now," he insisted.

"Nevermind?"
"There's more important business. Mrs.

Jape. You must get up, and quickly."

The urgency in Klein's voice brought Va-
nessa to her feet. "Is it morning?" she said.

There were no windows in the room they
occupied. This was the Boudoir, to judge
by its concrete walls.

"Yes, it's morning," Klein replied impa-
tiently. "Now will you come with me? I have
something to show you." He opened the
door, and they stepped out into the grim
corridor, A little way ahead it sounded as if

a major argument was going on; raised
voices, imprecations, and p.eadings.

"What's happening?"
"They're warming up (or the Apoca-

lypse," he replied, and led the way into the

room where Vanessa had last seen the mud
wrestlers. Now all the video screens were
buzzing, and each displayed adifferent in-

terior: war rooms and presidential sutcs.
cabinet offices, halls of congress. In every
one of them, somebody was shouting..
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"You've been unconscious Iwo lull days,"

Klein told her, as if this wen! some way to

explaining the cacophony. Her head ached.

She looked from screen to screen: from

Washington to Hamburg to Sydney to Rio

de Janeiro. Everywhere around the globe

the mighty were waiting for news. But the

oracles were dead.

"They're just performers," Klein said,

gesturing at the shouting screens, "They

couldn't run a three-legged race, never

mind the world. They're getting hysterical,

and Iheir button fingers are starting to itch."

p

"What am / supposed to do about it?"

Vanessa returned. This tour of Babel de-

pressed her. "I'm no strategist."

"Neither were Gomm and the others.

They might have been, once upon a time,

but things soon iell apart."

"Systems decay," she said.

"Isn't that the truth. By the time I came

here half the commiltee was already dead.

And the rest had lost all interest—"

"But they still provided judgments?"

"Oh, yes."

"They ruled the world?"

"After a fashion," Klein replied.

Klein looked at the screen. His eyes

seemed to be on the verge of spilling tears.

"Didn't he explain? They played games..

Mrs. Jape. When they became bored with

sweet reason and the sound of their own

voices, they took to flipping coins."

"No."

"And racing frogs, ot course. That was

always a tavorite."

"But the governments—" she protested,

"—surely they didn't just accept
—

"

"You think they care?" Klein said. 'As long

as they're in the public eye, what does it

matter to themjwhat verbiage they're

spouting, or"howit was arrived at?"

Her head spun. "All chance?" she said.

"Why not? It has a very respectable tra-

dition. Nations have fallen on decisions di-

vined from the entrails of sheep."

"It's preposterous."

"I agree. But I
ask you, in all honesty, is

it any more terrifying than leaving the power

in their hands?" He pointed to the rows of

irate faces. Democrats sweating that the

morrow would find them without causes to

espouse or applause to win; despots in

terror that without instruction their cruelties

would lose favor and be overturned. One

premier seemed to have suffered a bron-

chial attack and was being supported by

two of his aides; another clutched a re-

volver and was pointing it at the screen,

demanding satisfaction. Were these the

finest iruit of the political tree— babbling,

bullying, cajoling idiots, driven to apoplexy

because nobody would tell- them which way

to jump? There wasn't a man or woman

among them Vanessa would have trusted

to guide her across the road.

"Better frogs," she murmured, bitter

thought that-i! was.

The light in the courtyard, after the dead

illumination of the bunker, was dazzlingly

bright, but Vanessa was pleased to be out
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of earshol of the stridency within. They

would iind a new commiltee very soon,

Klein had told her. It would be a matter of

weeks only before equilibrium was re-

stored. In the meanwhile, the earth could

be blown to smithereens by the desperate

creatures she had just seen. They needed

judgments, and quickly.

"Goldberg is still alive," Klein said. "And

he will go on with the games; but it takes

two to play"

"Why not you7
"

"Because he hates me. Hates all of us.

He says that he'll only play with you."

Goldberg was sitting under the laurel

frees, playing patience. It was a slow busi-

ness. His shortsightedness required him

to bring each card to within three inches of

his nose to read it. and by the time he had

got to the end of the line he had forgotten

those cards at the beginning

"She's agreed," said Klein. Goldberg

didn't look up. "I said, Sne's agreed."

"I'm blind, not deaf," Goldberg told Klein,

still perusing the cards. When he eventu-

ally looked up, it was to squint at Vanessa.

"I told them it would end badly," he said

softly, and Vanessa knew that beneath this

show of fatalism he felt the loss of his com-

panions acutely. "I said from the beginning

we were here to stay. No use to escape."

He shrugged and returned to the cards.

-What's to escape to? The world's changed.

1 know. We changed ft"

"It wasn't so bad," Vanessa said.

"The world7
"

"The way they died."

Ah."

"We were enjoying ourselves, until the

last minute."

"Gomm was such a sentimentalist," he

said."We never much liked each other."

A large frog jumped into Vanessa's path.

The movement caught Goldberg's eye.

"Who is it?" he said.

The creature regarded Vanessa's foot

balelully. 'Just a frog," she replied.

"What does it look like?"

"It's fat, with three dots on its back."

"That's Israel. Don't tread on him."

"Could we have some decisions by

noon?" Klein butted in. "Particularly the Gulf

situation, and the Mexican dispute
—

"

"Yes, yes," said Goldberg. "Go away."

"—We could have another Bay of Pigs."

"You're telling me nothing I don't know.

Go! You're disturbing the nations." He
peered at Vanessa "Well, are you going to

sit down or not?"

She sat.

"I'll leave you to it," Klein said, and re-

treated.

Goldberg had begun to make a sound

in his throat—kek-kek-kek—imitating a irog.

In response, there came a croaking from

every corner of the courtyard. Vanessa sti-

fled a smile. Farce, she had told herself

once before, had to be played with a

straight face, as though you believed every

outrageous word. Only tragedy de-

manded laughter; and -that, with the aid of

the frogs, they might yet prevent.DQ

BOOHS
Research eventually led her to a bee-

hivelike stone building known as Arthur's

O'on (Oven). Located in Stirlingshire, it was

just south oi Stirling CasFle. "It wasa round,

domed temple used, like ihose in Jerusa-

lem, to shelter and display a tomb and holy

relics." Goodrich says. "The so-called

Round Table was, in fact, a temple.

"I'm always debunking things, demand-

ing evidence," contends Goodrich. "But

when we'd find these places, I'd have feel-

ings that went beyond any evidence. And

in the end, it was like puzzle pieces falling

into place." Take, for example, her first

sighting of Avalon and the Grail Castle.

There are houses on either side of Ihe nar-

row, winding road—King's Vale Royal on

the Isle o! Man in the Irish Sea. "The road

suddenly drops lo the ocean level and you

spot a gloriously golden beach, beyond

which is inky, opaque, blue-sapphire water,"

she says. Offshore, St. Patrick's Isle lies

surrounded by black rocks and covered

with grassy- mounds and vibrant sea-thrift

flowers. A rosy light reflects off the rem-

nants of an old stone tower. The scene fits

Sone de Nansai's description. "I gasped

when I saw it, overcome by a feeling ot

holiness," she recalls. "It was overwhelm-

ingly beautiful and the most awe-inspiring

place I had ever seen."

Not all Arthurian scholars, however, are

convinced by Goodrich's evidence. Geof-

frey Ashe, a prominent British Arthurian ex-

pert, claims Goodrich has created a pseu-

dohistory. "She never offers any plain

historical testimony clearly free of legend,"

he says. "She never produces even a ref-

erence to Arthur that can be proved to be

earlier than the ninth century."

Yel discoveries on St. Patrick's Isle, at

least, seem to parallel Goodrich's hypoth-

esis and far surpass archaeologists' ex-

pectations. University of Liverpool's David

Freke, director of the excavation, de-

scribes their find as a "Christian-pagan

sandwich." On one level they found a

Christian cemetery; beneath it, a Viking

burial ground. Still deeper is an earlier

Christian site dating from Ihe fifth or sixth

centuries—the era of Cametot. But, Freke

told a local newspaper, this does not yet

prove or disprove Goodrich's claims

More will be learned as Freke and his

associates continue their investigation.

Evidence of tloodwaters, with sand depos-

its in the ancient site, Goodrich suggests,

might coincide with accounts of Avalon.

They might also find Guinevere's remains,

buried with her son's head clutched against

her bosom, a possibility that excites the

archaeologists. Even if their findings give

greater credence to her work, though,

Goodrich doesn't expect it to quiet her crit-

ics. "No matter how much is proved, it's a

matter of faith," she says. "And like reli-

gious faith, you can't debate it and win. You

either believe or you don'f'DQ



STARTECH
ACCESSINGTHE FUTURE

3-D TV
Scientists at the University

of Leeds in England have
finally designed a viewing

system that presents images
on computer monitors and
TV sels in lifelike 3-D.

For Its developers— Leeds
biophysicist Sandy Geddes
and his student Mark Harris,

now at the Universily of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill—the
original challenge was purely

scientific, how to produce a
coherent image of huge
macrornolecules, whose
Ihousands of atoms render

them an incomprehensible
blur when represented in two
dimensions. They solved

the problem by using frame-
sequential stereoscopy, in

which images are displayed

alternately on the screen,

synchronized by a complex
monitoring system, then

"decoded" by a set of liquid-

crystsi spectacles worn by
the viewer.

So far, the system—which
retails lor about $3,000—
has been sold primarily to

pharmaceutical companies
for use in drug design and to

university research depart-
ments. Although the picture

tlickcrs under some condi-

tions, marketer Steve Ralph
is confident that once TV
stations start broadcasting in

3-D, the Leeds system will

quickly lind its way into

people's living rooms.
"Technically," he says, "its all

available. Anyone who buys
one of these viewers is ready
to receive 3-D television

broadcasts. "--Bill Lawren
Access; Contact Millen-

nium. Ltd., Boulton Road.

Siiijinenage, Hertfordshire, -

England S61 4QX.

LIQUID GOLD
In response to the growing

drug-testing phenomenon
in both government and
private industry, a whimsical

Austin, Texas, entrepreneur

with a flair for irreverent

promotion has begun selling

vials ol powdered—guaran-
teed drug-free—urine in a
business where the sky
would seem io be the limit.

Jeffrey Nightbyrd, owner of

Byrd Laboratories, originally

sold his product in liquid

lorm, switching to powder as
soon as the manufacturing
process was perfected late

last year. A freeze-dried

version never panned out.

'All you do is add water,

preferably distilled water,"

says the Texan, who admits
that attaining a temperature
close enough to the normal
98.6 D

F is still a bit of a prob-

lem. The company slogan
is "Pee tor Pleasure, Not
for Employment" and the lab

is described as "Purveyors
of Fine Urine Products."

Yellow gowns were de rigueur

last winter at the first Urine

Ball to raise money for the

Urine Defense Fund.

Nightbyrd, who says he is

not interested in whether
his customers use his instant

urine to beat job-application

tests or for experimental

purposes, has run into no
legal problems so far. "We're
vidatng no law," he insists.

"We're just a chemical

supplier."—George Nobbe
Access: Byrd Laboratories,

507 Trinity, Austin, TX 78701.

The company charges £19.95
for enough powder to get

you through two tests, and for

another $5 you can get a

booklet called Success in

Urine Testing.

SURGICAL
VACATIONS

You left your heart in San
Francisco. Now you can
leave your lace in Geneva.
Because of soaring surgery

costs in the United States,

a West German company
called Medilrans offers

"surgical vacations" for peo-
ple who want to save money
on face-lilts, hip replace-

ments, and radical new treat-

ments for cancer—and see
the world at the same time.

Former company spokes-
man John Christensen says
the total cost of Hying to

Europe, staying in a hotel for

a week, and having surgery
is considerably less than

the cost of surgery alone in

the United States.

Say you want a face-lift

"We will fly patients first-class

to Switzerland or Germany,"
says Christensen, "provide

transportation to and Irom the

airport, put you up in a
hotel for a week, and throw in

a continental breakfast

when you arrive." All lor a

mere $5,500.

Compare that with the

average price for a complete
face-lift in America

—

$8,500—and you've siill got
pocket change for a little

postoperative shopping.

—Michael Dale
Access: Don't pack your

bags yet. Meditrans is still

negotiaiing with U.S. air

carriers, which are concerned
about liability for botched
surgeries and whether or not

insurance companies will

go along with such a plan. For

more information, contact

Wolfgang Bbsl, Meditrans,

Naumburgerstrasse 42. 8000
Munich 50, West Germany.



STARTECH

TRANSMITTERS
FOR THE ELDERLY

Astronaut-tracking technol-

ogy used during spacewslks

will soon be adapted to

(rack the elderly, some of

whom, wander away from their

homes or the institutions in

which they live.

At the request of tive federal

agencies involved with the

problems of the elderly,

;ne Rc-sea-cn "Triangle lust'tuie

in North Carolina is studying

theeificacy of attaching

small transmitters to chronic

wancerers. Some 750,000

Americans are chronic

wanderers. Many of

these people are

victims of memory
impairment caused by

Alzheimer's disease or by

medicalions some of them

are required to take, accord-

ing to Doris Rouse, director

of the Triangle Research

Institute team.

The transmitters would

alert nursing-home personnel

when their charges wander

beyond a certain distance or

into a dangerous area, like
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a stairway. "There's a tremen-

dous need for this," says

Bouse.—George Nobbe
Access.- Early 1989, at a

projected cost of about $250.

HIGH-TECH
RACEHORSE
INVESTING
Want to invest in a

racehorse? Now you can

increase your odds of picking

a winner by studying six

generations of the animal's

ancestors and relatives—

around 9.000 horses—thanks

to a computerized data

bank and evaluation system

rc-cen:ly created by Tulsa-

oased Genetic Technology

Inc.. (GTI).

'-GTI's formula looks at

trends to see what genes are

being pooled for speed,

end.irance—whatever makes

a horse successful," says

University of Tulsa cell biolo-

gisl Sorter, Rogers who
serves on GTI's advisory

board. "It has a ninety-five

percent accuracy rate."

, GTI is joining forces with

Rogers and other scientists to

research another innovation

in the horse industry—clones.

"We want to clone identical

animals and use them to

study the effects of different

' nments versus

genetics," biologist Rogers

explains.

Although the technol-

ogy is available to

clone racehorses now.

Rogers doesn't expect

that clones will be racing

against each other anytime

soon; "Horse breeders

are afraid cloning will

produce too many good
animals and drive prices

down. Actually, we think it

would improve the

breed,"—Sherry Baker

Access; GTI's horse

evaluation system is

available for under $100

[or a single horse. For

more information, contact

GTI, 4500 South Garnett.

Suite 211, Tulsa, OK 74146.

Phone:(918)627-6322.

SHIPS WITH
WINGS
'The notion of "hybrid

vigor"—improving something

by crossbreeding it with

something else— is just as

valid in technology as it is in

animal husbandry. A recent

case in point is the Wingsail.

an ingenious piece of hybrid-

ization that uses airplane

hardware to enhance the

performance of boals.

The brainchild of British

engineer John Walker, the

vViogsr-rl is simplicity itself: a

modV'ed airp.ane wing and

tail mounted vertically on the

mast of a ship (sec above).

The wings act much like

sails, catching prevailing

winds and converting them

to forward thrust. Needing

neither ropes nor rigging, the

W rqsails are controlled by

a set of computers, so virtual v

all a skipper has to do is tell

the system to stop or go.

In operation since last

summer aboard the British



'reciter M. V. Ashingion. the

Wingsailhasspeduplhe
boa! an average of two knots
while culling her fuel

consumption by 20 percent.

Her most grueling test came
when she was caught in

the Bay of Biscay by Hurri-

cane Charlie. While one
nearby ship sank and others

slowed -o a safe crawl, the

Wingsail-driven Ashington
actually sped up from three

knots to eight, passing
everything in the water and
culling 12 hours off the

Tumsia-to-Scofland run.

Walker now plans to adapt
the Wingsail to the yacht
market lor about $175,000
(for a 42-foot trimaran). "It's a
marvelous way to go sailing,"

Walker says, "because you
don'l have to have a crew of

athletes onboard. All you
reed is your brain and your
fingertips."'— Bifl Lawren

-Access; Contact Walker
Wingsail, PLC, Hamble Lane.
Hamble, Southampton,
England S03 5JR.

JUMBO PRINTER
The world's biggest

computer printer has just

rolled off the line from
Matsushita of Japan. Called
the Jumbo Facsimile, the

printer is hardly desk top-
fact, it is almost 70 feet

long and 9 feet high,

and weighs

in at a hefty 14 tons. More
remarkable yet, it is capable
of printing out whole
biiooa.'Gs—lour-color sheets
up to 50 feet wide—in a
single slroke.

The Jumbo works by
optically scanning the image
and converting the elements
inlo a digital code. The
computer then displays the

image on a color-television

sc-co'i so operators can play

with the colors and shapes
until they have Ihe image just

the way they want it. at

which point they can instruct

the computer to spray-paint

it onto a huge sheet of paper
wrapped around the Jumbo's
roller drum.

To make a printer this big,

Matsushita had to sacrifice

quite a bit in ihe way of

speed: The Jumbo's fastest

time for a single sheet is

about one and one-half hours.

Bui when you compare that

with Ihe average time lor

a conventional hand-painted
billboard—some two
weeks—the Jumbo begins
fo look very quick indeed.

— Bill Lawren
Access.- Call Marvin

Schmidt. Computer Image
Systems, at (213)

538-0742.

IBM'S SECRET . .

.

ON DISK
IBM has long been held up

as one of the marvels of

modern management. One
of :'ic reasons 'May be the

Mobley Mairix, a system of

'inancia! planning developed
by Lou Mobley, creator and
former director of IBM's

executive school. Long held
secret by IBM, the Matrix

is now being made available

to the public by Mobley, in

the form of a compuler
software program.

Using the Matrix, execu-
tives can project cash needs
to fund growth, present

financial justilication for ob-
ts-mrg bank loans or venture

capital, and analyze the

co'i-pejition, by means of a
technique IBM has employed
for years. The Matrix calcu-

lates the impact of financial

decisions in less than three

seconds. Normally, such
pro forma analyses take

several weeks lo prepare.

According to Mobley.

accountants produce frag-

mented information for com-
pany outsiders, like bankers
and investors, not for execu-
tives who need management
informalion. The Matrix, on
the other hand, produces
information for insiders—
especially chief executive

officers—to help Ihem gain
control over strategic finance,

which Ihey typically find

Irustrating and myslifying.

—Dick Richards
Access.- The £595

runs on an IBM PC. Phone
1-800-772-1990.



GRAND ILLUSIONS
CONTINUED F ROM P£

or a disappearing Learjet, or iloaiing across

the Grand Canyon—you couldn't imagine

these Ihmgs being done twenty years ago

because no one would want to spend a

half million dollars on a production." With

the thought of huge sums of money to

spend in the future, Gardner has clearly

had fun thinking of "some crazy ideas" for

magic in the twenty-firsl century.

Included in his heavily financed, futur-

istic magic show are the following mira-

cles: stopping the earth from rotating,

walking across Lake Michigan, floating a

hippopotamus across Ihe English Chan-

nel, cutting and then restoring a cable on

the Brooklyn Bridge, changing the color of

the sky, raising the Titanic, turning the

Washington Monument upside down, saw-

ing Manhattan in half, parting Ihe Red Sea,

or making Ihe moon disappear.

John Gaughan—probably the world's

leading designer of custom illusions for

magicians like Doug Henning, Copper-

field, Blackstone, and Siegfried and Roy-
is intrigued by the dichotomy between the

past and future in the magic he is asked to

create. Often in the same act, occasionally

within the same effect, he will be called

upon to combine high-tech futuristic ele-

ments with almost atavistic torture de-

vices. Sawing a woman in half with a laser

beam—an illusion he built for Copperfield

some eight years ago— is a specific ex-

ample. "In another effect a woman is

strapped lo a table, and Siegfried and Roy

approach her, each holding a three-fool-

square glass shield. Each shield is

equipped with five spike-shaped projec-

tions that fire ruby laser beams to vaporize

various objects in their path. Eventually the

woman is subjected to a double bed of

nails as both spiked shields mesh, appar-

ently crushing her. Gaughan sees this pe-

culiar trend continuing in the future.

According to James Randi, the Mac-

Arthur award-winning magician and inves-

tigator ol claims of the paranormal, "In the

year 2000 the very art of magic will have,

of necessity. :o Keep pace with the times.

I Ihink that if Harry Houdini, great artisl that

he was, were to reappear among us, he

would have a very difficult time catching

up with what is happening in the modern-

day magic scene." Expense atone, Randi

surmises, would prohibit the magician's

overt use of new technologies. And he

thinks it's un'.ikely mat a magician can beat

new lechnology to the market. "It's entirely

possible," he says, "that someone will grasp

some piece of technology and apply it in

such a way that it is not evident it is being

used behind Ihe scenes.
"

An example of just such a device is the

sophisticated hearing aid and transmitter

Randi recently exposed in the faith-heal-

ing prayer meelings of the Reverend Peter

Popov. In a modern variation on the Talking

Teakettle, Popov's wife would relay the in-

formation lo the reverend through his hear-

ing aid, and Popov would repeat it to the

astounded participants. If such devices are

used by magicians or ir.enta lists of Ihe fu-

ture, instead of looking up their sleeves,

they might have to walk through an airport

security X-ray machine or undergo the

equivalent of a criminal strip search to as-

sure their audience lhat no sophisticated

tram- in tics were being employed.

Jim Steinmeyer, the remarkable young

inventor of stage illusions and consultant

to DougHenning and other leading magi-

cians, believes thai presentation rather lhan

technology is Ihe key to magic in the fu-

ture. "No contemporary magic technology

is beyond people's understanding," he

says, "but many of us do not understand

how a Xerox machine or a bar-coded gro-

cery product works," As children, we are

fascinated by a leaf turning colors. II seems

we are witnessing a miracle until we are

told that when the leaf loses chlorophyll, it

changes colors and dies. We are laught

not to be fascinated by such things. "What

magicians do," Steinmeyer says, "is re-

mind you that there is something in Ihe

world beyond your understanding. They

give you insight into everyday things that

you think you are familiar with but then re-

alize you are not."

Conjurers use recurrent classical, ro-

mantic, and often fairy-tale themes be-

cause they appeal to our emotions. "Float-

ing a lady is magical; levitafing a robot is

not," says Steinmeyer.

Penn and Teller, whose very successful

New York theater show has poked fun at

the conventional magician's craft, think to-

day's sophisticated audiences will de-

mand a new approach to magic in the fu-

ture. So the duo performs effects with

computers, copy machines, and TV sets.

'A television is a genuinely mysterious

object," Teller says. "Consequently, it is a

good subject lor magic." On both their PBS

special and a forthcoming home video en-

titled Cruel Tricks lor Dear Friends (avail-

able this summer), they have specifically

demanded an interaction between the

normally passive at-home viewer and the

television screen, in the video, Penn and

Teller will teach people how to perform

tricks for their friends using the VCR and

the TV, Such interaction may provide an

interesting new trend in conjuring in the

years to come.

Siegfried and Roy, best known for their

spectacular Las Vegas illusions with exotic

animals, were among the first magicians to'

employ a high-tech took including the use

of laser tunnels and pyrotechnics.

Computers and videos, they feel, are

shortening the attention spans of live au-

diences, so they use "scientific dressing"

to move their production along at a brisk

pace. "We use technology to enhance, not

to dominate," says Roy.

"When I started in magic," says Sieg-

fried, "people gave me five hundred rea-



sons not to perform—people don't care

about magic because oi technology, be-

cause people can ily lo the moon." The

remarkable success of the duo has proved

this untrue. They believe that new scientific

discoveries will enhance the thinking ot the

audience as well as of the magician. As

technology increases, they warn, "magi-

cians may become an endangered spe-

cies. Those who survive will have to rely on

basics, skill, and personality." They think

that television and video are "emotionless"

and lhat "when magicians perform with

expertise and emotion the public will real-

ize how special they are. Then they will be

given even more respect than they are now.

If we stimulate people's fantasies," Sieg-

fried says, "perhaps something great

technologically may develop."

It may surprise readers that the most

radical theories about the future of magic

are held by the most well-known contem-

porary star, Doug Henning. "The magic of

today is the science of tomorrow," he says.

According to Henning, there are two

distinct types of magic: "illusionary magic,

which is a seemingly impossible occur-

rence caused by a law ot nature that is

understood and is common knowledge in

the scientific world; and real magic, a

seemingly impossible occurrence caused

by a law of nature lhat science hasn't dis-

covered yet." Henning believes both illu-

sionary and real magic exist in the world

now, and before the year 2000 he envi-

sions conjurers performing real magic.

In a view markedly different from that of

the vast majority of magicians—who,

based on their knowledge of deception, are

skeptical of paranormal effects— Henning

believes that telepathic communication or

the ability of the mind to move inanimate

objects will be possible in the near future.

"Science says that we use only ten per-

cent of our brain," he says. "If we used more

I believe that in the next five to ten years

we could actually control matter and do

psychokinesis and levitate the body on-

stage through real magic. Performers [will

be] doing things that Uri Geller claims he

did for real using illusionary magic. You're

going to see [magicians] doing real magic."

Even the physical look of Henning's show

would differ greatly from ihose of his con-

temporaries. "Currently our senses are

bombarded with high-tech looks, lights,

and sounds," Henning says. He imagines

a return to simpler, more natural themes.

For instance, in one sequence, he imag-

ines a celestial forest with shimmering trees

as the background. 'An oversize flower with

transparent petals would start to open and

bloom," Henning says. "The flower would

begin to glow as if there were a light from

inside. Eventually a woman would emerge

wearing gossamer butterfly wings. She

would/float out of the flower and around the

stage, suddenly vanishing in midair."

If Henning is correct, effects with holo-.

grams, computer chips, fiberoptics, and

lasers will seem like child's play to-magi-

ciahsofthefuture.DO
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composite materials would not."

Because asteroids may be valuable

sources of metals like nickel and iron and

such elements as carbon and nitrogen, the

institute has funded studies on the feasi-

bility of finding and retrieving those wan-

dering planetary bodies that are captured

by Earth's gravity. Scientists are also plan-

ning to recycle the shuttle's massive exter-

nal tanks, usually discarded after each

launch, as components of space habitats.

The Space Studies Institute is studying

large-scale projects: solar-power satel-

lites—mammoth wings of silicon that would

collect sunlight and beam it to receptors

on Earth as microwaves—and space

manufacturing by remote control. We won't

need a permanent crew of people on the

moon to operate the factories. Supervisors

on Earth could monitor whole fleets of lu-

nar robots and direct their activities by

television hookups. Every now and then a

skeleton crew of humans might shuttle up

to make needed repairs and adjustments.

The institute hosts a space-manufactur-

ing conference every two years to discuss

new ideas and to disseminate information.

(The next one will be held in Princeton from

May 6 through May 9. For more information

write to the Space Studies Institute at 285

Rosedaie Road, Box 82, Princeton, NJ

08540.) Space science experts from

around the world will descend on the town

to suggest and discuss various agendas

for commercializing space.

At least one discussion will center on a

low-cost lunar-polar probe, an orbiter that

would be sent over the top and bottom of

the moon to find out whether there's water

at the lunar poles. Because water's two

constituents, hydrogen and oxygen, are the

primary ingredients of rocket fuel, such a

discovery would be like iinding a new oil

field on Earth.

The institute and the biannual confer-

ences are the result of Gerard K. O'Neill's

reaction to the frustrations of doing re-

search work for NASA. "Every year some

new party line would come down from

headquarters, and I was having to spend

far too much of my time thinking up new

ways to justify the same research program

over and over again," he recalls. So in 1977

he decided to take his case to the people,

to get their support directly. Today the in-

stitute has some 4,000 dues-paying mem-

bers, many of them skilled researchers in

space sciences.

Not everyone supports the institute's

goals, which have sometimes been criti-

cized as unrealistic, too expensive, or even

dangerous. Jesco von Puttkamer, NASAs
manager of long-range planning, has said

O'Neill's goal of orbiting space colonies

would cost at least S220 billion, making it

financially impossible. To attempt such a

thing, he says, would, bankrupt the space

program. And in aWorldwatch Institute re-

port, researcher Daniel Deudney found the

romantic ideal of large space colonies

oversold. "Life in space for the foreseeable

future will be like that in a submarine, on

an offshore oil platform, or in an Antarctic

mining camp—dangerous, cramped, iso-

lated, and uneventful," he said. He criti-

cized the idea of building a huge solar-

power station in Earth orbit as being envi-

ronmentally risky, since it would be beam-

ing megawatts of electricity to Earth in the

form of microwaves. Deudney went so far

as to characterize the solar-power satellite

as a "shot-in-the-dark experiment with
. .

.

the earth's atmosphere."

You may wonder if SSI members are

perhaps throwing their hard-earned money

at some pie-in-the-sky fantasy. But con-

sider O'Neills other recent venture, Geo-

star, a satellite-based navigation and com-

munications system. O'Neill patented the

basic apparatus in 1982 and formed a cor-

poration to market it in 1983, selling the

founding stock to friends and associates

for a penny a share. On March 28, 1986,

the first space-based component of the

system was placed in orbit by an Ariane

rocket. By the end of the year, shares of

the stock were $32 each, a"down- to-earth

achievement for a wild-eyed dreamer.

O'Neill has dreamed of building orbiting

space colonies and has written and lec-

tured extensively on the subject. But he is

enough of a realist to know that before you

get colonists, you have to provide people

with an incentive to leave Earth. He is con-

vinced that one small, successful enter-

prise will launch the human migration out

into the solar system. "When that first

breakout occurs," he says, "the others will

follow inevitably. Then there's just no stop-

ping it. Once it begins, then the diaspora

of human civilization is bound to go on and

out, as it always has done in the process

of settling new frontiers."OQ

'

Editors' note: Anyone wishing lor more infor-

mation about SSI and other space-advocacy

groups might be interested in a book on the

pro-space movement, Reaching for the High

Frontier, by Michael A. G. Micbaud. II is avail-

able from Praeger Publishers, do Greenwood

Press, 88 Post Road West, Box 5007. West-

port, CT 06881. Price: $17.95.
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An ancient shell game:

balancing eggs to celebrate the spring

EAfUlES
.By Scot Morris

What are you doing on March

20, at 10:52 pm EST? We'll

be trying to balance eggs on

their ends, and so will Donna

Henes, who will also cele-

brate her twelfth annua!

observance of the vernal

equinox—the moment when

the sun Grosses the equator

and ushers in spring for

the Northern Hemisphere. At

that precise moment, day

and night are of equal length

all over the earth. Then and

only then, the legend goes,

you can balance an egg

on its fat end.

"I don't know why it works,"

Henes told us, "but it does.

Maybe it's because for a time

surrounding the exact mo-

ment of the equinox, the sun

is directly over the equator,

and the earth is balanced

within the universe,"

It's a phenomenon that

has both delighted and mys-

tified people since antiquity.

Someone in China discov-

ered it thousands of years

ago. According to an ancient

Chinese book, Know What

Heaven Knows, on the day

called Li Chun ("spring

begins"), winter ends. And

tor a few minutes just before

and just after the seasons

change, eggs will stand

on end-

In 1945 a report appeared

in Lite about how everyone in

Chungking, China, was re-

lieving the tensions of war by

trying to balance eggs on

the first day of spring. Walter

Bundle of the United Press

decided to try it for himself.

The skeptical journalist

was amazed to discover that

he was able to stand several

eggs, and he wrote a story

about trie event.

The news got back to

n*. OMNI

China the next day that Albert

Einstein, after reading Run-

die's story, had been dubious,

calling egg balancing "a

Chinese trick." Because the

legend holds thai eggs will

stand for only two hours each

year, however, there seemed

to be little to do about it.

The controversy height-

ened as some Americans

claimed that it was an old

magic trick: Shake an egg
until the yolk breaks and

it will stand on end. Or you

could do it the way Christo-

pher Columbus supposedly

did it, by cracking the bottom

of the shell slightly. But

Rundle was offended by the

suggestion that someone

had pulled a trick on him, and

the local Chinese press-
resentful of Einstein's slight-

launched an attack on fhe

hard-boiled scientist.

At the next weekly press

conference held in Chung-

king. Chinese authorities

discussed postwar planning,

I currency stabilization, and

the Communist problem,

then moved out to the yard to

stand up eggs. Several

people, including Wong Wen

Hao, head of the Chinese

War Production Board and

minister of economic affairs,

were successful. The plan

had been to spell out the

phrase nuts to einstein in

eggs. The Lite correspondent

reported, however, that

"there were some who
thought this undignified." The

demonstration was canceled.

This event did not take
"

place during the equinox, so

qy balancing eggs at all.

these Chinese officials were

demonstrating an inconsis-

tency in the lore. Even so, the

legend continues to have a

strong appeal.

Most likely, time of the year

has nothing to do with it.

Indeed, we expect that you

can balance eggs on any

day. But mindful of the leg-

end, you try harder when you

do it on the first moment of

spring. You are more patient,

perhaps more in tune with

your muscles, and able

to make the fine adjustments

necessary to find the balanc-

ing point. Yet we have tried

it and successfully balanced

eggs on glass in December.

We called James Randi,

the magician and arch-

skeptic, for his opinion. "It

doesn't seem to occur to

people to try it on other days,'

Randi says. "The fact is,

you can balance an egg to-

day or a week from next

Tuesday. All it depends on

are the qualifications of

the egg, the nature of the

surface, and perhaps the so

briety of the balancer."



Games expert and science
journalist Martin Gardner
adds that the surface of the

egg itself is critical. If you
sandpaper the bottom of an
egg to eliminate all the small

bumps, for instance, you
can try forever and never
balance the egg on a For-

mica surface. So doctoring
an egg can certainly affect

its ability to stand.

On the other hand, David
Eisendrath. a contributing

editor at Modem Photography
who is a consultant in scien-

tific and technical photogra-
phy, is a believer. "I'm under
the impression that it does
work better just before or after

the equinox," he says.

"For many years my wife has
balanced a dozen or more
eggs on our front porch-
She has also done them on a
plate and on a sheet of

glass I have no valid excuse
or serious explanation for

it; day-nighi cycles, sun pull,

moon pull, tides,
I don't

know: If I tried today, I could

stand maybe one or two
eggs. But on the first day of

spring
I
might be able to

do two dozen."

A local expert, Dr. Wang, a
graduate of the Munich
Technological Institute, of-

fered his own theory back in

1945: Egg balancing was
all a matter of cold weather
and liquidity. In the cold,

an egg contracts and lowers

its center of gravity, he ex-

plained. He predicted that on
the hottest summer day, an
egg would sland if first chilled

in a refrigerator. "This partic-

ular experiment," he_noted,
"will have to be done in

America, where there are

Well, the experiment has
been conducted. "I first

thought I would have to use
organic eggs at room
temperature," Donna Henes
says. "But that's not the

case at all. I've had friends

tell me that you can use
any eggs, even ones that

have come right out of the

fridge. They don't even have
to be room temperature,"

For the last 1 1 years Henes
has been celebrating the
vernal equinox by balancing
exactly 360 eggs—the
symbolic division of the circle.

In 1984 the critical moment
occurred during the lunch
hour, and Henes gathered her
biggest crowd ever—about
5,000 people—at the plaza of

the World Trade Center in

Manhattan.

Henes describes herself

as an "artist and ritual maker"
committed to international

harmony. In 1983 she held
her ceremony at Ralph
Bunche Park, across the

street from the United Na-
tions (this page, top left). A
reporter who covered the
event (or The New Yorker

(April 4, 1983) was able to

balance an egg in about
15 seconds. Fascinated, he
went back to the same place
a week later to see' if he
could do it again. He tried for

20 minutes before giving

up. He might have tried again
in six months because the

balancing leat also works,
Henes says, on the fall equi-
nox (September 21).

But spring is when Henes
chooses to celebrate the

event, which she calls Eggs
on End: Standing on Cere-
mony, (Several of these dem-
onstrations are shown atop
these pages.) Springtime

seems an appropriate choice:

The egg is a symbol of

fertility and rebirth. Indeed,
celebration of the first day of

spring dates back to the

pagan worship o( Eastre,

goddess of spring. "The
events and rituals I create

are sort of like silly science
lessons or nondirected play

—

cs r
i a: niy more 'kindergard'

than avant-garde," she says.

Well, vitejalan to try it

March 20, at 10:52 pm. EST,

just as the sun crosses
the equator. In Los Angeles it

will occur at 7:52. We invite

our readers to participate

in this shell game as well.

We will also try it on Li

Chun—February 4—the first

day of spring according to

the Chinese calendar. This is

the one little problem with

the ancient tradition— for all

these years eggs have been
balancing in China about a
month and a half be/ore
the vernal equinox. But we'll

put that discrepancy out
of our minds as we contem-
plate the unity of the universe
and try to balance our eggs
on March 20.

COMING IM APRIL
An Omni experience:

Learn how to control your
dreams. Build a paper version

of Voyager, the superlight

aircraft that circled the globe
on just one tank of gas. In

a special insert—16 pages
packed with hands-on ex-

periments for the adventurous
reader—Omni will tell you
where to get a color map of

your brain and where to find

a computer system that will

let you create drawings of

music you compose yourseil.

You'll also get to exercise

your powers of detection in a
genuine Turing test: Were
the lines "To drown to be slow
hair/ To be fish minstrelry"

written by a computer or a
human? Only Omni knows
for sure, but so can you when
you pick up the April issue
and read "The Omni Expe-
rience." a magazine within

a magazine.OO



J&B PRESENTS
THE TELEPHONE CRYPT II

ADVERTISEMENT

Code. The very word is in-

triguing. It conjures up mys-
tery, concealment. It speaks in

a language known only to the
sender and to those rare indi-

viduals privy to the secret.

To make the meaning per-
fectly clear, the translation

unambiguous, usually each
letter is represented by one
specific symbol in decoding.
The 26 letters in the alphabet
translate to 26 diffei ent letters

in the code. But it is possible to

use far fewer symbols in the
code and still get the meaning
across in context.

In the code below, the mes-
sage was spelled out on a tele-

phone dial, with each number
standing for one of three letters:

2 =ABC 6 = MNO
3 = DEF 7 = PRS
4 = GHI 8 =TUV
5=JKL 9 =WXY
For our purposes we'll use

the numeral " 1" to indicate
punctuation marks and "0" for
spaces between words. Now,
the message has some built-in

ambiguity. The number "8"

could stand for a T, a U, or a V.

The "4"could bea G,anH,oran/.
Does that ambiguity, make

the message indecipherable?
Not at all. Because-of the regu-

larity (predictability)"of English in
context, there is only one solution.

1242722837047066730

327459053780

842607326837331 10

18466270724630

4373170860

727302427228371

Look for the solution to this puz-
zle next month in Omni.
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